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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

URRILL NATIONAL BAN
--

ELLSWORTH,

NEW ADVERTIHKMKNT8 THIS WEEK.

ME_

A small piece of paper in check form
will settle up any account. Isn’t that
much better and a great deal
quicker
than counting it out in. bills/
Not

only that, but you will sleep much
easier niRhts when you know
your
lietter open uy an acmoney is safe,
count in our bank.
For lurther information call any time.
your money is
the same.

always

at your

liberal
check accounts.

—

disposal

interest

t

caucus

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
In

effect Dec. 6,

If*

of the

MAILS RECBIVBD.

POSTOPFICB.

Going West—10.S0,11.15 a m; 6.60 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.46 a in; 4 and 6 pm.

m.

Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft,
guest of Mrs. W. A. Alexander.
W. W. Morrison, of Boston, was in Ellsworth a few days last week on business.
is tbe

THIS BANK A “LEADER", IN TRUTH.
Unquestioned financial strength is fully demonstrated in
the impartial comparison of surplus to capital of all truat
companies, which gives us FIRST place in Bangor, second in
Maine, and forty-eighth in the United States.
Here are the figures:
Capital $175,000; surplus and undivided profits (earned) $169,719.55.
YOUR lunds surely

/

deserve this
formation.

/
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From 8 cents Double Roll
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FOOD
NOW IN FULL

SWING

FOR VIOLATING SMELT LAW.

AT HAN-

COCK HALL.

man.

FALLS.

YEAR’S 8UCCE8S SO FAR ECLIPSED

LAST

THAT IT AFFORDS NO COMPARIGeorge Lynch cutting his icc.
SON-THREE MORE DAYS.
Miss Isabel Falvey visited her mother at
Green Lake over Sunday.
The second annual food fair, under the
Ex-Sheriff Forrest O. Silsby and wife,
Miss Laura McCarthy, of Portland, is
of Amherst, are in Ellsworth, for food the guest of A. W. Ellis and w'ife.
auspices of the Ellsworth merchants’ asfair week. They are being cordially
Sidney J. Maddocks went to Hancock sociation, opened at Hancock hall Mona
greeted.
Monday* to attend the funeral of Eben day afternoon promptly at 2 o’clock, and

There will be no rehearsal of the EllaThe
worth festival chorus this week.
next one will be at Society hall on Thursday evening, March 2.

M. Byard, who has bought the
restaurant business of M. H. Clement, reopened the restaurant at the corner of
Main and Hancock streets to-day.

is

Clark.

is

Friends here of Eben Clark, of Newton,
Mass., regret his death, which occurred at
his borne there last week.
last week to
Mrs. Carlisle’s
mother is here from Boston.

A daughter was
Eugene Carlisle and

born

wife.

now

This

in full

swing for the week.
is so far ahead of

year’s exhibition

that of last year that no tair comparison can be made between the two.
The
decorations of
are

far

the

hall and the booths

elaborate

more

than last year;

Leroy Haslem and wife, of Brewer, are there are many more out of town exFrank 8. Crtfbtree returned Monday
relatives here. Mr. Haslem is en- hibitors, and the exhibits occupy three
visiting
He will
from a trip to the Pacific coast.
the fishing at Beech hill pond, the times the
joying
space required last year. This
leave in a few days for Etna, where he has
guest of Albert E. Foster.
additional space is obtained by the usj
accepted a position as station agent.
I Mrs. Harry Leach arrived Monday from of the full stage, the large cloak-room
is. T. sowie Has moved ms insurance
Eastern Maine general hospital, where opening off the gallery, and the banquet
office from the rooms above Moore’s drugshe has been (or a surgical operation. hall on the lower floor, which is tilled by
home
in
the
house
to
his
Simonton
store,
She is spending a few days with her sister, the agricultural exhibit. The municipal
on Main street, to which
he
Recently ! Mrs. Frank E. Cottle, before returning to court-room is also reseed into service for
moved.
,
her home at Bluehill.
the food lectures and cooking demonstraGlenn A. Lawrence and wife are receiv- |
the courtesy of John O. Whit- tions.
Through
I
ing congratulations on the birth of a I
The hall is decorated with a profusion
ney and wife, a surprise party was given
daughter Feb. 20 at Lubec. Mrs. Lawrence at their home on Tuesday evening to D. E. of Japanese lanterns and parasols, and
was Miss Grace King, daughter of Mr.
Loweree and
wife, in honor of Mr. orawge bunting. A novel and pleasing
Justice King and wife.
effect was produced at the opening dance
Loweree’s birthday.
Mrs. C. E. Colson, of Addison, youngest
Monday evening when all lights except
those in the lanterns were turned off,
daughter of A. W. Buzzell, called on her
WEST ELLSWORTH.
while the orchestra played the lantern
= father and wife Feb. 15, giving them a
chorus. An orchestra of ten pieces, C.
Mrs. John Carter is slowly improving.
pleasant surprise. Mrs. CoIbou returned
Z=j to her home on the evening train.
E. Monaghan, leader, furnishes music
Harvest Home grange will hold a fair
afternoon and evening.
Dr. Frederick A. Davis, of Boston, has next fall.
The areoplane models, loaned by the
been spendings few days with Harvard
Mrs. Rowena Carter is visiting her
Regal Shoe Co., attract much attention.
C. Jordan at Uneeda Rest camp, Green
daughter, Mrs. George M. Cunningham.
Above the stage floats a Beriot monoLake. Dr. Davis is resting after a painful
Willie Carlisle visited Thomas Astbury
plane, and near the main entrance there is
illness from a carbuncle on his neck.
and wife at Bluehill Saturday and Sunday. a Curtis biplane.
Miss Mary L. Shute, of this city, and
Miss Minnie S. Bryant visited her sister,
The attendance at the fair so far has
Leon Lincoln, of Lowell, Mass., were
been up to expectations, and increasing
Mrs. William Sevens, of Ellsworth, over
The many
married in Lowell February 1.
each day.
Monday .there were over 800
friends here of the bride extend con- Sunday.
Mr. Pio, of Ellsworth, has moved to the paid admissions; yesterday there were
gratulations, and wish them much happiVinal Guptill house for the winter, and over 900. The dances in the evening have
ness.
been well patronized.
will cut w ood for A. K. Guptill.
John F. Knowlton, of Ellsworth, who
Miss Comstock to-day begins her food
Mrs. Robert Carlisle has returned home,
has been serving temporarily as the grand
lectures and cooking demonstrations,
recorder of the grand lodge of Maine, A. after the week-end with her parents, H, which will
bring out the ladies in full
O. U. W., declined to accept renomination W. Cunningham and wife, of Bluehill.
force. The agricultural lectures Thursday
for that office at the annual meeting last
and Friday will bring in many from cut

Main St.

J. A. THOMPSON,

Three Surry Men Fined For Spearing Smelts at Patten’s Bay.
John Brown, Carl Christiansen and
[)mar J. Stevens, of Surry, were
arraigned
before Judge
Ball in the Ellsworth
court
last
municipal
Thursday, charged
with violation of the special law for the
of
smelts
in Patten’s bey,
protection
Surry. The^law prohibits the catching
of smelts in any other way than by hook
rod line.
The men have been using an ingenioaa
spear of home manufacture for spearing
fish through the ice. The spear is formed
of a number of cod?fifth hooks straightened and set side by side, and attached to
s short bar of iron or brass.
To the spear
is attached a line for drawing it back
t hrough the hole in the ice after it haa
been launched, like a harpoon, into a
school of 8melts.
The smelt fishermen at 8urry have noticed from time to time many dead or injured fish in the water. At first these
were attributed to illegal night
seiners,
but are now supposed to be due to injuries from the spears.
The men waived examination, ween
found guilty, and find flOO and costs each,
{
which is the minimum floe allowed under
the law. They appealed, and furnished
bonds for |200 each for appearance at the
April term of the supreme court.
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1 Other

Properties

bouse. shed and large stable, all conmeted with cn > water mid electric lights, and
bout 1 acre ol land. A bargain o ea*> terms.

Two-«tory
a

in Ellsworth and

Vicinity.

L C. W. & F. L. MASON.
=».!■

W.

TARLEY,

|

~

FLLSWORTH,

MAINE.
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WANTED!

J

1

DEPOSIT YOUR MONEY

0

WITH THI
OLD

300 TO 400

t'ut 49 inches long, and not less than

inches

MLIABLK

CQRDS

line ail Yellov Bird
in diameter at the top end.

Hancock Co. Savings
—Bank
Established in 1873, and has paid 7C

Also a quantity of Rock Maple
regular semi annual dividends.
Holts. For further information cail
»t the ofllce of the

HANKING

ILLSfQRTa BABDWOQD CO.
INDUSTRIAL
DEPT.
Will tend its monthly bulletin

“New

England Farms”

Also its Publications

Potato**

in Main*

Th* H*n In Main*
Maina Industrial
Opportunities
Prec obkny address: Write to
W. T. HILLINGS,
Industrial Agent
U,,,..
Maine Central Railroad
_

^ASHORE

WANTED

PROPERTY
H

you

bare seashore
for sale It will

property
>uu to communicate
with
GKOROK H. GRANT,
care of Phid’k O.
Woodhuff a Co..
11 Bt»te
Street, BOSTON. MASS.

rav
r
>

adopted.
The following officers were elected:
Grand master workman, James J. Mahar,
Augusta; past grand master workman,
W. H. Paine, Skowhegan: grand foreman,
W. A. Vannah, Waldoboro; grand overseer, Edwin A. Porter, Pittsfield; grand
recorder, Fred Emery Beane, Hallowell;
grand receiver, Charles F. Roberts, Portland; grand guide, Roscoe W. Hanson,
Waterville; grand inside watch, C. O.
Dorr, Old Town; grand outside watek,
Frank A. Hewins, Augusta.

REAL ESTATE.

F RE INSURANCE

5

O. U. W. to Admit Women.
the annual meeting of the grand
lodge, A. O. U. W., in Waterville Thursday, the recommendations of Grand Master Workman Maber that women be
admitted to membership in the order wen
A.

At
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ROOMS:

week.

MOUTH

The board of registration will be in session at tbe aldermen’s room in Hancock
hall from March 1 to 5 inclusive, excepting Sunday, from 9 a. m. to 1 p. in., 3 to 5
and 7 to 9 p. m. No new* names will be
registered after Saturday.
F. C. Burrill, who left

yesterday for

Ellsworth, Me.

RIVER.

THE

Mrs. Melinda Leach has been visiting
her son,
weeks.

Capt Allen Remick,

in

Bangor

are

Patten

this

Members
evening.
appear in old-fashioned
dress.
The program and decorations
will be appropriate to the memory of
the “Father of his Country”.

John

requested

to

twc

that

George

Fullerton

wai

dangeriously ill of pneumonia. His manj
friends hope for his speedy recovery.

The

Dewitt

is

visiting relatives

u

Hancock.
Clarence Tourlelotte, of Lakewood, is
with his sister, Mrs. Sidney Moore.
A. J. McGown, wife and son Roger, o:
Carmel, visited relatives here recently.

The Embroidery club of Ellsworth
Thursday evening with Miss Hazel

mel
Me-

Gown.
Willard Luckings, who has been employed at Bar Harbor, is at home with c
lame knee.

HARRY C. AUSTIN & CO.

was

her

called to Lynn

father,

returnee

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
George

Mad^ocks,

who has

been ill

the verdict of all present. ProA poverty ball will be giver
by the grange Feb. 28.

ceeds

was

|57.

An automobile does not' prove that
has money, but that he did have.

man

ex-

chimney.

success

financially

as

it does

The livestock and carriages were anved
from the barn, and the piano and a part
of the house furnishings were saved in a
The ice-house and
damaged condition.
hennery w ere not burned. The loss is sstimated at |2,500; insurance, fl,700.

as an

exhibition.
A

sound-proof telephone booth

has been

free service,
through the kindness of the New England Telephone & Telegraph Co. Mt.
Kebo spring water is donated by the Mt.
Kebo Spring Co.
the

in

hall

OPENING

for

EXERCISES.

opening exercises
Monday afternoon,

The formal
at 2 o’clock

took
when

place
Roy

C. Haines,
secretary and all-around
“booster” of the food fair committee,

platform.

stepped
by Rev.

to the

opening

address.

After

a

prayer

Mathews gave the fair a big boost
remarks. He spoke of the
tremendous work of preparation inspired
Mr.

opening

without hope of personal gain, and the
loyalty to the community which it expressed. He referred to the labor, industry and agricultural interests repre-

sented.
He decried the

men

who

book—“What shall 1 get out of it?” He
said the demonstration of energy, loyalty,
push, pluck and perseverance—the proof
that some men in the community are
still awake -was worth something to
in the community.
paid his tribute to “boost”, the
slogan of the food fair committee, as an
appeal to every citizen of the city to put
man

He

himself behind every movement that had
for its object a bigger, better and busier
Ellsworth.
THE EXHIBITORS.

The booths at the fair are built up flush
with the front of the galleries, and this ar(Continued

on

|

Prof. Hltchings to U. of M.
Prof. E. F. Hitchings, of Wateryills,
has been appointed 10 succeed Prof. \ ictor R. Gardiner, as head of the department of horticulture at the University of
Maine.
Prof.
Hitchings has for the pest
six years been State entomologist, and is
well IP Led to take up the work of the department. He will assume his new duties
March 1.

Violation of Fishing Law.
has rendered its decision
case of the State vs. Elmer
Bridges
for violation of the fishing law for taking
scallops from proscribed waters in Blnshili Day.
Judgment for the State against the respondent for the penalty of 100 fish.
For

The law court

in the

tried to belittle

everything which was of no direct benefit
to themselves; who measured the value of
every undertaking by their own pocket-

every
o

pleurisy, is out again.
The masquerade ball given by Nicolir
grange was well attended and a delightfu
time

year’s

in his

Alice McGown, who
Mass., by the death of
home Thursday.

the

O. Q. Barnard, Mr. Haines introduced Rev. R. B. Mathews, who made the

M1COLIN.

Evelyn

signs fail, though

Unless all

penses this year are nearly twice those of
last year, this year’s fair will exceed last

erected

Hallowell

Fire at West Brooksvlile.
West Booksville, Feb 19 (special)—
The
farm
buildings of Irvifig U.
Cousins', at this place, were burned at 9J9
o'clock this morning, with a large part Of
contents. The fire started from a burning

of town.

R. B. Carter is in failing health.
Mrs. James McCollom has returned
home, after working for E. A. Carter.
Mrs.

Everett Carter and wife are receiving
Hartford, Conn., to enter upon his new'
duties as special agent for the Phoenix congratulations on the birth of a son
Insurance Co., has sold
hi^insurance here born, Feb. 8.
to his father, Col. C. C. Burrill, who
Willis Sadler and wife spent Saturda;
started tbe business a generation ago.
and Sunday with Mr. Sadler’s parents
The S. T. C. club will hold a Martha Capt. Fred Sadler aud wife.
Washington party at tbe home of Mrs.
received
Word was
Saturday fron

Village improvement society is
very grateful for donations of cooked food
to be sold at the food fair, and the members of the committee in charge, while
IIILE at the food fair thankful for past favors, earnestly solicit
be sure and hear the from members and all friends of the society further contributions. On Monday
Columbia Phonographs. We are and Tuesday all supplies were disposed of.
The Y. M. U. C. club, of Bar Harfeor, will
selling a demonstration record will
apppear at Hancock hall Thursday
a
have
If
for 10 cents.
you
evening, March 2. The entertainment will
Columbia PJionograph or a include the play, “At the Junction,” a
farce, a monologue and specialties. The
Yictor,Talking Machine you Cecelia orchestra,of Bar Harbor, will play.
This entertainment was enthusiastically
should have one.
received by a full house at Bar Harbor reOK
THK
BOOTH
AT
KOB SALK
cently.
A party of students in the electrical engineering department at the University of
Maine came to Ellsworth Saturday for an
educational visit to the power-house of
ttfe Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co.
They telephoned of their coming visit to
C. E. Monaghan Thursday, and he arranged a dance at their request for Saturday evening.
To-morrow will be past-masters’ night
at Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., when
past-masters will occupy the chairs, with

16 State Street,

OK

|

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF ELLSWORTH.

I—————I

adjourned until
Ward 4 republicans

nominated Hiram Denico for aider-

THIS IS A GOOD BANK TO DO BUSINESS WITH

staff of officers and employees.
If you are in need of an investment, or desire the
benefit of our banking opportunities, in any way,
call usitp, write us, come in and see us, or we will
send our representative to see you and get in -touch
with you.

5, Charles Peters.

ELLSWORTH

Mrs. Ida

PARTICU-

was

Wednesday evening.

Capt. N. H. Means has been confined to
the house over two weeks with the grip,
but is much better to-day.

1911 WALL PAPER

ward

caucus

WORTH

We have all the facilities requited by an up-to-date
banking institution, and, in addition, we place at the
disposal of our customers the benefit of the collective
character, ability and experience of a most efficient

£

and the

The republican caucus was held at the
aldermen’s room at Hancock hail Tuesday
afternoon. John F. Knowlion was made
chairman and Roy C. Haines secretary,
ira B. Hagan, jr., was nominated for
mayor by unanimous vote of the caucus.
At the ward caucuses immediately follow
ing the general* caucus the following
nominations for aldermen were made:
Ward 1, Horace F. Wescott; ward 2, W. A.
Alexander; ward 5, Andrew M. Moor.
City committeemen were chosen as follows: Oard 1, W. E. Whiting; ward 2,

Henry

a

PEOPLE

held

The democrats of

nominated

Mrs. H. W. Dunn, who has been in Saco
for several weeks, arrived home last SatMiss Mary E. Holmes,
the Chiba Trust Co., spent
in Watervilie.

BANGOR, ML

Old Town and Machlaa.

Branches at

Ellsworth, passed

cently.

Write for detailed in-

EASTERN TRUST t BANKING CO,

of

examination at Bangor

?#

company

OF

for the

municipal

man.

Mrs. Abbie Dunn, of Franklin, is the
guest of H. W. Dunn and wife.

r

5

UNION t

I Ithe bank!

mayor by unanimous vote
The caucuses of wards 1, 2

general caucus,

From West—7.13 a m; 4.28 and 6.35 p m.
From East—11.06, 11.45 a m; 6.63 and 10.62 pm.

before mail closes.
No Sunday mail.
Postoffice open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a

f

caucus.

4bctti6rnunt».

immediately after the f
following nominations were made for aldermen:
Ward 1, #
George P. Smith; ward 2, Henry E. Davis
(of Ellsworth Falls), ward 5, Edward F. t

and

10.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

I

at the

Hancock hall. George B.
Stuart was made chairman and John E.
Doyle, secretary. Charles H. Leland was

an nour

\

Monday evening

court-room in

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPFICB.

MAIL CLOSE8 AT

on

and

nominated for

Remember

just

Me allow

In
bankruptcy—Fred I Lamson.
E (J Moore— Office for rent.
Admr notice— Est Fred PGatchell.
Adnir notice
E-t Leonard M Moore.
Wanted—Boy t<* learn trade.
Inland fisheries
Legislative notices
game.
Legislative notice—Legal affairs.
New Englaud Tel A Tel Co.
8u ry:
W E Gaspar—Hay for sale.

Past-Master R. B. Mathews in the east.
The third degree will be worked on three
candidates.
After the lodge meeting,
there will be a meeting of past-masters,
when a past-masters’ club will toe formed.
All past-masters are especially requested
to be present.
The democrats of Ellsworth held their

page 5.J

COMING EVENTS.
ELL8WOKTH.

Tuesday evening, Feb. 28,

at

Congrega-

tional parsonage at 7.30— Third of series
of ten lectures by Rev. R. B. Mathews, on

early

American

history.

Feb. 20-25, at Hancock hall—Ellsworth
food fair, under auspices of the Ellsworth
Merchants’ association. Admission: Afternoon, 10 cents; evening, ladies 10ousts,
gentlemen 25 cents, including danp^. Jteserved seats, first row in gallery only,
afternoon and evening, 10 cents.

Wednesday, evening, Feb. 22, at Bapvestry—Supper by C. C. C. class.
Thursday evening, March 2, at Hanoook
hall Y. M. U. C. club, of Bar
Harbor, in
dramatic entertainment. Tickets, 26 and.
tist

15 cents.

AotentaouBta.

jtlntoai Dnuni t&uimn.
BDITRD BT

*

missionary journey around the
Missions in the United States
It. 11 Edited by Rev. Sner<Sbe6)
D. D.
HDevle,
■Mn
MM-II-

tkr southern part of tbe United
Phism te a greet missionary field. Tbe
edacheea people themselves have uo
aged ef the missionary. They are. perhaps. the most devout and conservatfbr Christian people in our land. The
need ef the missions is uot. therefore, a
aged ef southerners, but In the south

ACTWT

%mwn/

Tbe purpose* of thl*> column are lacdnctiy
stated in tbe title and motto—It It for tbe mutual
benefit, and alia* to t*e seipful ami hopeful
Being for the common goo-1. U I# far tbe com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for tbe Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It •otiett*

there are several classes of what we
odM ia the mission work tbe excep1 pepuiations of the United States,
classes three of tbe largest and
4y. so far as the gospei ia conart to be found in the southeegroes. the mountain whites

began

missionary

work

atesag them, consisting of elementary
attention. teaching various kinds of
tadawriea. and especially the gospel,
which is still greatly needed regardless
ad aur schools and churches.
S. The mountain whites.
In the
sate hern mountains in Virginia. West
Vh f Inin.
Kentucky and Tennessee
■aelhi r
peculiar
population exists
temberiag 2.000.000 souls These are
IBs people who were descendants of
tee Scotch and Scotch Irish, who opposed slavery and lost their all in the
■evolutionary war. were driven farther and farther back into the mountetea until they were cut off from civ■tearion and were like a lost race
tetff a recent date.
No people have
the gospel more than they.
*ral degradation was almost
but
the mountains were
up, and these descendants of
tea sturdiest of a religious ancestry
Wli found and their awful manner of
■fh disclosed.
Missionaries, day and
Sobhath school teachers have poured
■b and the miracle in American mistetes today is the improvement of this
“loat race."
*

ur

MPiiuans

in

me

western

part

a#

the soar hern states.
Here there
together Mexicans of the lowest caste. Indians and haif breeds
Igf tbe tbonsands. They are among
the most reckless and toughest of any
people In tbe United States. Yet they
Med tbe gospel and are getting it. bnt
With bo great effects except it be the
children in the schools, the method
■Met often ased.
BIBI.E

BEADISOS.

Ti. 8-10: Neb. ii 1-5: Pa li. 18:
lh*». xiv. 54: Jer xxix, 7: Matt. xviL
SfcaT; xxviii. 19. 20: Luke ir, 1-10:
•WBi L 1-14: Horn. lx. 1-5; x. 14. 15.
Buffalo's President.
•eorge J, Barnett, tbe new president
ef tbe Buffalo assembly of Christian
tadeavor. was horn and has always
in Buffalo.
He attended the pubgrammar and high sc hools and was
also a pupil at the Albright Art school
■e is now in the office of the Buffalo
taws, the largest newspaper in west
an Sew York.
He is a member of the
•rwbyterian Cbnrch of the Covenant.
mi which Rev. John D. Campbell is
pastor.
His father is an elder of the Church
Covenant and an officer in the
school.
His mother is prom
tat in cbnrch circles.
Mr. Barnett was president of the
Christian Endeavor society of the
cbnrch for three years, building
the society np to one of the very iar
feet and most prominent In the city
He is now chairman of tbe prayer
■erring committee. He was assistant
daperintendent of tbe Sunday school
ad is st present a teacher of a large
•teas ef boys in tbe school.

rd

Avenue.

Camden,N.J.—Mrs. EllaJohnston.289Liberty
St.

Chicago, 111.—Mrs. Wm. Tally, 3062 Ogden
A venae.

Painful Periods.
Caledonia Wia-Mrs. Ph. Schaitner. R.R-14,
BoiM.
Adrian, M«.»Mrs. C. B. Mason. R.R. No. 3
N. Oslord. Mass —Miss Amelia Paso, Box 14.
Ra;t imore.Ohio.—M rs A. A. Balenger,R.F P.L
Negaunee, M ich.—Mrs. MarySedlock .Box 1273.
Orrrille, Ohio.—Mrs. E. F. wagner. Box 620.
Atwater. Ohio.—Miss Minnie Muelliaupt.
Prai rie d a Ch ien, W is.—Mrs. Julia Home heck,
& No. L

appreciates

Joe Grantham, 826 W.
VandeTeer St.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—Mrs. Sophia Hoff, 515 McMieken Atc
Big Run. Pa.—Mrs. W. E Pooler.
Philadelphia. Pa—Mrs. M. Johnston, 210
Siegel St.
Backache.
Peoria HI.—Mr*. Clara L. Gauwitx, E E No.
A Box 82.
Augusta Me.—Mra Winfield Dana, E F. D. 2.
St. Paul, Minn.—Mra B. M. Schorn, 1063
Woodb ridge St.
Pittsburg, Pa-Mrs. G. Leiser, 5219 Kinkaid
St., EE.
Kearner. Mo.=Mrs. Thomas Ashurry.
Blue Island, lil.—Mrs. Anna Schwartz, 328
Grove St.
East Earl, Pa—Mra Augustus Lyon.EF.D2.
Operations Avoided.
Sikeston, Mo.—Mrs. Dema Bethune.
Gardiner. Me.—Mra & A.Williams, 142 Washington Are.
Chicago. 111.—Mr*. Wm. Ahrens. 22»W.2lst St.
Bellevue, Ohio.-Mrs. Edith Wieland, 238
Monroe ^t.
De Forest. Wi*.—Mrs. Auguste Yespermann.
Dexter. Kansas.—Mrs. Lizzie Sooth

poem she furnished for
The spring is coming, even
the snow Lies deep on the ground
tbe

this issue.

though
and

the

mark,

so

I

mercury

lingers

imagine

our

her location
winter

niece who

xtro

cLanges

frequently, always daring

season

when in her

the

Dear

tne

looks forward to the time

own

home she shall

again

see

the fields of daisies and the familiar smil-

ing

waters.

day or two ago I received a message
from Mrs. Dieter in the form of a collecA

tiOD of handsome
scene

of

sn

postcards. There

orchard in

was one

North Yakima, and

gathering

peaches, and
another of two “monster
apples”, and
were charming.
those of flowers
The
western part of oar country is presenting
wonders in the fruit ,line. If any o! you
another of the

who read this visited
last fall in

display

Boston,

you

of mammoth

Mechanics fair

can

apples

testify

to the

from Montana

and other slates in that section.
1

j

We hear with regret that Sister B. is
very poorly. She has the kindest love and
sympathy of the friends of the column.

|

W„

qasj

N ICO LIN, 388. NORTH ELIH WORTH,
Nicolin grange held a regular
meeting
Feb. 18, with thirty-seven members
present, including two visitors.
Two pc,,
posals for membership were received
Tbe third and fourth degrees were cooler red on two candidates.
The program
consisted of gnpbopbone
selection.
There will be s poverty ball aDd supper at
the grange hall Feb. 28.
_

_

304, NORTH PKNOB8COT.
Friday evening, Feb. JO, Highland
grange held its regular meeting, with
Three candidates
about forty present.
were instructed in the first and second
Bro. X B. Wilson was predegrees.
sented with a past master’s jewel, he
having served four years. Bro. Wilson is
the only past master in Highland grange.
After recess, the folio* ing program was
carried out: Song, choir; readings, Doris
Hatch, E. E. Gross, Alice Leach; conundrums, Chandler Hutchins; song, Millie
Ames and Edward Wit ham; clippings,
Homer Lowell; question, “Which causes
the most grief, intemperance or scandal?*’
opened by E. E. Gross, followed by Homer
Lowell, H. W. Lowell, J. B. Wilson and

Female Weakness.
W.Terre Haute, 1 nd.—Mrs. Artie E. Hamilton.
Elmo. Mo.—Mrs. A. C. Da Vault.
Lawrence. Iowa—Mrs. JolUA.Snow. R. No. 8.
Utica. Ohio.—Mrs. Mary Earl wine, R. F. I>. 3.
Bellevue. Ohio.—Mrs. Charley Chapman, R.F.
D. No. 7.
Elgin, 111.—Mrs. Henry Leiseberg, 743 Adams
St.
Sehaetferstown. Pa.—Mrs. Cyras Hetrich.
Cresson. Pa.—Mrs. Ella E. Aikev
Fnirchaaee, Pa.—Mrs. Idelia A. Dunham, Box
152.
Nervous Prostration.
Knoxville. Iowa—Mrs. Clara FAnks.R.F.D. 3.
Oronogo, Mo.—Mrs. Mae McKnight.
Camden, N.J.-Mrs. W. P.Valentine, 90S Lincoln Avenue.
Muddy. Ill .-Mrs. May Nolen.
Brookville, Ohio.—Mrs. R. Kinnison.
Fitchville, Ohio.—Mra C. Cole.
Philadelphia Pa—Mrs. Frank Clark, 3416 E.
Allegheny Are.

DKRB ISLE, 288.

grange held its regular meeting Feb. 13, with fifteen members present. Tbe first and second degrees were
conferred on two candidates.
One application was accepted.
Five applications
were received.
Four candidates wiu he
instructed in the third and fourth degrees
at the next meeting. It was voted to have
Deer Isle

a*harvest supper.

grange met in regular session
Saturday evening, Feb. 18, with W, g.
S. T. Kipley in tbe chair.
Tbe third and
fourth degrees were conferred on six candidates, and one member was admitted to
About sixty
membership by demix.
members sat down to a harvest supper.
Several visitors were preeent. An invitation from Csatine grange to meet with it'
at an all-day meeting Feb. ‘25 was acVerona

On account of the bad weather, there
meeting of Highland grange Feb.
J7. The grange has received an invitation
from CmMine grange to meet with it for
an all-day meeting Feb. 25.
was no

BROOK LIN,

251.

Brook 1 in grange held its regular meeting Tuesday evening with forty-five members and five visitors present. The first
and second degrees weie conferred upon
four candidates. Arrangements were made
to hold county grange in I. O. O. F. hall.
The master appointed a special meeting
for Wednesday evening for the purpose of
conferring third and fourth degrees.

cepted.
Tbe sewing circle connected with the
grange will bold a Bale of aprons, howcmade candies, ice-cream, etc., March 8.
*“*

CAjrnWK, 250.

Qtstinelgrange

also goes out to
lost a son.

FLORAL, 158, NORTH BUCKSPOKT.
Regular meeting of Floral grange was
held Feb. 7. It was a stormy evening, but
enough members uravcd the storm so that
five candidates were instructed in the
third and fourth degrees. A supper was
served to seventeen members and the rest
of the evening spent socially.
Feb. 14, at the regular meeting, the third
and fourth degrees were conferred on nine
Past Master Cbipman filled
candidates.
the master's chair, as W. Vi. Gordon is seriously ill. A fine harvest supper and social time filled the rest of the evening.

Forty-five

members

were

prtseut.

LAMOJNE, 264.
Lamoine grange met Feb. 14; present,
thirty-nine. The third and fourth de-

_

VICBOHA, 806.

A. L. Saunders.

fluence their husbands by acting on their
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
stomachs in the spread of table.
sympathy
Janet,
Bat is there n<>t great danger in this coarse?
who has recently
The quotations below give the range of
Is not the appetite often an enemy to the
The following was passed to me by O. to stomach? The stomach does not always re- retail prices in Ellsworth:
be inserted in the column. The title really ceive all these so-calUd good thing* put ioto
Country Produce.
it with good grace. I have found that to be
is “How 1 Earned my Dollar”.
Ratter.
true in my own experience.
Tbe stomquite
C> earner? per a.40§45
One pleasant day when we bad met
(
ach often rebels and kicks -to beat the band".
Dairy.80635
And iearned that me were out of debt
It is trae it will stand abuse for a long time
Oleomargarine.
80*28
Because borne mission dues were paid.
*>*«*•
bet sooner or later it will stri «e back.
Some one a proposition made.
Fresh laid, per dot.80
I have read somewhere that man sleeps too
That we could now a dollar earn.
much, I believe it to be truer that he eats too Poultry.
\ By some new way, or crook or turn.
Chickens.18 §22
much, especially too much of rich dishes that
; Bo that each pocket book should yield
Fowl.13fl 1»
the good housewife is »o fond of making, with
One
dollar
for
the
field.
;
Ha
foreign
no intention of doing harm.
Now. then. let
I raised my hand—for in a flash
Brat loose, per ton.12*14
us help with wholesome dishes and mske it a
Within my mind I saw the cash.
Baled.16*18
to feed the mind and spirit of the inpoint
Sometime before, a dainty shawl
dividual while we keep in good working orLoose.10 §12
I made to wear in early fall,
der his stomach.
Baled.
15
But thinking of a distant friend
We should eat and think and act to live on
! I said: “To her the shawl I’ll send.
the highest plane poasibie, should we uot?
Tagvtah'r*.
My better half said: **lf you do
15 Onions, 1>
04 §05
One's friends give that that will make for Potatoes, pk
I’ll gi?e a dollar to renew
Beets A
02 Carrots, ft
02
contentment; contentment is good for diges10 Caooage, a
L-ttoce. head
03
The
stock to make another one.
;
tion, good health and longevity. One's Turnips, a
03 Parsnip*, a
05
Soon you can hare anotbe- done.”
If
friends are better, aai more to be desired Squash, a
Bo now without the shawi I’ll go,
than one’s neighbors in a sense.
Often
Fruit.
^ And, therefore, earn
my dollar so.
neighbors are not friends, and they publish Oranges, doe
40 §00 Lemons, doc
35#45
fVow O.
15
80§40 Cranberries, qt
it, too. They ought to be good friends of Apples, pk
Mr. Desert Feeet, Me, Feb. 13,1911.
coarse.
But there are many oughts that
Broeertna.
Dear /4uM Madoe
don’t materialise. It seems too bad. but may
Rice, per a
OS§08
I have read with interest the discussion in prove all right in the long run of things. We Coffee—per a
2G«35
Rio.
16§2> Vinegar, gsl
regard to intemperance. I take the stand must take a long range look at things.
aa
Ciacktd wheat.
Mocha.
0s
35 Oatmeal, per a
Java.
04
with Dell, that every woman ought to wear
What we seem to really need are recipes
Buck wneat, pkg
30
the white riobon tag. ana help drive intem- ihal will make friends who will stand bj and Tea—per a—
45 §65 Ora bam,
04
Japan
perance from our land. It is time that we lend a helping hand through thick and thin;
04
3&s&5 Rye meal,
Oolong.
Gran meal, a
0. W
should take a decided stand against thi6 great who will not try to get the best of a neighbor, Sugar—per V—
Granu aWd, 05^ $06 Oil—per gal—
but will give .-f tbe beat he has. We want
evil.
OS
Lins ed,
Yellow. C
1 15
1
rue bright day* of youth are the seed-time.
filled
to
the brim with friendship
neighbors
Powdered,
Kerosene,
10*12
# 08§10
for
those
gal
act
we
then
on
the
other
side
of
Molasses—per
the
is
feeiiugs
Every
a seed, whose
perform
40
Havana,
good or evil fruit will bieas or curse our after fence or ia tbe house across the wsy. Such
55
Porto Rico,
life.
I sincerely believe that I am my recipes used will do wonders for the good of \
Meats and Provisions.
brother’s keeper, and that it is my duty to do any community, and give warmth, outrimeat j
Pork, a:
Beef, a:
ail in my power to conquer this demon. The and growth.
Sr sax.
<
S eak,
1863ft
Chop,
18*70
W. C. T. U. is doing a wonderful work and I
And here are more good ideas from far- I
12 s25
Ham. per a
Ro o»ts,
18*25
deserves our highest commenoation.
12
Shoulder,
Corned,
,• 1*618
Susan. Think of those oranges!
If
away
Bacon.
33«3u
17*18
I should like to meet each of the M. B.
Tongue,
we were your neighbors we shonld be sure
Veal:
Bait.
13§15
sisters and hope to in the future. Are” is the
25
; to
Lard,
Steak,
15*18
keep on good terms with you.
only one wita whom I am personally acRoasts,
16618
Aunt Madge.
Lamb:
quainted.
Aosas.
Lamb.
13§80
These are good substantial facta
05
Tongues, each
yon
KIT I KK%
l *» t .At&itSOU.
have given us.
Come again. We, too,
Fresh Fish.
would be glad to meet you. “Art*’ will
The republicans of Bangor have nomi- Cod.
08 Oys’ers, qt
50
04 Smelt*, a
15
tell you what a warm and cordial reunion nated
ex-Clerk-of-courta Charles
F. Rad lock,
Halibut.
35
13§80
Ctams,
qt
Sweet for mayor.
greeting is given.
40
Scallops, qt
Our

lee!

program.
Good Will grange met Feb. 18,
with
twenty-seven preeent, and visiters fraaj
Choeoroa grange. New
Hampshire, b«t
View and MarUviile granges. The
That
a
tion, “Resolved,
student snosld
not enter high school under
fourteen
of
was
discussed and d. cidsd
age,”
years
in the affirmative.
It was voted to
postpone the meeting next Saturday evening
as tbe young folks had a party
planned.
no

HIGHLAND,

These women are only a few of thousands of living witnesses of
the power of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to cure female
diseases. Not one of these women ever received compensation in any
form for the use of their names in this advertisement—but are willing that we should refer to them because of the good they may
do other suffering women to prove that Lydia E. Pinkhanvs
Vegetable Compound is a reliable and honest medicine, and that the
statements made in our advertisements regarding its merit are the
truth and nothing but the truth.

of

the

dates.

most St.
Winchester. Ind.—Mrs. May Peal, R.R. No.7.
St. Regis Kails. N.Y.—Mrs. J. H. Breyer*.
Grawille, III —Mrs. Jessie Scbaar, B>>x 22.
Hudson. Ohio.—Mrs. Geo. Strickler, R. No. 6,
Box 32.
Orariaa Trouble.
Marrarville, 111.—Mrs. Chas. Moore, R. R. 3.
Philadelphia, Pa-Mrs. Chas. Boell, 2219 N.
Mole St.
Minneapolis, Minn.—Mrs. John O. Moldan,
2115 Second St.. North,
Hndson.Ohio.—Mrs. LenaOartnoeino.RF.D.7.
Westwood, Md.—Mrs. John F. Richard*.
Benjamin, Mo.—Mrs. Julia Frants, K.F.P. 1.

Taylorville, 111.—Mr*.

Halcyon grange,

378, igHKRic.

Good Will grange met Feb.
11, for ,b
first time in three weeks, owing to
storm,
end had traveling. There was the
usual »t.
tendance. Owing to absence of the
tnrer at the previous meeting,
there

Pomona, Bessie Wtthee; Ceres, Mattie
Grindell; Flora, Lenora Gasper.* lhe
third degree was conferred on four candi-

Irregularity.
Buffalo, NY.—Mrs. Clara Par brake, 1? Mari*

—

_

19.

Wesleyril’e.Pm.—Mrs. Maggie Ester,R.F.D. 1.
Trenton. Mo.aJbaW. T. Purneil, 307 Lincoln

..

There is a path where night flowers bloom.
Where glow worms chase the pressing gloom.
the bride and Youth's the
Where Life's

L The southern Degrees of this race
groom.
ef people. then, is a population of
The sons of men wal * there.
9,0061X19 aa against LOOO.OOO in the
asrtk and these latter more widely
There is a road where Autumn reigns.
dfarMated than are the muitirudes Where weaves are se e or strew the plains.
W here Summer yields to Winter’s pains.
!
of tkr sonth Some states and espeeialEven the wise come there!
m some cities have a larger black pop- |
Jmn than white, and these were a There is a place where skies rain tears.
ideeilln menace to this great section Where gaunt trees rise and shadowy fears.
of ear country, once so great and pow- Where every footstep galls and sears.
erful m ail things, before tbe war ! Only tbe fool comes there!
glanced them into almost dire poverty. But there’s the fie d where daisies grow,
But nobly they went to work after the I Where simple rivers seaward flow,
“Tpniiriggers bad been forced out. Where blue’s above and green below.
Come! Let us wander there!
aad the south in a different way is
SenJ by M. A. B.
—i&ephen Chaim**-*.
agate becoming richer and more prosPons and even daughters of
porous.
Dear M. B. Friedas:
southern parentage, who in tbe days beWe can understand how M. A. B.
fore the war would have considered it

Mattcatkx

Box

with

Febje*

lectu^I

AHBUtUS, 460, SURRY.
At the meeting of Arbutus grange Feb.
10, the Jadiea filled the chairs as follows:
Master, Mary Billington; overseer. Rose
Curtis; chaplain, Mab^Ue Clark; lecturer,
Ella Davis;
Vera Gallison; secretary,
treasurer, Mrs. D. McKay; steward, Florence Curtis; assistant steward, Mrs. Albert Treworgy; lady assistant steward,
Iva Treworgy; gate-keeper, Helen Clark ;

Organic Displacement*.
Black Pack, Mian.—Mrs. Anna Anderson,

Tumor Re mo red.
Elmo, Mo.-kMraSarfch J Stuart, EF.D. No.5,
Bo* 16.
Mound St.
Peoriaji;. —Mrs.Christina Reed.
Natick. Mass —Mrs. Nathan B. Greaton, 51
North Main St.
Milwaukee.Wia—Mrs. Emma Imse, 833 1st St.
Chicago. 111.—Mrs. Alveua Sperling, 1*68 Clybourtte Are.
Galena.Kan.®Mrs.HR. Haey.713MineralAa
Victoria, Mi**.—Mr? Willie Edwards.
Cincinnati. Ohio.—Mrs.W. H. Housh, 7 EastTiew Ata„
Change of Life.
Epping. N H-—Mr*. Celia E Stevens.
StTMlor, 111.—Mrs. J. H. Campbell, 206N'>rth
^^eooud 8t
Brooklyn, N Y —Mrs. Evens, 82* Halsey St.
Noah, Ky.—Mrs. Lizzie Holland.
Cathamet,Wash.—Mrs.Eiva Barber El wards.
Cireleville, Ohio.—Mrs. Alice Kir lia, 333 West
Huston St.
Salem, Ind.—Mr*. Lizzie S. Hinkle, EE No.3.
New Orleans. La.—Mrs. Gaston Bkmdeau.3812
Terpsichore St.
Mishawaka, Ind.—Mrs. Chas. Bauer, Sr., 623
East Marion St.
SI.
Racine.Wis. Mrs. Katie Kubik. E 2.
Beaver Falls. Pa.- M r< W P Boy d .34109th At.
Maternity Trouble*.
Bronaogb. Mo.—Mr*. D. F. Aleshire,
Pheni*. EI-—Mr*. Wm O. King. Box 282.
Car Is tad t. NJ —Mrs. Louis Fischer. 32 Monroe St,
South Sanford, Me.—Mrs, Charles A. Austin.
Schenectady, N. Y. —Mr*. H. Porter ,782 Albany

There is a garden full of flow'rs.
And butterflies and golden hours.
Where pleasu e tends the day-dream bow’rs
Daughters of Eve wa<k there.

!

Pomona grange
North Binehill.

from woman’s ailments are invited to write to the names and
addresses here given, for positive proof that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound does cure female ills.

meeting Thursday evening,

with twenty-two members end
one vi*
tor present.
After business, the
presented e short program, and appointed
• committee of five to fnrniah the _T
***
gram for the next meeting, March ■>.
GOOD WILL,

Wednesday, March 1 -Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona * ith Bayside grange.
Saturday, May 6-Meeting of Hancock

writer wl!3 not be printed except by perm
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by tbe editor of tbe column, but none
Address
will be rejected without good reason.
all communications to
Thu America*.
Ellsworth. Me.

ocHooDto, an, vbahkuw.
Schoodlc grange, No. 430, bold
iu

reason.

DATES.

There is a field where daisies grow,
Where simple rivers seaward flow.
Where hue's above and green below.
Just children wander there

aphttunily degraded.

great Indignity to bare engaged in
iafaeMal business or in labor of any
kM, with their sons and daughters,
the present generation, have dropped
the past and gone to work, and some
ad it hard work, to redeem the sonth
aad to build up a new sonth. and.
■earn m. they are meeting with wondarfli success. Nor do they fear the
Mntfcy. and perhaps if the north, even
aa missionaries, had remained out of
the Mtstb and the negro bad not been
a rate they
themselves might
■tee handled the vexed questions befnse then with far greater success
tete has aa far been accomplished,
■d know the negro, bow to keep him
la hto place, where be must be kept,
when he outnumbers the white populates. for a superior race, no matter
haw great the difference in population,
w® never be rated by an inferior race,
■hates always win id such a conflict.
Bat being freed and given the right of
Banehiae immediately changed
his
pond ion. and in many thousands of octenisas darky docility turned hack almost ta African savagery, with disasWaaa results both to white and black.
Bat these millions have souls which
teed ta be saved, and our greatest de-

munications will be snbject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

TRAVEL T&LBA.

aad the Mexicans in the United States.
Mach ace ef these classes is very large
la anmhem and is most morally and

a

cept by permission

communications, and it#success depends largely
Comou toe support given it In this respect
ma Bloat! one must be signed, but tbe name of
:

capper.

Tbit column la devoted to the Grange, eapeclally to the granges of Hancock county.
The column ie open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make tetter*
short and concise. All communications mast
be signed, but name* will not be printed exAll comof the writer.

»AD«1M.

“Helpful ond Hop«fuL”

It$ Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Feb- 26. 1911.

**

PM wow contend upon Urn*
date, followed hr tend

Among tl)r ®rangtr».

met

—

Feb. 18;>bout

8fty’-

present. Tbei program consisted et
singing, readings, topics and songs.j r»r.
25 th^re will be an ell-day session. Rail*
bow, Penobscot, Highland, Halcyon, Nar"
ramissic and^Verona granges are invited".
~~

An elaborate

"program

planned.

ia

Advertising is like learning to twin
Have confideneef strike out and
wilt
surely trim.
attack of tbe grip ia often followed
persistent cough, which to many
proves a great annoyance. Chamberiaia’s
Cough Remedy haa been extensively owd
and with good succeaa for tbe relief aad
cure of this cough.
Many case* have bees
cured after all other remedies had failed.
Sold by all dealers.
An

by

a

^htnriuenuni*.

|

j

—

|

j

j

j

George H.
Roberta, postmaster
Springvale, dropped lead of. apoplexy

Dear Aunt Wader
We’ve had c-jpioo* rains, it is now seed-sowing time, and the farmer is happy Madam
Nature looks clean of lace and bright of
countenance.
Even I have my little garden
planted. Some things are already up and

Sonday.
Levi Turner, judge of

of
on

the street

the

superior

court

of

Cumberland coonty, died at his ho.no

in

Portland Sunday.

Flour. Oral* and Feed.

Flour—per bbl—

5 50 §4 50
1 15
Corn, 100a hag
1 15
Corn meal.hag
I 15
Cracked corn.

Oats, bn

&5

Short*—hag 1 40§1 50
Mis «eed. bag 1 50£1 00
Middlinga.bg 1 50*1 80

growing nicely.
My man has his orchard
LAW ZEGARDIVG WEIGHTS AWD UEASCEES.
Frank E. Robert*, judge of the Brunspruned, and deciduous trees will soon bad and
▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 80
wick municipal court, died suddenly last
blossom. Oranges are ripe and sweet,
Just
pounga. and a bur be of Turk’* laiand aalt
shall w*igh 70 pounds.
right for eating at their best. And now to Wednesday of heart disease.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
digress.
Fire which started in the bowling alleys in
good order ana fit for shipping, is 89
Our sisters are expert housekeepers,
always | in tbe basement of the Lafayette hotel at poubds; of apple*. 44 pound*.
Thr standard weight of a bushel of beans in
giving in our M. B. C. recipes for good thiugs Houlton
early last Wednesday morning g «od order and fit tor shippin is 40 pouuds;
to tempt the appetite and fill the stomach.
I
beet*, ruta-baga to mi pa and peas.
practically destroyed the hotel, and drove ■8uf wneat,
like pies and cakes, but cannot no
very well the guests, many of lb«m clad
p >ands: of oorn. 54 pounds; of ouions. S3
only in
of carrots English turnip*, rye and
eatiDg them. I value friendship highly aod 1 their night
clothes, our into tbe cold.
udian me*1.50pou> da; of parsnips. 45 p unds;
suppose some of it comes via pies and cak<-s There were about t went "-five guests in the of
barley and buck*neat. 48 pounds; of oats.
and other thUgs to eat dished up in good hotel. Tbe Lafayette was a new
four-story 1 82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
These things are tempting, luring, brick building owned by W. J. Tbibodeao. j
style.
drawing. I have heard that many wives in- He e«timates his lo»s at f25,000 which is
only about half covered by insurance.
"You talk about posters ana yovr eas. upon tbs

founds;

A few minutes’
cases

of

croup,

delay

even

the

in

fence.

treating some
of time it

Torturing ecsema spreads its burning area
Doan’s Ointment quickly stops
every day.
its spreading, iustantly relieves tbe
itching,
cures it permanently. At
any drug store.—

length

takes to go for a doctor, often proves dangerous. The safest way is to keep Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy in the house, and
at the first indication of
croup give the

dose. Pleasant to takd, and always cures. Sold by all dealers.

child

a

Rt*t»MB»R THK ^AW*
Foley s Honey and Tar for all coughs and
colas, for croup, bronchitis, hoarseness and
for racking lagnppe coughs.
No opiates,
Aefoae substitutes. For sale by all
druggists,

But

they ain't tbs kind o* mediums that appeal*
to common sense;
at*oui yoar dodgers, and your
circulars and such,
calculate they don't assist an advertiser

You may talk
Bui

I

And

especially in winter, when the
the ground.

much;

!

While it is often impossible to prevent

accident, it is
impossiole to be
j prepared
it is not beyond anyone's purse.
an

j

never

Invest 25 cents in a bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and you are prepared for
sprains, braises and like injuries. Sold
by all dealers.

snow

la

os

your posters and your dodgers
found?
But within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow.
Dm newspaper is read aloud to avaryons wc
know.**
I wonder

whew

can be

twenty-nTne

For
years I have
been at intervals a great sufferer
frony rheumatism. During that
time, no telling how many gallons of the various kinds of liniments and oils 1 have used an<
with but little relief. Recently,
I was confined to my bed help
less. I tried Sloan's Lin:meat
1
sucn
Satisfactory results that I sent for two large b 'es,
J rT^
and
I have up to this time used about half a
50 cent bottle with splendid
success. ’—James Hyde,
Leebe, White County, Ark.

Got Ease in Less Than Ten Minutes.

James E. Alexander, of North Harpswell, Me., writes:
I *■
a horseshoer and
subject to many strains in my back and hips which has ]
brought on rheumatism in the sciatic nerve. I had it so bad one night j
when sitting in
my chair, that I had to jump on my feet to get relief. I
MR.

at once

—

applied

your

SLOANS

LINIMENT

and
less than 1811
l°th?ni,a>eCt?Kthe *?art
best of all Liniments."

I think it

ln

is

minutes it

was

perfectly easy.

bjb

Sloan’s Liniment does not need
any

rubbing.

It’s

powerful penetrant
Try it for Rheumatism, Sciatica,
Sprains, Chest Pains, and Sore Throat
It gives almost instant
relief.
Price

a

3T>c., BOo., and $1 .OO

a»»d for Sloan's Proo Book

on

j

ttve

at

AU Doalen.

Horsts. Addrosa

D1LEARL S. SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.
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make money
wu
lUeir own
farms.
It la necessary for the
agricultural college graduate to
succeed on
his own farm, of course.
His every
move Is
closely watched by critical
neighbors.
Even the shadow of a
failure starts a chorus of "I
mm
►
|
told you
so."
..
Methods Were Suggested,
Many
Success on his own farm is the
first !
but None Found Satislactory.
essential to the young man who
wouid
< >
be a leader. Given that for
backing,
he can do almost
By WILLARD STOUTENBERG ;
anything he wants ;;
•
to with his community. Farmers
Copyright by American Press Assohave
a vast deal
ciatlon. Ml.
of respect for the man \ |
who can do things.
Their prejudice
against college farming is lost in ad- 1
I was a young law studeut twentyniiralion for the results achieved
by throe years old, studying in the office
the college farmer.
If he advises or- of Marbury & Slade.
Mr. Marbury
ganizing a club they are willing to was an old friend of my father's, and *
;.
Join in and help. If he tells them the I think be was quite fond of me. One
school needs reorganizing
he
sent
for
me
to
day
come
bis
into
they are
willing to tie convinced. They may private office, and I found liirn alone
even consent to
bringing two or three there.
schools together and using the
"Frank," he said, “I can give you a
money
saved to hire better teachers. The in- chance to make $.->00.”
Now, 1 was scraping along finan”-■■ **»
mm**—'
spiration of one man's success and the
energy imparted by him is sufficient to cially. fryiug to make ends meet till i
could
get
and
my
profession,
start a whole community to
5500
thinking.
Once you get a man to thinking, there would be a gre-.it lift for me.
“How?”
I
asked
eagerly.
•» no need to worry further about him.
“By taking a wife.”
He will take care of himself.
vanished
as quickly
delight
My
If an energetic young farmer with
af
it had come.
an
agricultural education could be
“There will be nothing to prevent
placed In each township throughout
Wt U
y'our getting a divorce in time,” he
the farming sections the results would
added, noticing my discomfiture.
he an enlightened apiculture that
"I don’t think I would like to be
would be the envy of the whole
tied up in such a matter at all. What
world.
A lending educator recently does it mean?”
diced in my favor by my firmness in |
made the statement that three live
“It means that a client of ours, a refusing to take any pay for the-serv- j
agricultural cdilcge graduates could in girl of twenty-one, has inherited a for- Ice h was doing her.
When the cere- i
ten years increase the value of the
tune conditional upon her being mar- mony was over I resolved upon a bold !
land in any agricultural county $20 ried. Of course tiiere is a time limit, stroke.
per acre. That sounds incredible, but and that time expires tomorrow at 12
“There is one reward,” I said to her, I
it Is literally true.
The community o'clock noon.
The yonng lady. Miss “that I would accept for becoming
would become so progressive that It Irene Townsend, needs a man to mar- your provisional husband if you <<ua j
would be worth $20 an acre more to ry her and, in consideration of an find it in your .heath to grout it to
i
me.”
live there.
amount paid him, to' leave her alone
1 he charge has l>een made that ag- forever afterward. It wouldn’t do to
The uncle knit his brow, and my I
ricultural college graduates do not go agree upon a divorce, because in that wife waited to hear more.
case I doubt if the marriage would be
"X have taken upon myself,” I said*
hack to the farm. The facts do not
bear out this assertion.
While the legal, but after tbe property is turned *a condition that will doubtless pre I
over to the heir I see no reason why
vent me from marrying a real wife !
percentage varies. It is safe to say
for a long while to come, and few
that fully 50 per cent of the graduates one should not lie obtained."
YOUR ACTUAL PROFITS
I thought awhile.
There was a girls care to marry a divorced man. )
The others
go directly to the farm.
on your crops are much more interesting to you than any other feature of your
spice of romance in the matter that I have done this to assure to you a 1
go Into some work closely related to
are
sure of profitable crops by using Swift’s Animal Fertilizers properly
You
ing.
fortune.
It seems to me that the reIn my acquaintance with appealed to my youthful imagination.
applied. Being rich in organic matter,—Bone, Blood, Maat,r—with high grade PolMh,!
farming.
mm
“What kind of a looking thing is ward I ask, though to me it will serve
they supply plant food in ever available form.
youug mou just finishing coll.ege I
as a pleasant memory connected with
READ THIS EVIDENCE.
have known of very few who were she?” I asked.
Ijtst spring my neighbor, Mr. H. R. Perry, plowed up 2 1-4 acres of rnu dowa mmm
“On that score, my boy, you needn't this episode, wili not be much for you
P S
not anxious to go to farming.
A good
land, and planted it to potatoes, applying 21-2 tons of 'Swift’s Potato Phosphate. Ire
f 58
bushels of potatoes were produoed; no other fertilizer or inanun was used.
Mr. Pstvy
trouble yourself. She- Is a very pretty to grant. I ask. one kiss from my promany of them do not do so because of
:says that the total cost of raising this lot of potatoes, all laixjr. seed, f» rtillsec, spraying,
etc., was 1206.00. These potatoes at present local market prices are worth not lass Ikes
|
lack of capital.
They have spent all woman and. moreover, of excellent visional bride.”'
Mr. Perry orders e tons of Swift’s for use this coming season."
$600.00.
Iler uncle made a step forward to
their money in college, and it looks to birth and breeding, of which she Is
!
E.
L.
Mo.
CHAMBEULAJM,
H.M.
Yours.
Wolfbons,
She Is the ward of an unde Interfere.
My wife stood for a mothem like uphill business to start I proud.
1
Swift’s Fertilizers are made for all soils and all crops. Their formulas are based
ment irresolute,, with- her eyes fixed on
on fifteen years practical experience with New England needs and conditions,. Sou guv local
T
intends
that
she
shall
who.
think,
without
a
are
cent.
farming
They
agent or write us direct for our valuable Crop Handbook.
eventually marry some great catch* the floor, then slowly turned her face
overwhelmed with offers of salaried
We have some localities open for responsible local agents.
I |
The movement was all
toward me.
a
British
lord.
that’s
AH'
perhaps
nt
salaries
of
from
to
$1,000
positions
Swift’s
Lowell Fertilizer Co., 40 North (Market St, Boston.
I asked for. I bant forward and barethe
is
of
first
husband
that
he
wanted
a
start
to
with.
:
$2,000
year
Experltouched her lips with mine.
may be relied upon after the mar- ly
meut stations, agricultural colleges,
to
from
bride
I turned my eyes
tuy
agricultural papers and manufacturers riage to keep out of the way and conMr. Marbury and! saw on his face an ;i
of agricultural products are all looking sent to a divorce when the time
Then for j
of
satisfaction.
expression
eomes.”
for agricultural college graduates.
the first time it occurred to me that in !
consider
the
to
"How
have
T
of
into
work
the
men
some
long
Many
go
|
his mind there had been something j
matter?”
of this kind until they can save money
1
more than making me a mere legal
soon.
"You'll
have
to
decide
to
start
pretty
enough
farming.
husband and that he was well pleased 1
Townsend
must
be
married
Hiss
who
Of the college graduates
do
by with
the manner; in which I had ac- j
If
take up farming as a business the tomorrow noon or lose a fortune.
quitted myself. Without another word |
some
one
else
want
the
don’t
Job
greater number rent the home farm you
to any one, without a glance at my :
Think if
must be found to accept It.
or go into partnership with their rewife, 1 went out of the room and,
leave
I
This Is the Ideal over and let me know before
spective fathers.
seating myself at my desk, dived again
the office for the day.”
way for a young man to get a start
Into my law book's.
1 thought I would ask to see theUnder such favorable circumstances
A year passed, at the end of which
he cannot help but succeed.
Often, girl I was to marry: but, considering I received a letter from my wife.
It
to
^
however, there are enough brothers that I was to be simply a husband
began "Dear Sir” and ended “Yours
The obviate a legal technicality, what need’ truly.”
at home to occupy all the land.
It said that In the matter of
If she our
was there for me to see her?
young college farmer must look elsebargain marriage she had placed !
where for a job. Every year the agri- were attractive perhaps the less I saw herself in the hands of others, since
I waited till Mb she knew nothing o< law or the fulfill- i
cultural colleges are receiving u larger of her the better.
Marbury’s hour for going home, and ment of it, with a view to inheriting
number of calls for farm managers
sent for me. before answer- an estate.
This family liniment has stood the test of generations.
She was now in possession
Many of these offers are exceedingly wtien he
a coin to
Taken inwardly it has cured thousands of Colds, Coughs,
of her property and; was of age. She ;
liberal. They come for the most part ing the summons, I flipped
Sore Throat, Croup, etc., and has always been the best lini
tails Intended to manage the rest or tile
from farmers who wish to retire from dectde for me. “Heads I marry,
ment for Bruises, Swellings, Rheumatism and Lameness.
I don’t:” Heads won.
matter connecting Her with me heractive work and at the same time do
to Mr. Mftr- self.
decision
was now nothing In the
announced
There
1
farms.
my
their
I
rent
or
sell
not wish to
he told me the marriage way of getting the- divorce, and she
They are often willing to take the bury, and
at the office the next would be pleased to see me with reright sort of u young man In on a would take place
o’clock. Before going to gard to the obtaining of n decree.
partnership basis or give him a per day about 10
sbe desired to work ;
my wedding I pot on a frock coat and Above ail things,
stock a flower ih my buttonhole: but, ltv harmony with me, since she
thinking this would ap|iear as though been Informed that the matter could ;
ban- \
I considered the-affair a real wedding, ba thus far more satisfactorily
she had seen
The remedy in emergencies. Sold everywhere.
I changed to my business suit and died. From what little
of me she felt assured that I was a |
threw away the flower.
and would not stand in her ;
25c and SOc bottles.
At 10 o clock slinrp ■ received a-sum- gentleman
I wuy in becoming a free woman.
mous to go to. Mr. Marbury's otflce.
CO., Boston, Mass.
However we define love, its beginfound there besides Mr. Marbury a
A man, fancy
indefinable;
Is
Bing
aristocratic
an
man In clerical dress,
free, may propose to a girl who Is
could not make inyself look beautiful,
looking gentleman, very stiff and refancy free on the ground that she is whatever I might wear, I concluded to
at
to
look
served. who didn't deign
marto him and their
It was all right not displeasing
put on something besides clothes,
me. and my bride.
riage will be an advantage. If 3he is something that finds great favor with
for the others to treat the matter as
to
her
out
will go
I displayed all the deference
and accepted his feelings
women.
mere legal form, but the bride
a
as naturally as the tendrils of a vino
I could assume.
bridegroom gave each other a quick and hers will advance to meet them.
She could net conceal from me the
1 defy any mini upon, entering
look
I attribute to this fact my coming to
fact that I stood In the position of
Into such an arrangement to avoid be- love the
1
reaand
girl I had married,
than a mere legal
more
ginning at once to play a game ef soned that if she had been at the time something
Nevertheless she tried to.
dummy.
At any rate, I did. and. al- of our
hearts.
remained
had
and
marriage
! She outlined several plans her lawyers
to be
ways having found indifference
fancy free it was quite possible that had sketched out for her by which the
the mosfr powerful force to move ji wo- something more than an ordinary in :
You might just as well have th.
divorce might be obtained, but I obmnn. I refrained from looking at Miss terest In me might have been growing
basket Full iu winter as iu sumjected to all of them on the ground
I
mer.
our
Townsend after the first glance.
that
realized
But
I
up in her.
I
that they might reflect upon her.
Give your laying hens comfortcast my eye perfunctorily over the pa- parts were reversed.
I must be courtInsisted upon assuming all the obloquy
able quarters and proper winter
1 was required to sign and. draw- ed; she must do the courting.
Any
to
when
It
came
But
pointing
myself.
food, and you will have plenty at
"five
ing mv pen through the words
indication that I hoped to make our
oat exactly how I was to do this I
eggs to sell at big prices.
to
be
fatal
would
one
hundred dollars.” wrote "one.”
real
a
marriage
failed. I knew enough law to suggest
"What do you mean by that, sir?” hopes I might have of doing so.
the different methods that might be
snarled the elderly gentleman.
I replied to her letter that sbe was
used, but I had not been studying my
"1 have decided, somewhat late per- at liberty to take any steps her lawprofession for the purpose of enabling
such a
for
decree.
a
money
secure
to
to
that
advise
accept
haps.
yers might
a woman to divorce me. especially one
service' would demean me. I shall be All I asked was that I might be put to
from whom I had no desire to be dibut
lady,
for
the
serve
as
to
young
Inconvenience
possible,
little
as
happy
The consequence was that
vorced.
In
taken
was
preparing
not for pay."
time
up
my
after a conference lasting two hours I
TUB
Cracked Bone
* 9350,000 BUILDING DEVOTED TO
I was obliged to stand a good deal for my examination for admission to
left her without our having made any
TEACHING OF AGHICULTUKE.
Meat Scraps
of abuse from the elderly gentleman, the bar. I did not refer to her suggesheadway.
Bone Meal
rentage of the net profits. A position
lu which his ward took no part. Bui tion for a meeting.
with
conferences
had
I
my
many
of this kind Is the next best thing to f remained firm, told them that there
She replied that, considering the I
Bone and Meat Meal
of
our
divorce
the
wife on
subject
was still nearly two hours remaining
owning a farm.
fact that she was under an obligation
can be bought from
your local
a
At
Although an agricultural college ed- In which to find a substitute, and to me for a favor, she desired an op- without finding satisfactory plan.
dealer or from us direct. Don’t
e
last one evening when we were deme personally
of
since the person was to be simply
which
ucation Is of great value. It must not
thanking
are gensubstitutes,
accept
portunity
at the door, Just bebe taken from what 1 have said that
dummy It didn't matter who he was therefor and on no account would she bating the matter
erally stale and unwholesome.
In
a
fit
of
obsentIs
«
Try Portland Poultry Foods
success without such an education
provided he was not already married taka steps for the divorce without my fore my departure.
She must
at once.
mlndedness I kissed her.
dollar paid mi
approval of the plan to be adopted. To j
Impossible. Many farmer boys are I also said that the one matter
bar
for
of
have been equally absentminded.
kind
made the marriage a
hit upon a plan to wbich I would give
not fitted for an education of this
a mai
she received the kiss as a matter of
an
temperament or ability. gain. There were reasons why
either by
my willing assent would require
one
t<
Portland Maine.
course, not stopping in what she was
that they
who had been recommended as
Interview.
Many others are so situated
Si
he chosen.
should
on
four
saying.
for
relied
home
be
I
from
One
her.
thing
to
called
be
away
So I
cannot
seg
Suddenly It occurred to both of ns
it have the
after considerable discussion and
She was dressed
Still others d<
noticed especially.
years.
that we had given and received a
side conference between Mr. Mar bur;
In a very becoming costume. Since I
money. For these boys an agricultural
to
ac
marital kiss.
and the uncle It was decided
college education Is an Impossibility.
Standing befor
That ended the talk about divorce.
their cept my conditions.
To teach them something about
I
I
COUGHS
AGH1PPK
and
Since It was raining hard I concluded
educa- the clergyman. Miss Townsend
and if not
weaken
the
business some other form of
Strain
and
system
I
not to go home till the rain let up a
were made legal man and wife.
No
checked mav develop into pneumonia.
tion is necessary. This Is being supdn' per of this when Foley’s Honey and Tar is
bit. 1 never went home at alL
Miss Townsend was apparently wel
schools. The
is
a reliable family mediIt
taken
promptly.
plied by the secondary
*s
appeal
pleased with me so far
cine for all coughs and colds, and acts quickly
work of these schools will be described
Refuse
and effectively in eases of croup.
ance goes and was decidedly preju
I *.Thb Ambbicah is tha only county paper
substitutes. For •*!« by sli druggists.
UKAi^aiiek la mis yiuimiy.
In the next article.
|

Planning Fori
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Divorce
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XI.—Rural Education —The
Agricultural College.
By C. V. GHU£G©1Y.
t
..-.

w. t

■
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elation.J

18B2 congress passed a law appropriating money for the establishment of colleges of agriculToday
ture ami mechanic arts.
such institutions
there are sixty-seven
|i the United Slates. The establishment of the agricultural colleges opened up an entirely new field of educatioa. The study of science and the application of that science to I be problems of everyday life began to take the
of classics.
Eduplsea of the study
c.vtJur a man merely to have him eduout
of
style, and the
cated began to go
truer education that better fils a man
t» tackle the problems of life took Its

IK

place

The growth of the agricultural colleges was slow at first, and not until
within the last fifteen years have they

~
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Active all the +?
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VAltM MACHINERY AT AN
CULTURAL OOLLKGB.

AGRI-

Tt»aj come to-fill the place for which
tbejr were desired. At first the ides
•f wiuoatiug a farmer was laughable
ts aianjr people who rejoiced la a little learning.
Kven the farmer hlmBclf did uot realize the advantage of a
college education to a man who must
Bta.e a living from the soil.
It took a
good many years to bring people to realize that college education Is as valuable for a farmer as for a doctor or
a la»-yer.
The main difference Is that
the law compels a man to get a college diploma before be starts to practice medicine, while be may start
farming with nothing but a team and
a

plow.

Etcd at the present time there are
Ktany men both oa the farm and In
the cities who doubt the value of a
oollege education for the farmer
Jlanj a farm boy Is squarely con
fitmied with the problem of choosing
between four years lu college or starting to farm at once. Four years is a
long time to a young man. Fifteen
hundred to $2,000 Is a large sum of
money to him. To spend both for a
college education requires a great deal
of courage and faith In the future.
The amount of money necessary to I
pa? four years’ expenses in college
will enable the young tnan to start
farming on a rented farm. The four
years will. If he is industrious, enable
him to earn enough to make a good
sized payment on a farm of his own.
If he goes to college he will have
nothing at the end of the four years
hut the experience and knowledge he
has gained there. Is It worth it*?
I have put this question squarely to
dozens of men in their last year at
an agricultural college.
Without exception they say that It is worth the
outlay. Not one regretted the time
or the
money which he bad bartered
for his education. Few of them plat ed
It on a money basis alone, but even
from that standpoint they considered
that the chances were in favor of the
college man.
The boy who starts farming for himself without any education will run up
against a good many snags which the
college man will miss. He will learn
by experience many of the things
which the college man learns lu
school. In doing so he will pay much
dearer for his knowledge. The old
prejudice against “book farming” is
fast disappearing. People are coming
to realize that book farming Is merely
the fused experience of successful
formers everywhere, explained and
Illumined by the light of science. Probably in no one respect is the advantage of the college man more clearly
apparent than lu the case of soil fer-

tility. Long after the untrained man
has begun to notice and wonder at
the decline of his crop yields the man

Jrbo baa studied the science of soil
fertility will be raising undiminished
erops. The art of keeping up the
•oil fertility cannot be learned from
the neighbors, for they have not practiced it It cannot be learned from
father or grandfather, for in their
flay the fertility of the soil was considered inexhaustible.
Tne success of the agricultural colgraduate cannot be measured In
alone
The agricultural com-
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I

period you will are a constantly impressing
number given In favor of submitting tbis
amendment, beginning I think with
Legislative News of Interest to HanSPEECH OP REPRESENTATIVE twenty-eight, and, if 1 am not mistaken,
cock County Readers.
the last time it received some fifty or sixty.
The bill to provide s close time on
JOHN A. PETERS,
Tbote are in a sense straws -pretty strong
scallops has received final passage in the
House and Senate, with emergency clause TB!NK8 THE PRESENT LAW SHOULD ones—but I think they iudicate what I
STATE SOLON*.

$ he t£U0n)orth ^inencan.
A
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attached.
The bills authorizing the sale of certain
islands in Bluehill bay to Norman H.
Mayo, and sale of Goose rock in Bluehill

BT THE
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submitted

mi tee.

Majority

minority reports

and
the

on

bills to

annex

were

Isle

that I represent, and purport to represent,
only myself as a citizen and as a member
of the legislature, and I disclaim any de-

au

i Haul and Stonington to Kuox county.
Business communications should be a'dressed Eight of the ten members of the comto, and all checks a<>d mone\ Piers ma'ie pav«ble to The Hancock county Publishing inittee on counties signed the report
Co, Ellsworth, Maine.
“ought not to pass”. Hep. Harmon, of

speak for
organization, or
sire to

j

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,300 copies.

from
mt

2,375

The bill for

protection

in

of deer

■iMtion, Monday,

March

county, petitioned for by I. F. Butler
others, was reported adversely by
committee Friday; also bill relating to
open season on partridge and woodcock in
Ham oca county. Petitioners for law’ to
prohibit hunting partridge and woodcock
with dogs in Hancock county were re-

6, 1911.

ported
FOB MAYOR,
IRA B. HAGAN,

lines which

build

one

Municipal Klcction.
!
Both political parties have heldcauj

Walter Hadlock to
wharf at Islesford was reported

treduced

a

slightly

one

oaud and local

other.

Now,

there

no room

option

license law

no
as

question, there is
to the proposition

the abuse of liquor is at the foundation of pauperism, insanity and crime, toa
great extent. Citizens who appreciate the

resolve iu favor of the town of

; relative values of things do not differ

Waltham.

on

that proposition. On the other matter of
en.es, and each has put a ticker in the
j Mr. Leach, of Hancock, in the Senate
Beld. Tne election will take place on yesterday introduced a bill to abolish the the relative merits or desirability of prohij bition on the one side and license law on
office of recorder of the Western Hancock
Honda;, March 6.
the other, we never can ail agree. So long
The promises made a year ago by municipal court.
as there are different localities in tbe Slate,
The act to prevent the hunting of par- ;
Dr. Hagerihy to give the city an
different kinds of citizens, different intereconomical adm.uistration, have been | tridges with dogs in the town of Penob- j ests, it will be impossible for all
people to
scot was reported adversely yesterday.
the
to
fulfilled.
According
It might just
amply
agree upon these questions.
LEGISLATION OF GENERAL INTEREST.
j
the
the
exlast statement of
as well be recognized.
auditor,
The resubmission resolve passed the
penditures, with a single exception, House Iasi Thursday by a vote of 104 to 40, 1 Now I maintain that before we comer to
any discussion of the relative merits of prohave been kept within the approprior more than the necessary two thirds.
hibition and license, we must decide some
ations, the only overdraft being the The debate brought out the biggest disvital
questions of a constitubridge account, and tbat to tbe ex- play of oratory for the session. Mr. tionalpreliminary
nature before we can act intelligenttent of only (275. According to this Peters, of Ellsworth, made the principal
ly upon this subject. 1 suppose the lawyer
report, tbe toial to the credit of the speech in favor of the resolve. Mr. Me-j naturally and instinctively likes to get his
i Bride, of Mt. Desert, was the only repreether funds is (8,652.33.
He feels
feet placed on the constitution.
The amount of uncollected taxes is sentative from Hancock county who voted safer. W hat does it say ? Under what are
wi.h the minority.
;
in
we acting? What is the question, anyhow?
previous
very much less than
Tbe Domgan bridge bill, in new draft,
How do we get at it ?
years, thus showing that unusual ef
and minority reports were submajority
The constitution, says in article 10, secfort, have been made to reduce this
milted, tbe majority being for.
tion 2: “The legislature, whenever twoaltogether too large an amount, and
A bill to trim tbe claws of the so-called
of both Houses deem it necessary,
that they have been reasonably suc- Sunday blue law has been introduced in thirds
may propose amendments to the constitucessful. Ths amount still uncollected the House.
It pern.us the manufaction.” That is what we can do if we deem it
ia approximately 818,947.
ture of steam, gas, electricity, etc., the
necessary. Well, now, what are the rights
of
medicine
on
the
administration
which
is
able
to
An
retailing
prescription,
of the people ? How do they stand towards
make eo excellent a financial showing retailing of tobacco, soda-water and con- this matter ? Is there anything here which
and
of
letting
horses, carriages,
is clearly entitled to a continuance in fectionery,
gives them any interest in the settlement
and boats.
of this question ?
office, and while the republican nomi- yachts
Friends of the automobile in Bar Har- j
The first article of the constitution is the
nees this year are not the same, they
bor made a stunborn fight before the ju- j
very bed-rock, the foundation-stone of the
are of the same political complexion,
committee
afternoon
for
dlciary
Tuesday
whole edifice. In that is specified the natand are therefore entitled to the
one road
the machines could

party’s cordial

assuming
yesterday,
keynote of
situation by declaring that the
publican party, though beaten in
on

ebair at the caucus
Knowlton struck the

get

the
Mr.
the
re-

last
much

is still very
fall’s election,
alive, is in no way discouraged, and
at least here in Ellsworth is doing

business at the same old stand.
The party’s nominee, Ira B. Hagan,

jr., is a young man who has made
good in every position be has held; is
independent and aggressive, and, if
elected, can be couuted on to give the
city a thorough business'like adminHe therefore deserves the
cordial support of all repuulicans.
istration.

Elsewhere in this issue may be
found Representative Peters’ brilliant
speech at Augusta in behalf of the
resubmission resolve. It would seem
as though be bad touched every phase
of the question, and discussed it ex
haustively from every point of view.
His conclusion is that the regulation
of the liquor truffle should be by
statute and not by constitutional law;
that to give the people an opportunity
to express their opinion is good poli
tics and good policy, and that the bill

ought

to

whereby

just

hearty support.

anl

In his remarks

pass—and

it

did.

Representative Amos Lavrence
Allen, who succeeded the late
Speaker Thom as B. Reed as congressman from the first dm riot of Maine,
died of pneumonia Monday at Washington, aged seventy four years.
Representative All*n

was first elected
to the 56'h Congre** in 1899 to fill the
■vacancy caused by ihe resignation of
Speaker R^ed, for whom he had been
He had served
private secretary.
continuously since in the lower
House, bni declined a renomination
last summer.

on

ternoon

Eggerooggm

GOSSIP.

Reach is frozen

favor of this

All of the afthe

by

proposition,

and the

solidly

E. N. Benson has been nominated by
Gov. Plaisted as judge ol the Bar Harbor
court.

Martin A. Garland, of Lakewood, found
browntail moth nest near No. 2 schoolhouse last week. There is no doubt there
•re browntail
moths in Ellsworth and

a

vicinity,

and scattered

throughout

the

connty. Wise farmers keep theii eyes or
the bare branches of their fruit trees, anc
examine with snpicion every witherec
leaf remaining on the trees.
-f

OAK POINT.
Morris Grindle is in Bar Harbor for
few

dayB.

Fred
ness

Murch

was

at Bar Harbor

on

busi

last week.

Minton, Althea Murcb and Freni
Murch attended the Knights Templai
ball at Bar Harbor Friday evening.
C.
Feb. 20.
Alice

B

oppo-

to

me.

to-day. The

have their turn

fight this year is as bitter as it has
been, but there is evidently a growing

Now in the very second secarticle 1, it is provided, and always
has been, that all power is inherent in the
people, all free governments are founded
in their authority and instituted for their
benefit. They have, therefore, an inalienable and indefeasible right to institute
house falls.

at bard labor.

As many people as may desire can sell
liquor “for medicial and mechanical purposes and the arts" in any community,
but they must furnish bonds and stand

responsible

for any financial damage that
may be caused oy their sale of liquor in
their communities.
Tbe county com-

missioners
must

constituted

are

damage

to

assess

sums are

done

the

sums

then to

court,

and

year to hear all evidence
by the rum-sellers and

meet once a

of

a

they shall pay. These
ue divided among tbe

tion of

agitated publicly for
it has been presented here in
a question similar to this,
has been discussed here and elsewhere for
years. It has come up here time and time
again. The agitation certainly has been
sufficient.
Now 18 there a demand; is the demand
clear, is it unmistakable? Of course that
is the place where we may divide. That is
tbe question of fact, as 1 look at it,
thing

has

been

many 3*ears;
the form of

whether

not the demand is clear and

or

because if it is, acting under
tbe
proportions
their constitutional rights, the people
just.
have a right to vote upon this question,
The rum-sellers are given tbe powers of
and we cannot properly, 88 legislators,
sheriffs and police and obliged to enforce
stand between them' and their rights if
the law. They can sell to any one they
we believe that our demand is cleaa; if
see til, aud must have a supply of liquors
we believe that it is not, it is our duty 1
their
trade and can mix drinks
required by
in
think,
my attitude towards this
as they please so long as they do not viomatter, to vote the other way.
late the pure-food law.
WHERE DO THE PEOPLE STAND?
towns

damaged

in such

as

imperative,

commissioners deem

Now of
HANCOCK.

Young

is

visiting friends

in

C. H. Abbott, of Bangor,

in town

was

Monday.
guests of

were

week-end

friends at Green Lake.

Miller, of West Sullivan,
was a recent guest of Mrs. Edgar Kief.
Galen Young and Crosby Wooster went
to Tunk pond Monday for a week’s fishMiss Bernice

ing.
MIBs Rena

Springer

is the

W. Goruon and wife, at

guest of A.

West

Goulds-

one

election

was

Monday evening, with work ip
degree. Wednesday evening

members

will

attend

Franklin.

The

the chief’s

degree.

Feb. 20.

degree

the
the

the

powwow at
team will confer

C.

several

people

waays of

stand, upon
1

their demand

mean.

pointed to as a
people in
were

and

that

criterion of
this

respect,
involved besides
is true. There

issues, but if you begin back ic
analyze the votes given foi
governor by these people, by our fellow
citizens, and remember-st the same time
since that time every year this question o!
resubmission has beeu invariably an issu*
were

other

1904

and

you

trine

are

way, in
give for

resubinission,

in the

chief’s

the

the desires of the
that other issues

Mrs. Helen Dyer and Miss Helen Lawrie,
of Eastbrook, are guests of H. B. Scamtnon
At the meeting of Elinee council Wednesday evening, Feb. 1&, one candidate
was initiated into the
mysteries of the
order. Refreshments were served.
There was a special meeting of Omaha

there

analyzing the votes
which they
elections, and have
given. It has beeu said, when tbe last

There is

boro.

and wife.

course

hading out how
this question of

platform

notice

of both

that

from

parties,
1904

and

are in favor of and desire an opportunity to vote upon the question, and
that we are confronted with that aB a fact.
Now when we find that to be a fact, why
1 think unit that is practically a settlement of a necessary primary question.

this State

WHAT WILL

BE.BPFECT?

Now my idea is that in approaching this

thing,

as

must

we

conscientiously,

we

sBould go farther and figure as to the effect. of this proposition to resubmit this
to the people.
effect, what may

Well, nowt

effect
of i»? I think that a good many people in
tbe State do oot fully understand it.
what is the

Prior to the
which
than

was

in

be tbe

passage of this amendment,
18&4, there were for more

twenty years—more than twenty-five
I think
stringent laws on tbe

years,
statute

—

books

against

the sale of

When the amendment

was

those laws

After it

were

there.

passed
was

liquor.
in

1884

passed

• y
were
there; they are there now.
Wuen (his amendment is repealed, if it is
repealed, by the people, it will not in any
degree change one word or line of the
statute prohibiting the aale of intoxicating liquors. No matter what the vote is

t

ou

question

the

of

adopting

the amend-

ment next

fall, it will not alter one
cle of the legislation of this body
ing the manufacture and sale of
Moreover, it will leave it entirely
hands of the

after,

to take

legislature,
care

partitouch-

liquor.
in

the

then and there-

of the queation

as

it

sees

fit.
in

cuuuecuoa, leaving

11 as it

aoes,

if this amendment it passed, this provision

is

this

vision

so

the republican
26,000s to min up 8,000, a
stantly decreasing plurality every
shrinks from

no

other

each

issue

time,

I

which

maintain that

sion which I have

come

living
the

llT.
"»»•««.

Coee._
fox Bent.

theory or the
other in connection with this legislation,
various advocates of
to

see

one

whether those

reasons

would

be

likely to prevail with a good many thinking people, because as I look at it the issue
for us to decide is whether or not the people demand this thing, and all else should
be considered as bearing upon that issue.
Now ot course there have been a good
many reasons. I suppose a large number
of and a variety 01 reasons animate different people who favor the submission of
this amendment. 1 suppose that a considerable gr-mp
people desire a submission of this amendment for the purpose of

of

voting

for

it,

or

reaffirming

1 noticed that in the Senate

it,

as

they

say.

yesterday two

high-minded gentlemen expressly

stated

they voted for ihe submission of the
amendment, but they intended to vote
against its repeal at the polls they voted
for the amendment here for the purpose of
that

reaffirming

it.

idea probably prevails among
number of people ot the
State. I have no doubt of it.
Others,
probably a larger number, desire to submit this to the people to have this provision repealed so that the legislature and
the people if they desire it can enact a license
law coupled isith local
option.
Well, now, that is a good reason; that is a
Now that

a

consi k-raole

logical reason; it is a frank reason; it is a
reason they are entitled to have, and it
does prevail among a great many people;
it animates a great many high-minded,
honorable and well-meaning people, I
haven't any question.
There are others and

as

I say

I

am corn-

entitled to

it

have, and I think it will have

license?

net relating to non-resident huuting
O Thursday. Feb. 23 at 2 p. m
No. w A
act to <egwute ice fishing tn Fi ts potm,
times cailoi Little Fitts pond, in the town nr
t-lilton Penobaco county; also petition I!r
W W. By her aud others asking for »a„.e. W
On I hU'sday. Feb. 28. at 2 p.m. No. 77 *n
act relating «o the
payment of damage
*
growing crope by deer.
On Feb. 23, at 2 p. m.
No. 64. An act to
regulate the number of birds which m.vbo
taken .y oue person in any one day dnrine
8
open season.
On Widneaday. Mirth I, at 2 p. m.
No -*
He i lions of B. B. Leach and F’ C. Atwood
others, asbina thata law beer,
and
HC.e<J
pr hibniuK the shipping of wild
rabbi a, outside 01 the mate of Maine.
On Wednesday. March 1, at 2 p w. No m
An act reiattug to the trapping Qf beaver and
muskrat.
On Thursday. Feb 23. at 2 p. m. No. tot. An
act to piotect eider duck; also to amend section 7 of chip ei 42 ol the revised statu en relating to game birds; to amend secuou 12 of
132 o- the «»w»-of t9h5 relating 10 wild
chapter
buas. a d 10 repeal sections 01 chapter wof
the public laws ol 19 9 re a>ing to loon*.
Wed esda> March 1, st 2 p m. No *37 An
set to prohibit the use of automatic and repealing shut guns In hunting biids Sudani.
m>ls
On Wednesday. March I, at 2 p. m
No 100.
An act 10 amend section 4i of chapter32of
the revised statutes, relating to fishways.
On Wednesday, March 1, 1911. st 2 p. m. No.
102
An a< t to prohibit the use ot a
book, so cahed, or a apinnm or other artificial
Uati containing more than one hook.
On Wednesday, March 1, at 2 p m
No. 103.
An *ct to pmeni the accidental shooting of
human being* in the hunting -easou.
On We m» sdwy. March 1 at 2 p. m.
No. ]«
An me, to am« nd section 17 of chapter rt2 of
tb» Public Laws of 1W9, relating to u»« of
dogs, jack lights, snaies or traps, iu hunting
dec moi Se <>r caribou.
On Wednesday. March 1. 1911, at 2 p. tn. No.
UK
An act to amend section 24 of chapter 32
of the revised statutes, relating to nun resident bunting licenses.
on Wednesday. March 1, at2 p. m. No. ill
An act to it-galise game (armingand fishfarming in the Hi ate of Maine
Ou Wednesday, March 1. at 2 p. m.
No ill.
An act to regu>ate the bunting ■•( mink sub>e,
fisher, iyum. otter, loa, skunk and raccoon.
On Wednesday, March t. at 2 p. m.
No 114.
An act to prohibit the throwing ol sawdust
and other mill waste iuto the lakes, pondi
sad streams in this Mate.
mbth F. Clark, Secretary.

£

hares'or

LKUAL

COMMITTEE
February
incorporate

the

pan v.

AFFAIR*.

Legal Affair*
23, oil. No 5ft

Thonday,

on

Winter Harbor

An act to
< oa-

Light

Wednesday, Ma>ch I, 1911.

tive

to annual
town officials.

No. 96. Act relaand other reports of city and

Wednesday, March 1, 1911. No. 123. Actio
facilitate (hr correct recording of conveyreal es ate
Thursday. March 2. 1911. No. 71. Act to
create Public Utilities Commission of Maine
and define it* du tea.
Tuesday. March 7, 1911. No. 77. Act to
ameuu charter of the Western Hancock Muance* oi

nicipal court.
Tuesday, March 7. No. 99. (Reassigtud.)
Act to provide tor incorporation of iioman

Catholic Parishes.
Act to exThursday. March 9.19U. No 98
tend char.er oi Ocean and Northern Railroad

Company.
JUDICIARY.
Committee on Judiciary will give a
pu lie bearing in its room at the ■stale
House in Augusta:
M »ich 1, at 2 p. m. 176. On an act to incorporate the Franklin Water company.
Marcb2.at2p.ru. 166. Ou an act relating
to tr.e Jurisdiction ol the Bar Harbor Municipal court of ibe town of fcdeu

rpHE
JL

INTERIOR*
Committee
r|^HE
A
give
a

State
On

on

WATER*.
Interior W'aters will

public heariug in its

House in .cugusta:
fcen. 24. at 2
act to incorporate the
Reservoir Co.

Friday,

room at the

As
y m.. on No. 70.
Kennebec Dam and

legal llottcn.
Id the District Court of the Uoiied Stales for
the Hancock District of Maine.

i To

FuttTtI '»
j
ItaikftpU

Bankrupt-

the

__

Xnt.

regiflates

Insurance

tution in 1884 purely

so as to prohibit the
getting away from the
desires of the people touching legislation
that they might not approve of. But, as 1
explained in relation to tbe referendum,
that condition has changed; the objection
It is
no longei prevails to that extent.
my idea that this opinion that the constitution is no proper place for a provision of

legislature

whec

con

conclu

i stocks and bonds,

asn in offi. e and bank,
Piennunis in c u.se ol collection,
Market value of real estate ov$r
boos Value.
1 ntei e-t accrued,
All other assess,

Oi 088 assets,
Deduct item® not

hen it will be considered an
anomaly that we ever had this kind of
legislation in the constitution, because I
by the legislature upon this question fron
it in an entirely
Lime to time at every session during thu 1 believe we can handle
j

come

Tuihl

lW^**_

Ji? jj

admitted,

$6,/68.d^ »•

Admitted assets,

LI ABILITIES DEC. 31, 1910.
f
Net unpaid losses,
•
Uuearne piemiums,
-voOl
Ail other tabLnies.
u
Casu capital,
iSsrlsMlT
Sui p us over ail liabilities,
1.‘»‘^—

men, publicists of tbe State. 1
believe as time goes on it will be increasingly so. I believe that the time will

imperatively

>«■•**2

*JJ5i5
3,fc69.-*l

t

thinking

to, that the peopl*

»

Real estate,
Mo ig.g* I ans.

from

this* kind will increase, and I believe it
is entertained by the best jurists and

issu<

demand an opportunity fc<
vote upon this amendment Is clear; that is
that is the way it appears to me.
Also, if you will examine the votes givei

Heel

'~

Ai"

J

Pre*e“}

year
and remember that all the time this issu<
wai
there
(hat
was one of the issues, and
was a

mere
to

creditors of Fred I. Lam-on. of Slos*
because tbe people may vole to
repeal the
CONSTITUTION NO PLACE FOB THIS LAW.
in the count) ol Hancock and dis*
probibititory law and may allow the sale ! iugtou,
trie aides
a baukrupi:
There are a great many people in this of liquor without sufficient r strictions. VOTkfc is d.
beieoy iven ihst on the Mb
is the one fundamental reason which j
day of Feoruary, a. d. 1311. lie
State, and 1 am one of them, who believe That
baa been given. I cannot see that
any | bred 1, Lam son was duly adjudicated
that the constitution is really no p<ace for other can be
given for a refusal to submit bankrupt; ano iha .be first meeting of tu
creditors will be held at my office, in Ell*
a law of tnis kind; that the real place for
this law, this constitutional
provision to wor h. Maine,
on. Match 7, ai 10 o’ciocl
it is on the statutes of the State where it the people. That is a perfectly honest ! in the
foreuoon, at which time the said
reason that may seem, that does
was prior to 1884 and where it is now aud
seem, to creditors may attend, prove their claims
a large number of
people of the
to uppoiui a trustee, examine the bankrupt »nd
w here it ought to be.
Now', in looking at be a reason for their attitude in State,
opposing transact sucu other business as may prop*
that matter, a person familiar with the this resolve. The only thing is w hether erly come before
td meeting.
William E. Writing.
situation sees that there is nowhere else they consider that the demand of ibe
Hefeiee in Bankruptcy.
should be beard or w hether
people
they
in the constitution any subject apparently have a
Dated Ellsworth, Me
Feu. 21. I4#llright to say that the legislature
akin to this one.
shall have the say as to wbat is best for 'I^he subscriber hereby gives notice tb**
he
has
JL
oeen
duly appointed ad minis*
The constitution provides and fixes and the people and noi allow the people to tru er
ol the estate of
interfere in the matter.
defines the great natural rights and prinFRED P. HATCH ELL, late of O BLAND,
Now, I have endeavored to
these
aud
ciples of our citizenship, and then, of considerai ions as they occur present
tome with- in the county of Hanc< ck deceased,
AH P*1*
course, establishes the form of govern- ! out any regard to party lines or partisan- given bonds as ii« law directs.
the es*
sons
demands
having
against
If
one
were to discuss this matter
ment, defines the lines between the legis- ship.
late of saiu deceased are desired to
from a party standpoint, it seems to me
indebted
tne same for seti.euient, and all
lative, tbe executive and judicial depart- that
nothing could be more expedient for thereto are requested to make pauun t lffl*
*ments, regulates the methods of voting the members of the republican party Ilian me.-lately.
JostFii M. Ba*v,
O land. Feb. 13. 1311.
and methods of protection by the military to assist in the passaee of an amendment
of this kind. This
that
auosenoer nereny gives notice
department, and those great fundamental in the body oi the thing has been a sore
she has been duly appointed ad minis*
republican
for
party
principles which we are obliged to bave in years; it baa festered, it has spread,
trains of the estate of
it has
order to be a public organization and almost killed the party, the
LEONARD M. MOORE, late of ELLSway I look at
government; and where in the constitu- it -almost killed it. There is notning for
WORTH.
us to do but
to get it out of our
system. in the county ot Hancock, deceased. »D
tion do you find any parallel, any similar If we can
get this once out of our system
All pert0*f
given bond* as the law directs.
and fellow
subject to this law wb eh
republicans, we can get well: if we having demands against the estate ul
which prohibits the sale of liquor? Is it cannot we won’t.
deceased
are iW'siied to present the same
(Laughter and apF
replause.
.-eilieuienl, and all ludvbten thereto artany more reasonable, is there any greater
But I believe we should rise
quested to make paymeut immediately
Mabgabkt C. Mooh*^
propriety,, iu enacting legislation pro- partisanship in this matter. 1 do notabove
Febiuar>21 13.1.
look
hibiting the sale of liquor, in putting it at it along party lines. I twlicve that each
*ia inunt,.
into the constitution, than there is in in- of us should vote upon this matter as he
thinks is best and right for the
interests
corporating e provision prohibiting the and the best welfare
of the Stale wilhout
KAT.UNAI. NUKk..V COMPANY.
I apprehend not, regard to
Bale of all poisons?
prejudice, fear or favor; and
looking at it from an ordinary reasonable When he has done that, and has satisfied
115 BROADWAY, NKW YORK, I*. Y.
his own conscience, he will have
nothing
standpoint. I apprehend not.
to regret in voting for
resubmistion.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1810.
This, of course, was put in the consti-

Candidas

for

plurality

repeal

1910 tb<

to

fartu In Hoi rote u.~
KoiUtw Harbor
Inquire oC Utaaaae

-to

mmtrn ro.d

Itti

the

provision, to submit this pro- a
good deal of effect along those lines. No
might possibly be repealed. doubt there are a lot of people, a lot of
ever
But
the
surrounding
legislaprovisions
senyoung men in the State who have come to
tion now are auch that we can more safely the front and say that they are a new*
tirrent in favor of autos.
and that, they feel they want to
entrust this matter to the legislature, it generation
The bill introduced in the senate giving
De considered, they want to have a vote
for
of
a
matter
tbe
the
great
being
good
and a voice on this matter.
automobiles tbe right to run from SouthProbably
body politic, than perhaps could other- they wouldn’t have had that tnoughl if
west Harbor through Somesville to Trengovernment and to alter, reforrto or totally wise be done, because if the legislature this matter had not been agitated so
ton bridge, has been compromised by
much.
change the same when their safety and
passes any statute hereafter n regard to
amending the act of 1909 so that automo- happiness require it.
Prooably some people want to vote on
the
sale
of
whether
it
this matter because they think they are
liquor,
prohibiting
biles may follow the road on the west
It seems, then, that we cannot get away
or
or
deprived
perhaps of some-rights that they
it
local
licensing
absolutely
giving
shore of the island which leads through
from the fundamental proposition that the
ought to have. That idea may have been
opuou with license, or in any other way,
; Pretty Mar*h and Seal Cove; thence to
unconsciously
by political speakpeople are given at the start, have always that situation will be met right squarely ers during tbe fostered
last several campaigns. It
Southwest Harbor. This leaves the main
bad and have now, an inalienable and inin the face with the fact that the people
simply goes to swell the number of citiroad from the bridge through Town Hill
defeasible right to alter, reform or change
of the State who take the
posiwill have a chance to reject any act they zens
and the village of Somesville open to cartion 1 have indicated that they desire %iid
this form of government if they deem it
may pass on the subject; and if the legisdemand an opportunity to vote upon this
riages only, as heretofore.
necessary, if they deem that their safety lature should fail to
pass legislation de- question.
NEW LIQUOR LAW.
and happiness require it.
1 think those groups of people with
Representative Otis, of Rockland, is the'; Now, then, what is the proper attitude manded by the people, the people have those various reasons
each of which they
a right to propose it to the legislature for
father of a new bill to regulate*the sale of 1
are entitled to
have—whether they are
of the legislature concerning any proposed
liquor in Maine, which was introduced change of this kind ? I maintain and al- their consideration, and if the legislature logical in »ome esses or not it seems to
does not see fit to pass it, it can go back them that they have a right to them
I
last Wednesday.
think those
of people taken toways have that no change in the constitu- to the
It is of course necessary to get the pro- ;
people and they can pass it, so there gether are groups
rapidly becoming and have betion either by taking anything away or by would
not be any very great opportunity come more than a
bibitory amendment out of the constitu- adding anything to it, should ever be made
majority of the people
of perversion of the function of legisla- of tbe Slate.
tion first. Then if adopted, tbe Otis bill
unless preceded by long-continued agitaun
tbe
other
sine, of course, there is
tion along those lines on account of the
will repeal every liquor law on the statute
tion, followed by a demand from the citi- amendment to the constitution w’bich one Urge reason which has been and albooks. It h*a but one penalty for violawill
be
ways
given (or refusing to submit
zenship, clear and unmistakable. Now was passed in 1907.
this amendment to tbe people and that is
tions of its provisions—six months in jail
have had agitation. This
we certainly
nents will

Richard Martin and wife

municipal

evidence in

seems

we

standpoint of

repealed, leaving it as it does then,
ing 10 ine conclusion that I am one of
entirely in the hands of tbe legislature to them who feel on acdbunt of the fact that
pass by statutes as it sees fit in its wisdom
the constitution is properly and fundaany prohibitions against the sale of liquor,
mentally no place for this kind of legislari^ai tuere is a very important consideration, that it should be removed from the
liou,aud one tnat uas a very intimate conconstitution and kept oo the statute
nection with this question, that tbe conbooks of the State where it can be bandied
stitution has been previously changed so
by the legislature and the people; and 1
that tbe people participate in legislation.
think that the number oi people who take
If this constitution was as it used to be,
that attitude will constantly increase and
if me people n*d no opportunity to rehas increased largely of late.
ject our laws and no chance to introduce
There are some of course who will vote
anything themselves that they might have fur this with the idea of
ural and primary rights of citizens.
taking it out of
Upon to pass in the way of legislation, I think
that structure the whole edifice stands; and
politics, a reason based a good deal upou
a man could well hesitate longer, perhaps,
| if that foundation is ever shaken the whole
but a reason they are
beiore voting to give an opportunity to expediency, perhaps,

Bangor.

over

lor the first time in several years.

taken

was

Miss Lura

COUNTY

island.

and off the

cate, it

from the

CtftAP
*»eeo.

OppoTto^it^ng

amendment
be

can

dispute,

for

and

that

Mace, of Great Pond, yesterday in-

Mr.

apt to lead

are

tbe

on

favorably.
The

good

the

save

sion, remarks immediately fall into lines
of demarkation between prohibition on tbe

“leave to witndraw”.
a

nntram-

should not apan advoWe are in a sense

Now in ibis matter

proach it

lor *c'e.

jury; we are the only body which has
oerr Moore's dm, itore
f AFKICRH
ju>,
a right to decide this particular question.
maintain to be the fact.
caied be B. T. Howie; bot water he,.
V/
the
K. o. Moose.
initiated
toilet.
be
cannot
by
Inquireer
Then every one of us has sources of in- This question
EiliVonh^
the
formation ; every one of us knows a good people. This cannot come to us in
ijSljnUD.
of proposed legislation; the responmany people in different parts of the State form
whether
and I put it to you, gentlemen, if when sibility is entirely upon us to say
between people and the opAPPEENTICE-An
uo> to learn tbe l.riuter's trade.
you were going around and seeing people we will stand
^ly
»« Tan America* office.
and conversing with them in this State, portunity which they desire, as I believe.
it is not your judgment that the demand
SEASONS 'FOR AND AGAINST.
of the people for an opportunity to vote
t^rgislatioc Notices.
Now in this action, our attitude being, as
this
upon
important constitutional I maintain, that of a tribunal to decide
INLAND PINhUtlKH AND O % M
r^*
amendment is decisive, is clear, is present
rather than to ar^ue with each other, it fPHB committ e on InU d Fisheris* •»*
Dome will give m public bearing in
with us. 1 do not mean that everybody in
JL
a
step room »ft < he mate Hour, in
seems to me we con Id properly go
August* (•,£»*
the State demands it. 1 maintain, howfurther and consider what reasons have Museum):
Ou Tt*ur«day, Feb. 23. at] p. m.
ever, that a majority of the citizens of been advanced in the
No 64 1
past or lately by the

away from tbe real issue. I have observed
that in discussing this matter of resubmis-

The bill to authorize

Jb.

by any consideration

led

subject

standpoint,

individual

an

It strikes me tnat the usual vein of the
discussion of this matter has traveled along

and

REPUBLICAN TICKET.

political party, any
locality, but only as

of tbe State.

Han-

cock

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 22, lull

any
any

individual, approaching the

an

Stonington, was one of the two signing
the minority report in favor of the bills,
j The reports were taoled pending accept
ance.

A/erage for the year of 1910,

CONSTI-

I have great hesitation in entering upon
path which has been trodden so often by
I
so many men so mnch abler than i.
should not have courage to enter upon the
discussion at all, were it not for the fact

reported adversely by committee.
regulate fishing in the Bagariver has been reported favorably by

were

j

THE

TUTION.

The bill to
duoe

IN

PLACE

satisfactory msnner in ouf legislators by
the representatives of the people, supplemented by the people themselves.

L?0

w

Total liabilities and
I

I

iMJeej M. E

surplus,

H«»L *•*».

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Agent*

|

FOOD FAIB.
age 1.)

(C'or.Hnued from

contributes largely to the
in tbe usual appearance of

«ment

.-..formation

Another feature which helpe in
is the arrangements of
access to which is
on the stage,
of step* leading np
by s broad flight
the hall by
,ront. This lengthens
the stage.
the depth of
hall the first booth
Entering the main
ia that of members of the class
t the left
of the Ellsworth high school, where
Bold. Tne proceeds from
rooked food is
toward expenses of a trip
this sale will go
I, D. C., which this class
t0 Wsihingto
of having the usual
to tske instead
hill

h

this

transformation

'tbs
Ten

T

*11911

pi,ns
graduation spread.

flour booth is presided
The Town Tslk
the genial aalesover by Julian Merrill,
is known br all Maine. Mrs.
ra,n w ho
is the demonstrator here,
Yniiie Bradbury
biscuits made from Town
.observes hot
used in this booth ia the
Talk. The stove
oil stove given to
three-burner blue-flame
committee by the Standard
the food fair
for this
Oil Co. G. H. Haskell, agent
was here for the opening days of the

of Which Ellsworth is p-ou t. The eomp*uy is also adveuisiug tue Buick ana
Cadillac automobiles, of which they have
ihe agency, and invite visitors to their
garage, where 1911 models of these cars
are on exhi biton.
H rry C. Austin A Co., local agents,
exhioit their Columbia
graphophone, and
this booth vies with the orchestra in making things lively at the fair. J. P. Halfpenny, agent for Maine and New Hampshire, is demoustrator.
Roger Staples, of Bangor, distributes
Samples of his butteriue, which is finding favor among Ellsworth’s good cooks.
Elizabeth Merrill and Pauline Knowles
arc the demonstrators.
The Union Trust Co. has a cosily
arranged booth, where banking literature
and information is available.
C. L. Morang, the Ellsworth department
store, has an attractive exhibit of ladies’
coats, suits, waists and fancy articles.
He is also advertising the American
Ladies’ Tailoring Co., for which he is local

shape of

ingenious

souvenir

most adhesive

a

ular in the

It

hall.

was

in the

butterfly, is popthe original idea

of Ralph Brooks,

who,

store,

Baker,

of the

fair.

The White Hewing machine is exhibited
by Charles 1. Staples, the Ellsworth agent,
aud has made many friends among the
ladies.
The cloak-room opening off the gallery
has been transformed by Harvey
W.
Morang into a palm garden. It is most
attractively decorated, and is a delightful

Bower A

Bartlett, coffees «n

attractive booth, and
samples of their product.

»u

teas, have
delicious

serve

Sawyer
Efifle Morgan
Carl

is

as
charge, with Miss
This firm added to its
demonstrator.
coflee for the sappopularity by donating
Will follow work at Lygonia
per which
lodge to-morrow evening.
The -‘Mak-Mor Butter” machine exhibited by the Scott Sales Co., Old Town,
an ingenattracts much attention. It is
ious little machine which mixing “one
pound of butler alfci one pint of milk
mikes two pounds of butter”. It does

in

retiring

Co., which has a
double booth, baa won high favor with
Ellsworth. This company gave the Ellsworth food fair a rig boost last year,
when encouragement of thia kind was
Baker

Walter

greatly needed. Everyone is glad to see
it represented again this year. The company distributes delicious samples of- its
weil-knowu products. Mrs. Streever and
Miss Bean
timer is.

the demonstrators.

are

ttowe, me t us w orm carriage
has an attractively ar-

manufacturer,

ranged booth, in which is shown a 250pouinl Concord wagon. Working models
A
of carriage parts are also shown.
motor driven carriage wheel whirling on
the front of the booth shows that the
wheels are kept moving at the Kowe factory. Harry E. Rowe is in personal attendance at the booth.
The ladies of the

society

have

a

left of th» stage
captured many dollars by

table at the

and have

steps,

Village improvement

the t<ale of cooked food.

The Ellsworth Greenhouse, Miss M. A.
Clark, proprietor, has one of the most
artistic booths in
the

left side of

evergreen.

flowers,

the

Within

and

a

hail.

It occupies

the sta^e—a
are

many
table laid for

bower

plants

of
and

iuncbeou,

dural decorations each day.
“Electric Home”, the exhibit of the
Bar Harbor & Union River Power Co., extends across the back of the stage, and
represents kitchen and dining-room in an
electric home. Both are attractively arranged. The furniture is loaned by Harry
C. Austin & Co., and the dishes
by F. B.
Aiken, The electrical appliances include
a
rauge, toasters, irons, a motor-driven
sewing machine, chadng dish, water
heater, luminous radiator, ajid other
labor-saving devices. A visit to this
electric home gives a glimpse of what we
•re fast
coming to in this electrical age.
with

new

The

room,

where

wiin

Miss Carrie

Morang booth.

ice-cream,

sodas

Bhown.

This exhibit also includes

a

fine
To-

k°ve*l & Coveil Co. has
“P

a

Miss Mina Urann is spending the week
with her sister, Mrs. Eugene Hsvey, st
the Highlands.

into law.
Senator Hale’s grim

opposition
cause

is all the

it has been

unyielding

more

attractive

directed from

be-

bis sick

bed and also

because, when it was no
longer feasiole to defer consideration of
tbe McCall bill in tbe finance committee,
of which Senator Hale is a member, he
left his sick bed to continue tbe fight at
the capitol. These opposition duties are
all tbe more onerous to him, because, in
any event, his last days as a senator must
be crowded with a deal of other work.
Tbe time for getting the appropriation
bills ready is now at hand.

of grains, seeds and grasses.

tbe

meeting be deferred till be

was

able to

expect

with the influence of tbe adminis-

Larger Crops From the Samo Acreage

Dunbar’s teams are rapidly covering the
with logs. The Tunk Pond 8and
Co. has crews cutting and also running

pond

“ Intensive
fanning means no more than the use of care
and common sense. Study your soil, test your seed, feed the
soil what it needs. By using

the steam mill.

Herman

Young

nearly snowed in
seventy-fourth
birthday anniversary, ninety-seven being
poet cards

showered

was

on

ESSEX FERTILIZERS

his

you give the crops a quick start; no waiting for insoluble maerials to undergo a long chemical process. They respond immediately, for they are rich in organic matter, and will supply
needed plant food through the entire season.

I

upon him.

o

teachers from
out of town nave returned to their homes
Miss Ruth Allen to Sullivan, Miss Beatrice Gordon to
West Sullivan, Miss
Bertha McCourt to Patten and Miss Edna
McArthur to Calais. These young women
have mud many friends, and added much
to the social life of the place.
Feb. 21.
H.
Schools have closed

and

O

—

J-*.L

/j I

I

^

L

>

<

ESSEX DOUBLED THE CROP.
41

In the

Dibit Village, N. H.
acres of ran out land, using
Grass Fertiliser on two acres,
the other two acres. Cntdouwhere 1 used Essex Fertiliser.44
JOHN W. DAT.

r

Fall of 19001 seeded four

one ton of your Corn, Grain and
and one ton of another brnud on

hie the

hay

Write now for our book of useful information on Essex Fertilizers and their uses.

■**

PARTRIDGE COVE.

g?

ESSEX FERTILIZER

*

*

CO., 39 No. Marfnt St, BOSTON

<

borne.

Mrs. Clifford Tinker, of Northeast Harbor, joined her husband here last week for
a few days.
They left for Franklin Sun-

day

for

visii.

a

Feb. 20.

A.

MARINE

r~~—

Lii»T.

Hmirnrli Coa'itt

SALE.

FOR

I’nro.

Southwest Harbor—Sid Jan 30, U S revenue
cutter Androscoggin.
Sid Feb 20. sch Mertis H Perry
Bar Harbor—Sid Feb 12, sch Rhoda Holmes
for Harrington

good English

A lot of

HORN.

Hay

CANDAGE—At Brooklin, Feb 18. to Mr and

—

;

1.00
2.00
2.00

Doors open
Orchestra concert
Talk, “Food and Food Values,
Miss Comstock
Talk, “Forestry in Maine,”
Prof Briscoe
Cooking class.Miss Comstock
Award of gifts

at the residence of
\

the late W. li.

I

ken,

|I

North

road.

Surry

THE—

Surry.

Hotel EMPIRE

CLARION.
Whether it’s a

illi-

GAS PAR,

E.

W.

B
range or a fui

nace—if it is a

OAOWAY,

AT

STREET

BSD

YORK

NEW

OITY

it it

“Clarion”,
requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop CoBangor. Sold by
sure

to meet every

J. P. ELD JUDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

MiIelMTest Holes
FOR MINERALS AND FOUNDATIONS.

booth of

j

I

W mkeag
Mt. Desert Ferry
Sullivan
Sorrento
Bar Harbor
Fr «nkIi u
Uuionvilie

Cberryfleld
liarrington

j Columbia
j Columbia Falls
i Junes boro

40

50
80
80
1 15

Miiltown
Calais
No. Maine Jc.
Hermon t enter
Hermon Pond
Carmel
Etna

55
15
35 Newport
155 Comma
170 Dexter
185 Dover
2 00 Foxcroft
1
1

8 15
3 15
1 20

120
1 40
1 55
1 70
195
2VO
2 50
2 50
2 50

ner, where she has been
Rev. E. Sanderson
unable to occupy the

teaching.

is ill of grip, and

was

It is important that
you should now rid your
blood of those impure, poisonous, effete matters
that have accumulated in it during the winter.
The secret of the
and really wonderful

unequaled
success

of

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
for Blood Humors is the fact that it combines, not simply
but the utmost remedial values of more than twenty ingredients,—Roots, Barks and Herbs,—known to have extraordinary effieacy in purifying the blood and building up the whole system.
There is no real substitute for Hood’s Sarsaparilla, no “just as good.”
medicine. Get Hood’s today, in liquid form or tablets called Sarsatabs.

test-holes and deep-well pumping maTo those who wish running
water in the home we recommend

chinery.

System

Tlie Kewar.ee

**

SON,

H.

but it makes
Dr.

WEST SURRY.

It not only gives quick relief,
permanent cures.

bowels.

Howard’s

markably

specific

successful

in

has

been

so

Swaaey'a

QUINN, Prop'r.

Premium Tea

PRESENT WITH EVERY POUND.

curing constipa-

tion, dyspepsia and all liver troubles tbal

Frances A. Moore is calling on her
old friends here before leaving for her
home in Ellsworth Falls.

give relief.
So great is the demand for this specific
that G. A. Parc her has been able to secure

Mrs.

Cunningham,
reported
week, is confined to bis bed,
his
for
hope
recovery.
Elijah Partridge and wife, of Ellsworth,
was

G. A.

only

a

in every

limited

better last

is troubled

and there is little

or

visiting Mrs. Partridge’s
parents,
Frank Conary and wife. Mr. Partridge is
getting some fine catches of fish from Patten’s pond.
are

willing

Parcher is

price paid

case

to return

where it does

supply, and every

with

one

wbc

dyspepsia, constipatioi:

made,

on

not

price

f§3E ECZEMA
CAM

tori,e Mrs. Warren

Hutchinson,

BKOOKsVILLK,

MAINE.

SOUTH

H.

SWASr.Y &

wiite us,

Portland, Maine

cO.,

HAIR
STORE

IC^

518 Congress st., Po tland, .tie,

Pul

ARTISTIC
Goods

sent

HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every descripttou.
on approval to responsible parties
Let us mail
you particulars of how
pair of $4.00

to e.iru a beautiful
shoes. It's the best proposition ever
offered—and we can prove it.

ELECTRICAL

Male Slo-i ry Co

Hay

I Ines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
and fixtures.
Hatlmates on Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully divei,
ANDREW M
MOOR.
KUnworn
Estey Building. State st...

Commission iflircbnnts.
Hie advertiseiuenls below represent some of
the leaduit. houses oi
N. w
England. Dur
readeis will doubtless find them o. value

offer

cure.

RAME MOUNTED
and FURS made into

L.

Globe’s -lory of th
ivil Wh*.
We have come to the fiftieth anniversary of
the most stirring events iu Ameiicau histoiy
the great revolt of the South and the mighty
uprising oY-ihe North .n the war that overthrew slavery and kept the union whole.
The Boston Globe will unfold for its readers
the story of that tragic period day by day, so
that they can follow its dramatic occurrences
just as if they were living in the historic
days of ’fll.
All the stirring scenes will be reproduced
|
in a way that will vividly bring them back to
the memories of the older people and indelibly impress them on the miudstveuof the
childieu. There will be a story iu the Gu>be
every day which will mark ihe semi-centennial of some important action in the drama
of the nation on the eve of the Civil war.
Collected, the articles will form a sin pie,
complete and accurate pictorial history of the
steps which led up to the first shot iu the
great conflict.
The time to begin the series is now, as it is

|
OBTAINED |

BE

this

with his persona
guarantee to refund the money if it does
half

If your dealer cannot supply you,
and we will suppl> yon direct.

Manulactuer of

nol

upon him al
and get sixty doset

special

HESELTINE &
TUTTLE
CO.,
•
APOTHECARIES,
PORTLAND, ME
Congress and Myrtle Sts.,

tht

liver trouble should call

once, or send 25 cents,
of the best medicine ever

S on me ough. ease the m oat. clear the voice
ur cents for mailing
and are harmless, send
and r* celve a sample KKfc.E.

re-

Mrs. Ora Getcl.ell, with little daughter,
of North Bluebill, is visiting her aunt,
Mrs. G. F. Gray.

who

JOHN8ON

FROM YOUK QKOC’KK AND OKT A

well.

aOhcmsnriMu*

The

already running.

to.

BUY
SUCCESSFUL.

PARCH Kit

Induced Dr. Howard Company tc
Carl Byard and wife have returned from
Make Special Prices.
trip to Aberdeen, Wash., and are visitAfter a great deal of effort and correing Mr. Byard s parents.
spondence, G. A. Parcher, the popular
William A. Buckminster and wife, of
has succeeded in getting the Dr.
druggist,
N.
of
this
Wolcott,
Y., formerly
place, Howard Co. to make a
special half-price
are coming for a short visit.
introductory offer on the regular fifty-cent
R. M. Buckminster returned from Portsize of their celebrated specific for the
land Saturday. Mr. Buckminster accomcure of constipation and dyspepsia.
panied his wife to the hospital there for
This medicine is a recent discovery foi
treatment. At last report she was doing
the cure of all diseases of the stomach aLd

Martin

SEND FOR FREE GUIDE TO CITY.

MAINE

:

a

Feb. 20.

44

**

Seurt for circulars.

<

*•

M

OF WATER SUPPLY.

Iv. A. KKKD &

THE VERY CENTRE OP EVERYTHIN*
All cars and 6th Avenue busses pass Hotel
Subvta) and El* vaieo K K. stations. 1 minute.
Fiveminut» s’ walk t theatres and shops.
60 rooms, Detacheu Bath. $1.00 pec day
100
1.50
with Bath
25
150
44
100
2.00
44
44
100
2.50
buiteswith Bath
350
"and up.

IN

pulpit Sunday.

_

Blood Humors

G. A.

We solicit your inquiries for wells,

WESTBROOK,

ilBucrtisnmntB.

Miss Sarah Parker is home from Gardi-

Feb. 20.

remedy
sarsaparilla,

*

—

dDDirtiannentB.

88 a

Lincoln day was observed by the Sunschool Feb. 19, owing to the storm of
Feb. 12. An interesting service was held.

Irving Small, of Portland, returned
home last Tuesday after a visit here.
Mrs. Norton Tinker, of Sound, visited
Tbe new apportionment bill, which the
House has just passed, giving Maine four Edgar Springer and family last week.
R. R. McDonald, who has been visiting
Congressmen for the next ten years, is
pending in the Senate census com nittee. relatives in Montreal and Vermont, is
It would have been taken up there before
Ibis, but Senator Hale sent a request that

-•

rrt

day

with
and

-i

The young people are enthusiastic over
basket ball, and have been given permission to practice in Grange hall.

—

which live

their name. Miss J. A. Thompson,
e b’cal
agent for these chocolates, is in
C
HKSistcd by Mias Hannah Holmes,
,“rKe’
bn Ellsworth
Foundry & Machine
ortiB exhibit
-their famous gasolene
•ngint-s the product of a local
industry

Closing Days are Strenuous.
Washington,Feb. 20 (special)—Maine’s
senior senator is rounding out his last
days in the public service with heavy battling. The Senate never took more notice
of his opposition than it is taking now.
Almost single-handed, so far as open warfare is concerned, he is
dealing heavy
blows against Canadian reciprocity.
He
is making bis stand for the farming population, whose protection from Canadian
competition would be removed if tbe McCall bill, embodyihg the President’s
Canadian reciprocity agreement, should
be enacted

f

liberally patronized

Mrs Erastus J Candage, a daughter. [Rachel
tration bearing hard for speedy, action.
Elvina.1
4
morrow Prof.
H. Q. Bell will talk on But be will make the best fight he can, CARLISLE—At EUswo-th Falls. Feb l6, to Mr
and Mrs Eugene A Carlisle, a daughter.
Maine corn, and exhibit the ten ears of and, if the bill is defeated or deferred, it
Lubec. Feb 20. to Mr and Mrs
Maine corn which were awarded first prize will be due very largely to his efforts. A LAWRENCE—At
Glenn A Lawrence, a daughter.
in tbe world competition at the national score of other republican senators are SM ALLIDGE—At Winter
Harbor, Feb 15, to
Mr and Mrs H G Smallidge, a son.
corn show in Columbus, O., recently.
Fri- sincerely in sympatbv with his efforts, but
come
has
been
to
WARDWELL-At
Penobsct, Feb 20, to Dr
willing
day Prof. Briscoe will talk on forestry. no one of them
and Mrs Melvin A Wardwell.'a son.
Much valusble farm literature is dis- out into the open and make the vigorous
resistance that be is making and, at a time,
tributed here.
MARRIED.
like position
in this room also the DeLaval cream too, when most men in a
out the JOHNSTON—CHENEY
At Ellsworth, Feb
separator is exhibited by F. H. Hunt, would have been content to serve
15. by Rev Oscar O Barnard, Miss Hattie R
remainder of bis term in. peace and inState agent.
Johnston to John A Cheney, both of Bangor,
| activity.
MAD DOCK —BARS TOW—At Bluehill, Feb 15,
THE “BOOST” COMMITTEE.
It has now come to the point where rolks
by Rev Charles Hargrove, Miss Lou Maddox,
The credit for the success of the food
of Bluehill, to Roy W Barstow, of Brewer.
count the remtining days as one by one
Sullivan, Feb 18, by F
fair, which is assured, is due to the com- the twenty-four hour periods fly into WEST-GRIFFIN-At
A Noyes, esq, Mrs Mary Norton West, of Milmittee of the Ellsworth merchants’ assobridge, to Alva Phenix Griffin, of East Sullieternity. Only six legislative days after
van.
ciation, under the auspices of which it is this week, and there is yet a world of
given. This committee has worked hard,
to do, and the contest is tierce.
things
IIIKh.
and on all sides is being complimented
And yet it is the biennial story over and
The members of this
on the
results.
over
again. The life of every Congress ALLEN—Ac Brooklin, Feb 16, George R Allen,
“boo9*” committee are: W. A. Alexander, comes in
aged 79 years, 9 months, 26 days.
gaily and, withal, leisurely. It
BROWN—At Bucksport, Feb 16, Mrs Rebecca
chairman; Roy C. Haines, secretary; E. F.
goes out gaily but with a tremendous rush
A Brown, aged 77 years. 4 months. 12 days.
Robinson, jr., treasurer; H. B. Estey and and
hurry. Its closing is always a great DAMON —At i»eer Isle, Jan 23, Kenneth A
C. I. Staples.
Damon, aged 4 months, 12 days.
human spectacle, such as can be witnessed
PROGRAM.
EATON —At Deer Isle, Jan 28, Miss Mabel
The program for tbe remainder of the at no other place on this continent, and
Eaton.
week follows:
probably at no other place in the world.
FARNHAM- At Vinalhaven, Feb 16. Capt Levi
WEDNESDAY —WASHINGTON DAY
L Farnham. of West Brooksville, aged 68
The story of whatever success the sesy ars, 3 months, 2 days.
Afternoon.
sion may achieve will not be apparent till
1-00 Doors open
GRAY—At Little Deer Isle. Feb 6, infant child
next week. The test of success will come
2.00 Talk. “Food and Food Values,”
of Mr and Mrs Frank B Gray, aged 5 days.
Prof Laura Comstock in the
1
very closing days, for then it will GRAY— *t Deer Isle, Jan 22, Mrs Hannah H
2.30 Orchestra concert
Gray, aged 73 years, 3 mo ths.
be possible o judge more accurately and
3.00
Cooking demonstration
1j
GRACE—At Bar Har bor, Feb 17. Miss Icaphene
4.00
Award of gifts
to tell more comprehensively.
Grace, aged 68 years, month. 4 days.
Ere ing.
JONES
At Waltham, Feb 13, Winfield L
Washington ball
Jones.
THURSDAY—CORN DAY
SEDGWICK.
KANE-At
Surry. Feb 19. Mrs Laura J Kane,
Afternoon.
^
aged 52 years, 4 mouths, 8 days.
Mrs. E. J. Eaton gave a valentine party
j 1.00 Doors open
i 2 00 Orchestra concert
LEACH
At
Penobscot, Feb 19. Hiram F
last week.
Leach, aged 78 years, 2 months, 16 days.
2.00 Talk, “Food am! Food Values.”
Miss Comstock
Mrs. F. A. Holmes is suffering from MARKS—At Bluehill, Feb 17, George R Marks,
3 00 Talk, “Maine Corn,”.Prof H G Bell
aged 80 years, 9 months, 21 days.
3.U0 Cooking class.Miss Comstock bronchitis.
NORTON—At Deer Isle, Feb 9, Mrs FrahCes
4.00 Award of gifts
T. J. Pervear, who has been ill several
Norton, aged 68 years.
Evening.
WHITE—At North Orland. Feb 19, Caroline D,
months, is improving.
Grand corn ball
widow of Willard P White, aged 86 years, 5
R. J McCarthy has gone to
FRIDAY—FORESTRY DAY
months, 26 days.
Sargen^ville
to work for the Mountain Ice Co.
Afternoon.

display

attractions of the fair, and there is always
; 3.00
s crowd
around this booth watchiug their 4.00
wonderful skill in turning out glass
Evening.
Grand forestry ball
articles of complicated design. This comSATURDAY —FOOD FAIR DAY
pany has offered an ornamental glass piece
fternoon.
18a prize for
the most popular lady at1.00 Doors open
2.00 Orchestra concert
te,,ding the food fair, the choice to be de- 2.u0
Talk, “Food and F od Values,”
termined by votes at one cent each.
Miss Comstock
3.00 Cooking demonstration..Miss Comstock
At the right of the
to
the
stage, 4.00 Award of gifts
steps
Frtd E. Cooke, State
agent for the U. S.
Evening.
Mop Co., exhibits the “Easy Wringer”
Grand ball
SPECIAL RAILROAD RATES.
®°P* which if not especially a thing of
The schedule of reduced rates on the
beauty j8 a thing of utility much admired
by overworked housekeepers.
; railroads for food fair week is as follows:
1 Bangor
$1 Oil Whitneyville
$2 00
Over in the far northeast corner of the 1
Brewer
100
Machias
2 00
b«H, the ball is kept rolling in the fasci- Holoeu
70
East Machias
2 00
50
2 00
Muchiasport
nating game of Koro, Japanese decora- ! Green Lake
ho
2 0
Nicolin
Deuuysvilte
tions and art ware
10
2 70
Ayer Junction
being given as prizes. ; Ellsworth Falls
15 Pembroke
2 80
Washington Jc.
rs; J. T. McDonald and Mrs. M. L. Head Krauklin Hoad
20
29i
Perry
in charge.
H-mcock
35 Eastport
3 15

‘Reputation chocolates”,
to

is

by winter fishermen.

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT.
Mr.
get out. This has been granted.
agricultural exhibit fills the ban- Hale wished to be present to safeguard
quet room on the lower floor of the hall. Maine’s interest in the measure, which, of
Here Austin H. Joy has an elaborate and course, is very great. He has to do the
complete exhibit of cattle and poultry heft of the work in revising the naval apfoods. He also shows a Prairie State incu- propriation bill after it gets out of the
bator and brooder.
Tbe incubator is House, and also the heft of the work in
filled with eggs which are due to hatch revising the sun iry civil appropriation
bill. These are two of tbe most import(luring tbe week.
The agricultural department of the Uni- ant of tbe appropriation bills.
Senator Hale probably hardly expects to
versity of Maine makes an exhibit of educational value to farmers.
Models of prevent a f ivorable report on the Canamodern henneries, trap nests, 9tc., are dian reciprocity bill. That is too much to

Bnpt. L. H. Cushman and Miss Julia j
Cushman preside over this home.
The LeCiair glass-blowers are one of the 1 3.00

18

Tunk Pond hole!
Senator Halo Fighting Reciprocity—

The

purchase.

The

charge

refreshments may be enj <yed
in comfort.

trick-and some of the demonstrators
in the hall who have tried the butter proClarence Scott is in
noumwd it good.
charge, with Miss Lulu Eppesas assistant.
E. G. Moore, the Ellsworth druggist,
makes an attractive exhibit of Kexall
preparations. Souvenir post-cards are
■Iso sold at this booth. He has been giving away handkerchiefs with every 25oent

is in

and other

(he

|

An

agent.

ifch

EAST SULLIVAN.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Baldheaded Men
Getting Seareer Kvery Year.
Ninety nine tunes in ne hundred,
baldness is eaused by d .udruff gel mg
winch dig down deep into the roots ol
the ban-, destroy its vitality and caust
it to fall out.
It yon have dandruff, the littleinvisi
hie, persistent devils called dandruff,
germs are at woik.
Destroy them
at once, or sooner or latei
they wtl
cause your hair to fall out and you
«iil be compelled to take your place in
the baldhe id.-d class.
I Parisian Sage is guaranteed by G
A
Parcher to stop falling hair am]
|
itching scalp and to drive out daudrutl
and kill Lite germs, or money back.
It is the most delightful hair
dressing
in the world, not sticky or greasy
!
I Large bottle 50 cents.
I

at

very low

e

RUQ8,
Send

st.

RALPH E. CARTER,

B

H

8, etc.,

trial order.

me a

Emission merchant5

Licensed Taxidermist,

Westeud bridge. ELLSWOKTH, Me.

APPLES

KLLswoirrn

Steam Laundry
VO

P4 V

ana
NO

BUTTER AM) EGOS

Ba;h Rooms
\

m

H
B. ESTEY &.
Estey Building State St..

POTATOES

H

\11 kind- of laundry work done at short
Good* called tor and delivered.

notice

CO.,

Ellsworth, Me

DRESSED LAMBS and CALVES
LIVE

and

DRESSED

POULTRY

—

--

Ptaftaaionai (tarda.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT

SPKCIALTY MAD*

typewriting,

OK

accounting and
GEN * HAL UI.EhlUAL WORK
Agent ot the Union Safe l>epnst& 1 rust Co., ol
Portland, Me., for furnishing Prohate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts

Store).

(over Moore's Drue
Ellsworth, Me.

HALl & COLE
Fruit and Produce I'uwniission

Merchants.

APPLES, POT./rOKS AND CHANGE itiilKS our

Specialties.

100-102 Faneuil Hall Maiket, Boston.
send

lor Stencils

Subscribe

and

tor

Weekly Market Report

The America*

funeral

iiimiin
ralativso km.

Mends •( in Perrin Swan regret to
Mar at her illneaa.
Mrs. Nettie Dyer and Mre. Knowles are
spending the week at Eaalbeok.
tittle Tbereaa Lawrie entertained her
Meads Satarday, her aarentb birthday.
Mrs Flare Parkina, who routed friends
in Bnatsa and vicinity recently. >■ at
home from

Ptaay Homer arrired

Sagarday.

Bangor
since

improved

much

ia

Ha

entering the hospital.
In. 18, Dr. S. S. DeBeck installed ofifiI. O.
sas of Companion court Sunlight,
F.
Refreshment* were nerved.
daughter
BBe Macomber
Mrs.
Was Jessie went to Portland last week.
medical
treetfor
Mrs. Mscorn her went

!

The relatives have me sympathy of a wide
circle of friends. The body was taken to
Burlington for interment.

Wedneeday. Feb. 21, will observed by

wigwams. Members
attended the Baptist church
Mandaj forauooa and listened to an addecorated with

s< the order

by

dress

Mayo.

Her. O.

raanyaL

of

last«bs.-.

arawd at town hall ou tbe opening
was a
• f the Festival of Lanterns, Feb. 14,
retard breaker, the room being literally
peaked. On entering, tbe eyes of all were
aMrmoted to the overhanging colors, for
aMpanded from centre of the ceiling to tbe
lanterns ol

Japanese

were

hoes, shapes
them
making an

ve-

sises, hundreds of

and

rsons

effective

decoration.

stage was red,
white and bias— aa attractive setting for
she large shores which Mr. Littiefieid
hand.

Tbe

program:

Bala, Japanese

love

song.Misa Mary Mayo
polka.
Misa Gladys Bragdon

•araet sols, Prismatic

town

on

T. Dodge,
Washington,
Saturday on business.
Albert Hill and wife are visiting friends
W.

Bucksport.

in Penobscot and

Goodwilley, of Arlington.
visiting A. W. Bridges.
Miss Liva Tibbetts, of Boston, is visiting her father, Capt. Joseph Tibbetts.
Miss Florence
is

Georgia

Mrs.

Foley generously
Brookliu library with

membered the

a

$50.
John L. Wells has sold his old home, the
Wells house, a summer hotel, to Washington, D. C., parties.
C. Stewart

R.

visiting

He had been

week.

home

came

last

in New York

be

jects

most of the

to

B.

Mrs. Nettie Gray is quite ill again.
A.

Miaa Bernice Dans
..Chorms
Baidal chorms
•mad, Two an of the Olden Time, Old
Osntineatals 1771,.IF Butler, M Tracy
•Id Favorites.Bmrleigh Swan and chorns

tig A Oae-harae Tows,
Reuben Glue, (Charles Dwelley)
Part Second.
•, Italia, Italia Beloved.Chorns
•mat, O Beatless Saa,
Mrs L T Banker, Misa Mary Mayo
Salo, The Garden of Dreams .Harry Clark
Solo, The Good Old 0 8
The Merry Plomghboy.

A...Marjorie Bragdon
(whistling interlude)
Children's Chorns

•mat, The Gipsy Countess, Miss Bernice
•ana (Gipsy maid). Walter Lawrie
(The Bari)
Lawrie.
Messrs
Harmonica quartet,

interested in the library,

much

and looked

forward to

a

new

Friday night.

Jerushs

Caleb Ebeaezer

•welley.
rehearsal by Uncle Josh Perkins'
srehestra, Prof Hezekiah Bean director.

trtagu

gratifying

The

choruses

Vhe

of the drilling of
manifested by their

result

was

prompt and faithful response to the baton
•f the conductor during the different
•embers. The soloists and those heard in
Miss Bernice
dasts were in good voice.
Dann was attractive and pleasing in her
Mareh song, costumed as “Daughter of
The duet, “O Restless
the Regiment”.
See,” by Mrs. Bunker and Miss Mayo was
•

gem.
“Old Continentals, 1776,” Messrs. Butler

Tracy, represented the real article in
make-up. Burleigh Swan ana Miss
Mayo delighted their hearers in solos and
Aeet.
Charles Dwelley was up to his
asaal standard in comic specialty. The

aad

•heir

Messrs. Lawrie made

good their musical
Sam’s Marines proved

Uncle

ability.

of the most attractive

Larrabee, of Van Buren, and
Dr. F. F. Larrabee, of Washburn, were recent guests of their father, C. C. Larrabee.
Mrs. J. W. Stinson entertained the
Unity club Thursday. The pleasant day
The
brought out a good attendance.

recall

wen a

and

talent.

as

and

music and treat of home-made

candy

Union church was opened Tuesday for
funeral services for Capt. David Moore, of

Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Capt. Moore,

Sunday,

who died

12.

who

Feb.

about

seventy
years of age, was a native of this place,
where so many old friends have pleasant
recollections of him.

Capt.

S.

was

He

was a

brother of

O. Moore, who died two

years ago, and the brothers had many
traits in common. He came of a seafaring
family of sterling New England stock,
and

was

a

veteran commander of

he had

been

invalid for

an

but

whistling were fine.
The village choir 1810, in ancient cos• auies, singing old
hymn tunes, made an
•ld-timer hark back to the days of long
ago. The stage rehearsal of Uncle Josh
Ferkins’ orchestra

cousin.

jb

for

a

share of

applause;

their

marching

aad

fanny,

and

merriment.

kept

was

picturesque

the audience in

Fred Blaisdeli

as

aeuld not be excelled.
The management expresses

a

and

C.

Josh

appreciation

Miss Evelyn Dwelley for
•ttcient and faithfnl help as accompanist,
•ad to Miss Sarah Homer, who accompanaad thanks to

ied the children’s

repair

his wharf

•ourse

of

practice

such

as

OTTER CREEK.

his entertain-

ments demand.

Feb. 20.

B.
_

A

DEDHAM.

Miss Hazel Cowing has gone to Harmony to visit Miss Marion Davis.
M. A. Thompson, an esteemed resident,
41ed Feb. 9, after a long illness. Mr.
was

born in

Burlington

•oming to Dedham in 1903.

delegation

of

sixteen went to North-

Harbor last Saturday to attend the
local union of Christian Endeavor.
They
were pleased to take home the
banner, and
reported a pleasant and helpful meeting,
Feb. 13.
G.

east

Mrs. Mayo, of Brewer, is visiting her
'.Mater, Mrs. L. R. Black.

Thompson

a

David Thomas, w’ho had a slight shock
short time ago, is somewhat
improved.

in

1865,

He and his

SPEEDY

KELIE*

KK>M
KIDNEY
TBOUKLK.
kad an acute attack of Bright’s disease
with inflammation of the
kidneys and blath*a>8 Mrs. Uora Thorp.
Jackson, Mich.
A bottle of Foley’s Kidney
Kem^iy overcame the attack, reduced the inflammation, took away the pain and made the
act1?". normal. I wish everyone
n,medy ''For

.<2-zzjne!‘8”

Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable remedy for
backache, rheumatism and urio ry irregularities They are touic in action, quick in
results

bJAacy

aud afford a prompt relief from all
disorders. For sale by ail druggists.

:5wd££iLwo“der,Bi

For

particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplbv, *ee'f.
First Nai’l Bank Bl%

▲. W. Knro. President.

BilltoiOa anti Stumboiu

and

Jen.

Feb. 20.

wife,

BROOKSVILLE.
Emma

J. H. Presley, who had been caring for
Northeast Harbor, re-

Hunnewell is employed in Blue-

hill.
Morris Weacott is working
Cummins'.

poor health.

Leander Bunker and wife have returned
their ten-days’ trip to Rockland
and Augusta.
Henry Higgins, of Rockland, returned with them.
Rooney.
Feb. 20.

la Effect Dec. 5, 1910.

for E. E.

BAR HARBOR TO BANOOR.

Clarence Hooper, of North Brooklin, is
the guest of Mrs. L. T Morris.
L. F. Gray recently entered Dr. King’s
private hospital, Portland, for treatment.

home from

BAR HAR.... It.
Sorrento..

(AMI
•

AM
10 2u

r M
r M
4 2ft
4 60i.

Sullivan.j. .j.

Mt Desert Ferry. 11 10
6 20i I ®
W'aukeag S Fy.• 11 17 5 27' IB
6 »;
Hancock. ll 2>
Prfcnklin Road.JU w, t5 3B» U M
Wash'gt’n June. ll 00{ J11 ST J5 48 II®
1106 1141
ft ^ ll»
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls. °il 10- ll 43
ft
JM«
Nicolin. °ll 22 112 02 8 14jjll ®
8 »4::il *
Green iJtke. °ll 30 <2 11
Phillips Lake. °11 37 '*’12 18 J« 321111 ft
Holden. °il 43; 12 25 8 4‘ill®
8 1. ll®
Brewer June.
12 00 12 41
BANGOR.
ar.
21 06 11 50 7 05 11 »

spoke words of comfort to the
rowing parents and frieuds. The beautiful flowers
interment

brought
was

at

Feb. 20.

messages of love.

_

Art Stewart

Work in the stone quarry

The

started up, after
months.

land has

Hillside cemetery.
Spec.

some

Guy Lunt

Pervear is employed at Erast us
Candage’s.
The ice in Bluebiil bay is creating havoc
with the herring weirs, about all of them
being swept away laBt week.
The school in disttict 4, taught
by
Everett Hale, and in district 7, taugbt by

has

bought

a

pair

of

work

horses.
Mrs.
Hall

j

•

Mina Richardson is employed at

Quarry.

Feb. 13.R.

Do you know that croup can be prevented?
Give
Chamberlaiu’s
Cough
Remedy as soon as the child becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy cough appears, and it will prevent the attack. It is
also a certain cure for croup and has never
been known to fail. Sold by all dealers.

lObertifttm nu.

Commencing

Bar Harbor

Ferry

Dec. 6

at 6 5u

a m

steamer will I***
arrivng st Mi L)M*n
a

a m, Sundays excepted.
leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m sndUj
arriving at Ellsworth li.06sm,
m connect with Washington Co. ByJ Stops on signal to conductor.
°
Stops only to leave passengers from P***1*
on Washington County Railr< ad.

p
p.

Mum.

Hamilton, closed Friday. Both
efficient work, and were

; much liked.
Feb. 13.

Xenophon.

little

out of

the

been

common

was

tb<

party here last Tuesday evening
at the home of Edward Carter. The sixtyvalentine

neighbors

and friends

present

had

delightful time.
Xenophon.

Feb. 20.

SOUTH GOULDSBORO.
Martha Finson, of Bar Harbor, ii
visiting her sister, Mrs. Sarah Sargent.
Miss Minnie Sargent, of West GouldsCarrie Bickboro, was the guest of Miss
ford last week.
Mrs.

recently
Lenora Bunker,
the ice and injured her wrist and hand
who

Mrs.

is able to

:

I

I

mick left for Brockton, Mass., Friday.
Charles Gr ndle and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son, Feb.
8 -Charles Stephen.
Feb. 13.
Pbiar.

at 7.30

Trains
m, and

These trains connect at Bangor with throsF
trains on Main Line, to and from Portias*
Boston and St John.

Passengers

are

to
earnestly request!y

tickets before entering the trams,
especially Ellsworth to Falls and 1 aJU
cure

»

Ellsworth.

I

K. E. BOOTHnV.
General PaeatnKet A“
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice Preside it* Genera: M
Portland, Me-

did

teachers

on

j

BEECH HILL.

Maria

one

Moore isidleness of

on

an

Feb. 12.

NORTH BROOKLIN.

Florentine

is visiting Sterling Barbour

and wife.

sor-

Jobe

A

s.

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.

Purdy, of Sullivan, gave an
and
of moving pictures

noon.

Everett Kimball at

Rev. Samuel

Hull’s Cove.

Our Father at

the

—

fire wood last week.

the fourth quarterly conference at the
Methodist church here Wednesday after-

the illness of

visiting (Iiram Stanley
Saturday.

|

wbo has

10

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
ana interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are uow paying for
rent, aud In about ten years you
will

—

in Surry
Charles Hall,
Enoch Bulger of Cranberry Isles, is tak! several mouths, is home.
ing care of Lucius Whipple, who has been
A daughter was born to Erast us J. Can*
ill of pneumonia.
dage and wife Saturday.
Walter
Hadlock
has been taking
Capt.
Frank Hamilton has arrived in Joplin
advantage of the recent heavy fall of snow
Mo., from Gaivaston, Tex.
to

his

PAT RENT

WHY

Ralph L. Roberts is employed at South
go out in sympathy to H. K.
Brooksville, driving W. F. Tapley’e delivWINTER HARBOR.
family in the great sorrow
team.
which has visited them. After several
William Hadley, of Salisbury Cove, is ! ery
Feb.
A.
months of throat trouble, which caused
13._
visiting relatives here.
tuberculosis, their daughter, Mrs. CharleB
H. G. Smallidge and wife are receiving
WEST
TREMONT.
C. Strout, died Feb. 2, at the home of her
congratulations upon the birth of a son,
Merl Farley, wife and infant son,
sister in Standisb. Being in poor health
K V * A ■
P M
p M
born Feb. 15.
Lionel Andrew, are spending a few days I Portland.ar.
4 50; 5 40 12'4, «■
Mrs. Strout came home to her parents last
5 lH
8
uo!
9 05
Boston.ar.
i
of
Hollis
E.
Joy, with Mrs. Farley’s parents, Capt. Charles
Ida, youngest daughter
May, and since that time everything has
BANGOR TO BAR HARBORhad the misfortune to break both bones of P. Lunt and wife.
been done to restore her to health that
j P M {AM AM A «4
arm Saturday.
The fracture was
8 04 I®
skilled specialists could do. As a last re- her right
Owing to the bad going and so many Boston.It.j 10 00
* *
reduced by Dr. Small.
am;
sort she went to the Maine general hosMrs.
L.
W.
Rutnill
met
with
ill,
being
only
11 ll US
PortlAnd.It.
1 20
Ellis F. Baker, of Newcomb, N. Y\, was
f “
p“
a
careful
am
After
Mrs.
examination,
John
to
they
the
W.
T.
pital.
Pomroy
represent
3 24 I®
€ 00
10 30
decided an operation on her throat impos- in town a few days last week calling upon 1. society, this being the second week she : BANGOR.It.
Brewer June.
6 07
10 38’ 3 <0 ll
sible, and she left the hospital, going to relatives and friends. Mr. Baker was a has been the only one to attend. The so- 1 Holden. t« 29 10 58 13 49 Jl*
ciety will meet with Mrs. Rurnill Feb. 24. Phillips Lake. J6 38 *11 92 J> 5 ’’*
her sister’s, thinking the change might former successful teacher here.
4 02 I*®
Green Lake.
6 441 ll 10
Feb. 13.
Thelma.
reach
but
she
Nicolin.
to
t®
her
basket-ball
was
of
home,
An interesting game
strength
J6 53 It 22
give
4 3 •*
Ellsworth Falls.
7 06 11 37
her
failed.
She
bore
ball
the
town
suffering played at
gradually
Friday evening
HALL QUARRY.
4 2» • *
ELLSWORTH.
7 13 ll 4
7 25 11 55 4 34 :«•
with wonderful patience and courage, between the Winter Harbor high and the I
Wash’gt’n June.
Charles Grindle arrived from Hurricane
Franklin Road. 17 33 :12 0-5. ••
•
keeping a cheerful heart though praying W'inter Harbor Crabs. Score, 15-13 in j Island Thursday.
Hancock.
J7 41 12 15.
J
•
7 44 12 18
for quick release. Her mind was clear to favor of the Crabs.
W'nuiceag, E Fy.
J
“■
Mt Desert Ferry.
A daughter was born to Howard Mer7 5u( 12 26
of
the
member
E.
the last. She was a
Feb. 20.
EpisSullivan.
8 20;..
chant and wife Feb. 7.
and
Sorrento.
..
8 45
copal church in Ipswich, Mass.,
BAR H.\K-ar.
110. T 11
9 20
WEST STON1NGTON.
Mrs. A. Harkins and Mrs. T. E. McCorwished to be buried from the Charcb ol

ISLESFOBD.

chorus, also to high
pupils and all others who kindly to haul out logs
assisted in making the festival a success. spring.
Jl is hoped Mr. Littlefield may come again
Feb. 13.
•nd arouse the musical public to another
•cbool

some

Feb. 20.

state of

Uncle

j!

NEW SERIES

A

and

His

years,
following an attack of paralysis a few
He is survived by an only
years ago.
child—Miss Agnes C Moore, of Brooklyn,
N. Y., who has the sympathy of all. W.
H. Moore, of this place, is a half-brother,
and Weich
Moore a step-brother and

came

;

n;

open. Share*. 91 each; monthly pay
men/s, 91 par share.

s now

C.

stereopticon views at the grange hall Saturday evening.
District Superintendent Haskell called

returned home

in

to ad-

a masquerade ball at
Bay
Thursday evening.
Newman cut his foot badly while

exhibition

Miss Gregg Atwood, of Winterport, who

Monday

wharf

tide.
A. B.

Rev. C. A.

their sister Viola.

turned home

Stanley’s

at low

Mrs. Louise Newman spent last week at
Prospect Harbor with her daughter, Mrs.
Stephen Cole.

health the
past few weeks.
Frederick, Walter and Clarence Joy were

father,
which she

earn

Sllsvortk Loan and BoiliM

way.

was

Enoch

where his wife has been for her

on

Is what your money will
invested In shares of the

All hearts

sailing
that

large vessels

cutting

Quite a party from Otter Creek have
visiting friends here ibe past few
dajs.
J. B. Steele has gone to Everett, Mass.,

has been

Banking.

View hall

been

was

Kltaworth, Me.

GOULDS BORO.

Bunker, of Sutton, spent Monday
night with George Bulger and wife.

James

wheel

Feb. 13.

Leslie

20._B.

llamor

and

societies, held here Tuesday, proved an
interesting meeting. The papers were excellent, and the discussions were instructive and helpful.
The presence of five
ministers and the large delegations from
other places could hardly fail to bring
about pleasant relations and good results.

Feb.

nit

Rooney.

by

substantial

a

rieut wster at Mr.

_

called home this week

PARCHER, DRUGGIST.

early spring connect the two

with

There

13.

GEO. A.

rhis will be of great advantage to Mr.
Doliver in handling fish, as there is suffl-

Mrs. Lizzie Rice was the guest of Mrs.
Seth Rice Thursday.

SALISBURY COVE.

i
apples were much enjoyed.
1
The rally of the union of young peoples’

did olher

The children’s chorus

j

Dr. L. L.

numbers,
ships. He was a Civil war veteran.
specialties.
Miss
Gladys Bragdon renewed her death is believed to be hastened by
popularity as a cornetist, displaying grace of his wile less than two weeks ago,
eaa

Caroline Ginn, and
Ginn, took up the farm

name

vbarves

few

Whiting.
Feb.

one

wife, of Surry, lived all her life excepting the first
Keyes
former parishioners here few
Mr. White
years of her married life.
j
| died in June, 1891.

guests of
week.

the late

White’s maiden
her

and

Rev. G. W. M.
were

Naomi
Blaisdeli,
Dyer,
Wealthy
Mystresu Druscilla Antonette BragLois
ion,
Mayo.
Mercy
Mystress
Menne Syngeru- Ichabod Fortunatus
Butler, Walluchia Lawrie, Wallace

Mrs.

Mass.

C. Larrabee and wife were guests
of relatives in Franklin Sunday.
Dr. C.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton has returned
Walter Lawrie
from Winter Harbor, where she has been
Mff Dream of the USA, March song,
for two months.
William Lawrie, and male cboras
Mrs. J. 8. Coombs has returned from
•raging by The Village Choir, 1S40.
I
Womenne Syngers—Lucinda Thankful
; Franklin, where she went to attend the
•anker, Generous Susanna Swan,
“Festival of the Lanterns”.

Lawrie.

here

was

day last week.
He had given more books than any other
Dana Crockett, of Milo, visited friends
of
Mason
was
a
He
longperson.
last week.
standing, being the first one raised to the here
Mrs. Caroline White, the oldest resident
order in Naskeag lodge, also an Odd j
Fellow and Rebekah. He leaves besides an j of this place, died Feb. 18, of old age. Her
aged brother, Eben Allen, the last of his age was eighty-six years, two months and
family, a widow and one son—Fred Allen, twenty-six days. She had been failing
all of this place. His place will be hard since last July, and the past ten weeks
had been helpless. She leaves three sons
to fill.
Une Femme.
and one daughter-George W., of Brewer;
Feb. 20.
Henry R., of Oklahoma city., Okla.,
PROSPECT HARBOR.
Charles F., of Seattle, W’ash., and Mrs.
Mrs. Rachel Cole has been quite ill, but Sarah Wood, of Chicago; also one brother
Edwin Ginn, of Boston, and two sisters
is improving.
Mrs. Clara Robinson, of Beverly, and
Daniel Libby and wife entertained at
Mrs. Louise Newman, of Winchester,
dinner

last

Bragdon
Haag, Beilly’s Party, Pat Hoolihan

Archibald

of

George White, of Brewer,

will in the

a

soon

Frank S. Doliver, who recently leased
John Hopkins, plans to
sarry on an extensive fl-b business. He
ias just closed a deal with J. L. Stanley &
sons for a term of years for a right to rereive and ship fish over their wharf, and

after the ceremony.

Lowell Rice is spending

der these conditions?

spars, sails and
be ready for spring

now

he fish stand of

terms

last week.

building. ;

and will

Schools closed Friday after successful
taught by Mr. and Mrs. Stanhope,

business

on

—

Beulah Hardison, Hester Clark, Hazel

Bunker,

Surry

one

•lark, Geneva Bragdon. Mary Mayo.

Laurinda

in

—

•lark, Williams, Coasins
~Ts Ho, My Gallant Sailors.Chorus
Baelo Sam’s Marines, costume, Misses
Haze)
Bleanor and Frances Dyer,

fonsins

was

Salisbury last

days at Satton.
Leander Bunker and wife are spending
two weeks in Augusta and Rockland.

last week.
13

J. Saunders

■iKging,
ishing.

CRANBERRY’ ISLES.

public offices,

L. Stanley A Sons and W. II. Ward
finished harvesting their ice.

>eing fitted up with

Anne.

Master

satisfaction, we return
his money without question.
Will you try a bottle un-

fect

The fishing vessel Nickerson, previously
eported dismasted and towed here, ia

eldest

the

C.

lave

-.—..——•

Jennie Weymouth, of Houlton.
visited her brothers, Herbert and Albert
F*»h

J.

„r

understanding that if it dor*;
not give the purchaser per-

_

place

took

Feb. 20.

Orrington

•hildron’s charma,

was

Marceiius

when

drove to Ellsworth

White,

interest

were

genuine

N. C.

nr***

We sell VINOL with the

little daughter,
at Capt. J. E.

MANSET.

daughter
Berkeley Allen, of Bar Harbor, were married. About thirty guests
The new ly-wedded couple
were present.

Mrs.

besides representing his class in the State
legislature. He was always foremost in
Sola.Genevieve Havey working for every interest of the town.
j
Bala, Betsey Boas (March song)

home of

Wednesday,

Brooksville to

Sals, Highland Lassie.Mrs L T Bunker

He

South Bluehill,
Cousins’ last week.
Feb. 20.
>f

Edith and J.

Miss Eliza Ginn has gone to
for an indefinite period.

so many obhis work shop,

of much

Greensboro,
We (tuBinatte the
Above testimonial.

reaumed bis

has

and

Benjamin Sylvester

wedding

Mrs. J. T. Snyt>kr,

teaching

been

who has

grammar school,
itudies at Castine.
he

invitation to be the

at the

work.

spent much of his time, he had
been gradually
failing. He was one
of the prominent citizens, and had served
in

evening.

Hull’s Cove auxiliary has received
guests of the Bar
Haroor auxiliary next Thursday after-

NORTH ORLAND.

where he

the town

Thursday

Hamor

The

an

M.

Davis has gone

R. G.

Thursday morning,

lost,and

last

Saturday.
Harry Chatto,

served.

_

by fire in August, when
were

Gray’s

Annie

are

ret in

the
entertained
ladies of tne Baptist sewing circle last
Delicious refreshments were
Tuesday.
Mrs.

A

Feb. 30.

a

of value

Ansel

Adelbert

Elmer Orcutt

and

Warren Chatto

.awing wood in this vicinity with their
gasolene engine.
The steamer Catherine made her trip
rom here Thursday, but was unable to

colonial

Leland and wife, Charles
Wilcomb and wife attended a party at

Capt.

nicely.

few weeks’ illness that seemed to
without pain. Since the loss of his

after

a

veek.
:

Orcutt, wife and daughter. Mrs. noon.
Annie Bunker, and little daughter, Orice
At the home of Andrew Wood Friday
Lee Bunker, of West Gouldsbcro, were
I Miss Mary Wood and Leman Pettee were
recent guest of O. G. Newman and wife.
I married. Mr. and Mrs. Pettee went imMrs. Devina Murray, who recently un- mediately to Unity fora short visit, after
derwent a surgical operation at the East which
they will go to Boston, where Mr.
Maine general hospital at Bangor, is ex- Pettee has employment.
pected home this week. She is doing

The B.-G. S. A. second basket-Dan team
played B. H. S. at Brooklin Saturday
evening. Score 19 to 16 in favor of B. H. S.
R. Allen died

the

on

Monroe

Providence, R. 1.
Harry Bridges entertained a company of
young people Wednesday evening in
honor of Miss Florence Goodwilley.

George

been

past year, has joined

Sweet and Miss Ella Sweet for
ball at Kelley’s hall to-night.

favor of the home team.

and

city

has

who

farm the

“I wouldn’t take a thousand
dollars for the good VINOL
done me. I was told that Cod Livw
Oil was the medicine I needed hr
my weakened condition and po«r
blood. I could not take the greaw
mixture, and when our druggist told
me that VINOL contained not
oaly
tonic iron but all the medicinal
prop,
erties of Cod Liver Oil without the
grease or oil or bad taste, I made
up my mind that was the mediciae
for me. I tried it and today aw
strong and well.”

Michele Petti, foreman for the granite
•ompany, is in New York on business.
W. J. Carver and family, of Wisconsin,
lave moved into the W. 8. Cousins house.
The village schools, taught by Mias
1 irace
Gray and Harry Chatto, closed last

his family in England.

The basket-ball team met with the team
from Biuehill at K. of P. hall. West SulliScore 32-17 in
van, Saturday evening.

check of

Capt.

9pringer,
improving, to the

Arthur.

re-

M.

are

family of Dr. Simonton.
Mrs. Theo H. Peters ^bas returned to
Boston, after a two weeks’ vacation at the
home of her sister, Mrs. A. Al. Moon.
Sympathy of many friends is extended
to John Robertson and wife in the recent
death of their
youngest child, John

C.,

D.

of

home

ICarrie May..
•mat. The Sweetest Story ever Told,
Miaa Mary Mayo. Burleigh Swan

in

came

Rs polar schema ol the

held well ia

are

ill,

been

Hall,

Chirle®

Carpenter

Moon and Onias

Ralph Roberta is working in the grocery
lor W. F. Tapley.
Archie Hutchinson is quite ill at Charles
foung's, Brooksviile.
tore

Wallace Stevens, of West Brooksviile,
isited relatives here last week.

colds.

Shepard Leland drove to Franklin one
gratification of friends.
day last week with a load of household
Miss Mary Abel is home from Ellsworth,
goods for Watson McGown.
where she has been employed in the
Invitations have been issued by Shirley

business.

Ra

lsnr walla

who have

chusetts.

John L. Wells and *ife

M. E.

Miss

Augusta.

Lizzie Cole is home from Massa-

Mrs.

HULL’S COVE.
The children of Joseph Jordan and wife
house with severe
are confined to the

at Franklin.

A. E. Farnsworth is home from

H.
_

Mrs. Robert Abel was the _week-end
guest of her daughter. Mrs. Fred Brown,

BROOKLIN.

C. C. Mason is ill.
1

Feb. 20.

$1000

SOUTH BROOKSVUXK.

j

use.

family.

13._B.

Feb.

a

George Watson is very ill. His many
friends hope for more favorable reports.
Will B. Blaisdell, a student at Bangor
law school, spent the week-end with his

Melvin White, of Pasaadnmkeag.

and Mrs.

Mass.,
Ihs order of Bed Men with a grand powwhich has been
waw at tbe town hall

Mrs. Harriet
recovering
attack of bronchitis.

from

severe

—

and

Inaly

NORTH 8ULUVAN.
Pettee is

COUNTY NEWS.

here

was

—

in. C. J. Cleveland, of Bangor, i* visit-

ing

in Lemoine, celled on friend*
Sunday and Monday of last week.
Henry and William Hammond have
the peat week for
been harvesting ice
Sperry A Robertson end F. K. Haskins,
also filling their own building for family
tie winter

COUNTY NEWS.

made many friend* here. The
held Feb. 11* Rev. F. R.
wife
Champlin officiating. He leave* a
James J., Basil E.
and three children
and Mandolin E.; bis mother—Mr*. A. B.
Clifford, of Lincoln; three brothers—
Eugene and Vinal, of Easton, and Gerald,
Mrs. Fred Edes
of Dedham, two sisters
wife have

COUNTY NEWS

use

it

feh

some now.

who an
George Hanna and Lou Tracy,
working in Gouldsboro, spent Saturday
here.
and Sunday with their families

A. B. Holt and wife, who are spending

Wise Men and Women Know
that most of the
from unhealthy
digestive system
you—poor blood

sicknesses of life come from inactive bowels and
condition of the organs of digestion.
If your
is not working right, your food does not nourish
and weakness follow; if your bowels are inactive
—waste matter poisons the whole system and serious sickness is
To take promptly
sure to follow.

BEECH AM’S
PILLS
yourself trouble and expense. Gentle, but quick; safe,
but thorough, they enable the bowels to carry away waste matter
naturally and tone up the whole digestive system. They will
not injure the most delicate.
They help you to get your bowels
and your digestive organs in that condition when they can
take good care of themselves and of you. Beecham’s Pill*

is to save

Eastern steamsbip Cans®
Reduced Winter Fare.
Bar Harbor and Boston

Steamer Roothbay leaves Bar Harbor
am, Monday ami fhuredty for 8«hI B*
Northeast Harbor, Mansel, Southwest
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland,
ncctlug with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves

F» f—Is*. Beerhatn’a Pill* are apecially auitable. See leetnictioM with each
Sold Everywhere in boxer, 10c. and 25c.

Blueblil 9-00'
diu

RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamship

Rockland.

Naturally

:

Monday
Thur*diy for South
KroukUM, Sedaalck. Deer Isle.
South UrookfVllle, Dark Harbor and U^ai*—
connecting with steamer tor Boston.
and

Leave Boston

Do Good

d*

Belf**4,

5pm Tuesday And

Leave Rockland ft.15

•

m.

or on

Friday**

1
steamer from Boston. Wedne-day KD
'aia*
day fur Bar Harbor, BluehUI and interim
landings.
■. L. Smith, awb*. B»r HarW'-

A. M. Hamrick,

a**i>«.

|

BUtjmuinjum*.

BOUND?

'MUSCLE
ntd too ever

experience bound end stif-

end not know the reel
condition? Some(or such a painful
overstrain, or overwork causes
to contract and stretch and
in the mus.omestimea cold settles
tendencies cause the
or rheumatic
from any
in any caw, any time,

mu,cle.

It wu with deep regret that friends here
hesrd of the death of Gny
Leonard, of
Pretty Marsh. Daring the past two years
he had been in the
employ of Frank. Clark,

WALTHAM.

is valuable in a hunaches
Ld different ways. It relieves all LINIlocated. LEE’S
pains, wherever
wonderful curative value and

Morrison

is

working

at

Bar

Mrs.

Henry Frost

getting out lumber to
build a large blacksmith shop.
Lillian Marsh is at Bar Harbor visiting
her aunt, Mrs. John Hodgkins.
Mrs. Linnie Morrison is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Alexander Morrison, of Otis.
* George Carr is
hauling lumber from the
Nancy Jordan land, Otis, and landingTt

thought in every case
y°ur
hooid
For
liniment ia needed.
here a good
rbeumatism, neuralgia, aching joints,
frost bites, inswollen joints, chilblains,
Rubs in
and bruises.
, bites, burns
to use—and the
ickly is clean and easy
LEE’S LINIMENT never
results of using
In full 4-ounce
duuppoint the sufferer.
the usual quantity) lor 25
bottles (TWICE
At drug and general atores.
(•eats.

fore

gone to Boston

Boland L. Gower ia visiting his sister in
Malrose, Mass.
Addison G. Sargent baa returned to bis
bone in Newton, Mass.
The chapel circle aopper held Wednesa success in every way.
day evening was
Mrs. Lydia Black, of Cape Rosier, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. George Jordan.
Mrs. William Means, ol Sedgwick, is
visiting her mother, .Mrs. Mary Ann

Sargent.
Schools at district* 8 and J closed Friday.
Miss I .ilia McIntyre and Miss Annie Clark
kase returned to tbetr homes in Blnehill
and Southwest Harbor.
8im.
PeD. 13.
in

Bangor

last week

thing

Union river.

Smith, of

L.

friends here last

week.

Koehler

The

John T. Sargent visited friends in South
Bluebill last week.
Herbert J. Grindle is employed on the
•teamer J. T. Morse.
Bert

Saints,

brothers, (
holding a series
good attendance

are

with
Feb. 13.

were

a

Latter
of

Day

,meetings

every

night.
S.

_

Will Noyes and wife
Atlantic, visited Franklin to visit relatives.

from Gardiner.

have

gone

to

Grindle,

of South

prettiest
H. E. White, of

helpful
White

Penobscot,

four

sister, Mrs. Clara Bowden.
visiting
Fi-Hnk Harding
bas
returned
from
Faneuil, Mass., where be has been visitis

sufferings.

He

her

sermons
was

lirtCiAl

a

Larrabee,

here

seacoast

last

School closed Friday after

missionary

relatives here.

Mr.

Bangor
Alligator

S.
_

fishing parties

were

visited
their usual

have

since Feb. 2 with

success.

NORTH HANCOCK.

Mis. F. E. Mace is visiting her husband,
Rep. Mace, in Augusta. They will attend
the governor’s ball.
wife.
Miss Martha Beede, of Surry, is visiting
Miss Arabella Rowe, of Aurora, is
Leon Btkeman, of Bluebill, is boarding
Mrs. Byron Page.
spending the week at the lake with her
at George
ray’s and working at the ice
Evelyn DeWitt, of North Ellsworth, is a aunt, Mrs. Haynes.
works.
guest of Miss Celia Grass.
Miss Alice Silsby spent a day here reMrs. Frank Harding and daughter Vera
Myra Springer is home from Jefferson, cently with her sister, Miss Fannie Silsby,
left Friday io Visit friends in East Somerwhere she has been teaching.
who was teaching here.
ville, Mass.
Miss Flora Stratton is a guest of Hallie
Mrs. Laughlin is expecting her daughChandler Bowden has gone to Portland
Leach at Ellsworth during the food fair.
ter, Mrs. Weston, from Chicago, where
te Dr. Cou in>*
private hospital for treatEverett Googins, of Millinocket, was a she has been engaged in millinery work
ment for appendicitis. He was accompanW. many years.
week-end guest of his father, G.
ied by Ar h
H. aargent.
C. Allen and wife, of Sedgwick,
have been guests of D. Groves Eaton and
Frank

Miss Julia Sawyer is employed at G. L.
Stewart’s.

PENOBSCOT.
B- F. Leach, collector of taxes, is ill.
8.
Varnum is confined to the house
with a severe atiack of rheumatism.
M

a

C

ion

I each and Alvery Bowden ing.
Feb.
days recently in Franklin.

Mach ynpath.v is extended to the famdj of Hirain Leach, an aged and much-re•pected citizen, whose death occurred Snn**•7, after a short illness.
There were no services at the Methodist
church Sunday afternoon, the pastor bein# called to attend tbe funeral of George
Marks at North Penobscot.

_

WEST BROOKS VILLE.
The ladies’ circle
Rose Thursday.

EAST SURRY.

days. She will
Harbor this week.

she

found

no

cause

complain

to

tiue.

in

CENTER.

return to Bar

to

given Benjamin
Mitchell and wife Thursday evening,
Feb. 16. This aged couple have journeyed
together over fifty years, and though both

farm

from

Bar

joyed by

The funeral of Guy, eldest

son

of Samue

Pretty Marsh, was
Harbor, held at the church here Wednesday afterof the
noon, Feb. 15, under the auspices

|
aan^sa
Harkach*. Kh**uin t'sm,
Foley
Result from disordered kidneys.
others;
they will
Kidney Pilla have helped
Syracuse. N Y.,
help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
I suffered with kidBuys- “For a long time
I had severe
ney trouble and rheumatism.
backaches snd felt all played out. After takPills my
Kidney
bottles'of
Foley
ing two
to He
backache is gone ftud wnere I used
in
awake with rheumatic pains I now sleep
did
wonderful
Pilla
Kidney
comfort. Foley
"
Try them now. For eale by
things for me
all drngf lets.

Leonard,

of

Mountain View grange, West Eden, of
which deceased was a member. Rev. 8. H.
Jobe, of Bar Harbor, officiated. There were
beautiful floral offerings. Appropriate selections were rendered by some of the
at
members of the grange. Interment
cemetery near the church.
Feb.

17._9-

A Cured Man.
Annapolis. N. 8., Jan. 81,1911.
of
Maine
Keeley, Portland, Me.*
Manager
It has been several years since I
Dear Sir
took the Keeley ’are and will say that during
all this time I have never had the lea-t desire
I wish I had
for muy kind of stimulants.
Sintaken the Cure i0 years before I did.
Jos.
MoUulun,
Annapolis
cerely vours,
Royal, tfova Scotia.

|

all.

and Clara

McCourt closed her school
valentioea.
Miss McCourt returned to her home in
Fatten Saturday.
H.
Feb. 13.

FOLLOWS A « »LU
follows the use of Foley’s Honey

was

still active in
are in feeble health they
various duties. A bountiful supper was
provided by the ladies and a good time en-

Miss Bertha

PNEUMONIA

surprise party

are

Friday, with exercises and

tbe

checks the cough and expels
thecvflV wbich
Hannibal. Mo., says:
-ltUZlt’ M.gtiHjkwell,
remedies 1 ever used. I coutrai t!!?’8
L be
and was thr atir«?b*d co,d aud cough
Pneumonia. One bottle of Poley’s
Hnn._
completely cured me.” No
•LUt2La,?d Tarreliable
Fir
Jo* by all druggists.household medicine.
•r ^

Tranquility

Wednesday.

*••!» of your old enemy, Nasal

aslnff Ely’s Cream Malm. Th*o
swelling and soreness be driven
le“der# inflamed membranes. The
•
will cease, and discharge, as
•el oeezinK
I® others as to yourself, will be
^nP^^when the causes that produce it are
Ulswniiuess, comfort and renewed
fctawuw
Bold by ail
drill.
v $be use of Cream Malm.
UKKiata for w centgf or n,aiie(j
t,y Ely Bros.,
^Warren Street, New York.

j

ills.

Don’t take this
vice

of

an

course.

Follow the ad-

Ellsworth citizen.

There’s No Risk
If This Medicine Does Not

g‘&ed
Benefit You

at Ellsworth, this seventh day of
a. d. 1911.
Henry J. Milueen,
By Peters A Know! ton, his attorneys.

February,

Pay

Nothing

County
1911.

M’KINLEY.
The fish boats are doing well when
weather is suitable for setting trawls.
The road Lading to the cold storage
buildiug on the “Blue KocLb” was run off

I

the

cere

faith in Rexall

Thursday.
P. W. Richardson & Son have harvested
their ice from Frank McMullin’e pond.
It is exceptionally fine ice, thick and
clear.

P. W. Richardson shipped 2,000 pounds
of Osh on steamer Bootnbay, which called
in for them at Underwood’s wharf last

Monday week.
Feb. 20.

p- M.

Dyspepsia Tablets,

we

ask you to try them at our risk. If they
do not give you entire satisfaction, we will
return you the money you paid us for
them, without question or formality.

They come in three sizes, prices 25 cents,
50 cents, and fl.00. Remember you can
obtain them only at -The Rexall Store.

Are You Proud of
pYour Bread?*
I

Have you a reputation as a
cake maker—is your pastry
your pride?
Then you are the woman
who will appreciate William
One baking day
Tell Flour.
will convince you that no expert cook can afford to waste
her skill on ordinary flours.

William Tell
Flour
frnpc

farmer

than most
flours—
it is also
an

a

a.

:

d.
d.

To all perms interested In either of Ike de-

letes hereinafter named.
At a probate oonrt held at Ellsworth, la aa*
for the county of Haneock, on the eiwstt
day of February, a. d. 1911.
following matters haring been pee*
sented for the action thereupon heiehiafter indicated. It ia hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to he published three weeks successively in the ■Ua*
worth American, a newspaper pnbliahed at
Ellsworth, in said county, that tney may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellaworth, in said county, on the seventh day of
March, a. d. 1911, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

cause.

Frederick Wood, late of Bucksport, in ssM
county, deceased. A certain instrument purports g to be the last will and testimentof
said deceased, together with petition for prebate thereof, presented by Mary Wood, the

executrix therein named.
Hannah K. Smaliidge, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased
A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition
for probate thereof, presented by Avails S.
Holmes, the executrix therein named.
Amaziah 0. Hooper, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument parporting to be the last will and testament ef
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof presented by Edward C. Hooper,
one of the executors therein named.
Emma H. Kingsley, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain Instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Ralph H. Kingsley,
the executor therein named.
Catharine W. Gilley, late of Cranberry Isles,
in said coanty, deceased. A certain fnstrmmeut purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition:
for probate thereof, presented by Alfred
Ladd, the executor therein named.
Henrietta L. McFarlaad, late of Trenton, hn
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the laet will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Harry L. Crabtree, the executor therein named.
Henry Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that Samuel K.
county, deceased.
Whiting or some other suitable person be anadministrator of the estate of said
eceased, presented by Samuel K. Whiting, a.
brother of said deceased.
Charlotte E. Whittaker, late of Franklin, An
said county, deceased
Petition that Frank
E Blaisdell or some other suitable person he
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Delia H. Colson, one
of the heirs of saiu deceased.
John A. McLean, late of Eden, in said county, deceased. Petition that Edward S. Clark
or some other suitable person be
appointed
administrator of the estate or said deceased,
presented by Angus C. McLean, a brother
of said deceased.
Lena B. Foren. late of Hancock, in said
Petition that Watson K.
county, deceased.
Springer or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Yictor R. Smith, a.
brother of said deceased.
Mary Ann Kench, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased. First account of Theodore
H Smith, administrator, filed for settlement.
Ellen P. Peters, late of Blnehill, in said
coanty, deceased. First and final accounted
Nora E. Peters, executrix, filed for settlement.
Wellington R. Pendleton, late of Eden, Aa
said county, deceased.
First account Of
Charles W. Sargent, administrator, tied for
settlement.
Frankie m. Jordan, late at orland, in aaM
county, deceased. Second aocount of Charles
J. Dunn, administrator, died for settlement.
Charles E. Osgood, late of Dedham, in sold,
county, deceased. First and fin a. account
Emma S. Osgood, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Ciara A. Heath, late of Yerona, in saM
acoount of Osoar P.
county, deceased. Firstfiled
for settlement.
Cunningham, executor,
Abby H. Buck, late of Orland, insaidooonty, deceased. First aocount of Charlotte L.
Buck and Albert R. Buck, executors, filed fiar
settlement.
Amos A. Brsgdon, late at 8orrento, in said
First acconnt of Bedford.
county, deceased.
E. Tracy, administrator, filed for settlement.
Mary Downs, a person of nnsonnd mind, ef
Go.ilrsboro. tn said county. Second account
of Bedford E Tracy, guardian, filed for settlement.
John D. Whittaker, an insane person, at
Fifth account sC*
Franklin, in said county.
George J. Whittaker, guardian, filed for settlement.
Lucy A. Pert, a person of nnsoand mind, at
Seogwick, in said county. 8econd account MT
Austin H. Dority, guardian, filed tor settle-

Jointed

d.
JL 1911,
January
1911, issued on a Judgment rendered by tha
supreme Judicial couri for the couuty of
Kuox at the term thereof begun and holden
on the first Tuesday of January, a. d. 1911, to
wit, oo the tenth cay of January, a d. 1911. in
favor of John Bird Company, a corporation
organized under the laws of the State of
Maine, and having its piincipal office and
place of business at Rockland, Knox coun y,
Maine. against B. Magno, of Stonington. in
the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
for fifiy-six dollars and eighty-eight cents
debt or damage, and fourteen dollars and
fitly four cen's costs of suit, and will be sold
at pub ic aucti n on the
premises in said ment
Stoningion to the highest bidder on the
Willard S. Dow, a person of nnsonnd mini*,
eighth day of March, a. a. 19H, at two o’clock | of Surry, in said county. Second acconnt ea
in * he afternoon, the fol owing described real Isaac W. Dow, guardian, filed for settlement*.
estate and a>i the right, tine and interest
Elizabeth B. Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, izs
which the said E. Magno has and bad in and said county, deceased.
Petition filed kjr
to the same on the fourteenth day of June,
Henry M. Hall, administrator ct« bonim dm.
a. d, 1910, atnineo’olock in the lo enoon the
for lit ense to sell certain real estate of aafi
time when the same was attached on the writ deceased, as desertoed in said pellticn.
in tbe sjiue suit, towii:
Bernice A. Sinclair, a minor of Sullivan, In.
*A certain lot or parcel of land situated in said county.
Petition filed by Thadioual.
said Stonington, described and bounded as Sinclair, guardian, for license to sell certain
follows:
real estate of said minor, as described in said
on
the
town
road
at
an
oak
Beginning
plug petition.
in the ground at the northwesterly corner of
L'vi Franks, late of Brooksville, in said
lot No. 2 according to survey and plan made county, deceased. Petition filed by Susan •.
O.
H.
in
thence
year 19i>4;
by said Franks, widow, for an allowance ont of Ihs
by
Tripp
road north 67° 31' west fifty (5t/)
et to lot No.
personal estate of said deceased.
e south 22° 29' west sixty
4 on said plan; ih
Elias H. Bowden, late of Orland, in said
seven and five tenths (67.6') feet to lot No. 16
county, deceased. Petition fl>ed by Ella M.
on said plan; then- e south 73° 48' east fifty
Bowden, widow, for an allowance onto! thn
and three tenths (60.8') feet to lot No. 2;
personal estate of said deceased.
thence by lot No 2 north 22° 29' eas sixty-one
Fr* d P. Witham, late of Ellsworth, in aafift
and uinety-five one hundredths (bl.95') feet to county,deceased. Petition filed
by Martian#..
the place of beginning. Tbe same being lot Witham, widow, for an allowance ont of thn
No. 3 on the befoie mentioned plan.”
estate of said deceased.
personal
Also all the right, title and interest and all
Edmund H. McCullough, late of Philadelthe right in equity which the said E. Magno phia, couuty of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylhas or had on said 14th day of J une, a. d. 1910. vania. deceased
Petition filed by The • tovt■

at nine o’clock in the forenoon, the lime when
tbe same was attached on the original writ,

dent Lite and Trust company, of said Phila>delpbia. pra> ing that the appointment at
to redeem ihe following described mortgaged the said Tbe Provident Life and Trust comreal estate situated in Stonington, in said pany, of Philarelphia, named as trustee In
county acd State, to wit:
tbe last will and testament of said deceaaed0
“A certain lot or parcel of land, situate in
may be confirmed by said Court.
said Stonington, described and bounded as
Frederick M. Keyes, a person of untonnd
follows:
mind, of Bncksport, in said county. First acBeginning at a hub in the southerly side count of Linnie W. Keyes, guardian, filed tar
line of ibe road leading to “clam City” so settlement.
celled said bub being the northwesterly
Tnomas H. Macomber, a minor, of Frankcorner of lot No. 8 on a plan of said l>>ts made
Second account of Bfln
lin, in said counts.
by O. H. Tripp; thence runniug by said road M. Macomber. guardian, filed tor setiemeat..
north 67° 31' west ei^hiy-four aud sizty*five
H.
KNOWLES.
JEROME
Judge of said Court.
one-hundred hs (84.6/) feet to hub at the
A true copy of the original order.
corner of urtserve for a road call' d on said
Attest:—T. F. Hahonky, Register.
thence
tbe
‘‘Middle
Street”;
easterly
plan
by
s de line of said
Middle Street, s >uth 5° 41'
west fifty-two and two tenths (52.2) feet to a
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
hub at the northwesterly corner of lot No. 10;
thence b) said lot No. 10, southeasterly and
Kate M. Hanson, of Bo?teeL
parallel to the line of said Clam City road
county of Suffolk, Commonwealth oc
sixtv-nine aud six tenths (69 (/) ie t to a hub Massachusetts,
by her mortgage deed dated
in the westerly side line of lot No. 8; thence Match 18. a. d 1901. and recorded in Hancock
by said lot No. 8, and at a right angle to the county. Mtine. rtgistry of deeds in book 38R,
line ot said Clam City road fifty feel to place j
pa*e 441, conveyed to Winifred L. Hans<>n,tbee
of beginning, the same being lot No. 9 on I of the
city. county aDd State o! New York, low
said p an.”
I of said B> ston. a certain lot or parcel of land
Said 1^st described real estate is subject to a
with the buildings thereon standing situate
mortgage given by said E. Magno to Charles in Oiland, Hancock county, Maine, and
E Bickiu 11, of Rockland. Kncxc< unty. Maine, bounded and described as follows, to wit: Berecorded in the Hancock county registry of
ginning at the t-outhwest corner of the homedeeds, book 434 page 313. on which is said to stead lot of the late John A. Buck and runbe due about twelve hundred dollars
ning thence south 12° W. four rods 17 li .ks le
Dated at stonington tbe first day of Februland formerly of Oliver B- Tro t; thence by
Joseph T. Snow,
ary. a. d. 1911.
said Troit land S. 8»° E. 8 rods and one link:
Deputy Sheriff.
thence southwe t following sal ■ Trott’s land
one rod one half link to a stake; thence 8.
subscribers hereby give notice that 74° E. by lands formerly of Dud ey Grindle
they have been duly appointed executors and Sarah H. Saunders 6 rods and 17 linkste
the county road; thence by said connty road
of the last will and testament of
northerly 5 rods to the aforementioned Buck
MARTHA J. SUMNER, late of VERONA,
land; thence by the said Buck land to the
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds first mentioned bounds.
Being the same
being required by the term* of sai will. All premises conveyed to said Kate M. Haneou.
peisons having demands against the estate of by d*ed recor. ed in the Hancock registry el
said de -easi d are desired to present the same deeds, vol. 177,
522. and whereas <be confo st ttleinent, and all indebted thereto are dition of said page
mortgage has been and now rerequested to make payment immediately.
in %ins broken, now therefore bv reasou of the
Albion J. Whitmore.
breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a
Hekblrt A. Wuithorh.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bangor. Me.. Feb. 10, lull.
Wimfkkd L. Hanlon,
By T. H. Smith, her attorney.
Bucksport, Me., Feb. 8, 1911.

WHEREAS

THE

economy

Order
today.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sb:—February l,

a.
18, a.

Our experience with Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets leads us to believe them to be the
greatest remedy known for the relief of
acute indigestion and chronic dyspepsia.
Their ingredients are soothing and healing to the inflamed membranes of the
stomach. They are rich in pepsin, one of
greatest digestive aids known to
medicine. The relief they afford is almost
immediate. Their use with persistency
and regularity for a short time brings
about a cessation of the pains caused by
stomach disorders.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will insure
healthy appetite, aid digestion and promote nutrition. As evidence of our sin-

op

this 1st of day of Febraary,
rpAKEN on
execution dated

A physician who made a specialty of
stomach troubles, particularly dyspepsia,
after years of study perfected the formula
from which Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are

Mrs. A. P. Ober, who has been employed
Northeast Harbor, is home.
A

Capt. Alby moved his household goods

Mrs. Agnes Mayo, with
nephew, Elmer
Heed, spent the week-end with her father,
John W.
Reed, in Ellsworth.
Miss Margaret Koch, Maine field secreoff.h

at

ASHVILLE.

Bangor

Mrs. e. M. Babbidge
spent the past
*®ek with her
sister, Mrs. M. M. Brans•°mi at Somesville.

Mma

work

Omar W. Tapley and s n Clarence, of
Ellsworth, were the week-end guests of
either place.
Capt. Thomas Tapley and wife.
It was the privilege of the writer to be
Mrs. W. A. Orindle and nephew, Percy
present at an entertainment given by the Qrindie, of Penobscot, were guests of
Corinne Stewart library association on
Mrs. George H. Tapley last week.
tbe evening of Feb. 14, tbe sixty-eighth
The primary school closed Feb. 10. The
anniversary of the birth of William T.
Miss Agues
closed Feb. 17.
Stewart, the founder of the library. Mr. grammar
Stewart has truly laid the foundation for a Stevens, teacher of the grammar school,
good work, which is duly appreciated by has returned to her home in Warren.
tbe people at Soutb Surry, as it should be
Tomson.
Feb. 20.
by every citizen of the town.
but

_

home from

a

Fred J. Perkins has contracted to laud

Penobscot chapter, O. E. 8., held its
meeting Saturday evening. There
wt> a good attendance and a
pleasant and
profitable evening was spent.
Several members of Rising Sun lodge,
F. and A. M.,
Orland, were entertained by
Kisin# Star lodge Wednesday evening. 1
The third degree was conferred
C.
Feb. 20.
upon one
candidate. Supper followed.
SEAWALL.
Mrs. Margaret Littlefield returned last
William Dolliver and wife visited Mrs.
week from
Bluehill, where she has Bpent
•etcral months with her daughter, Mrs. Addie King at Manset last week.
t^rrie Hinckley. She is now at the home
Quy Young, who has been ill three
°f “nether
months, is now able to get about a little.
daughter, Mrs A. E. Varnum.
Feb. 20.
Woodlockk.
Jordon Benson spent last week at Northeast Harbor with his sister, Mrs. Annie
WEST EDEN.
Seavey.
Dolly.
Liston Mayo has been quite ill the past
Feb. 20.
week, but is now able to resume work.
came

with Mrs. I. A.

1,000 weir poles on Wasson's wharf.
Capt. William Stevens has sold his driv| ing horse to Capt. David Dodge, of Cas-

Juliette Nickerson, ol Bar Harbor, was
week to viBit two
called to Surry last
places where orphan girls are given homes,

regular

Mrs. Ida Rich
tor a few

met

Fred L. Hawes has purchased
horse in Somerville, Mass.

Anon.

20.

E.

Feb. 19.

Googins.
The remains of Eben Clark were
brought here from Massachusetts this
morning for interment. The funeral will
be held at the home of his sister, Miss
Delia Clark, Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiat-

SlM.

ipent several

Urinary disorders quickly follow;
Diabetes and finally Bright’s disease.
This is the downward course of kidney

made.

J. O. Whitney and Surveyor Hagan
in town last week running lines.

some

often.

Feb. 20.

very pleas-

a

Edgar Williams, of Fairfield, is visiting

delivered

week.

FUNL>.

ant term.

years ago, and used to call here quite

ing.

Feb. 20.

the back is lame

ranty deed from Andrew Mann to Ransom
Mann, and Alden H. M.nn, dated July 28,
a. d. 1»68, and
recorded in tbe registry of
deeds for the said county of Hancock, at Ellsworth, Maine, in vo). I3i, page 338.
Second Lot: Tbe northerly half of the lot
of laud formerly owned by Robert and Albert
Mi liken, the other half of which belt g now
or formerly owned or
occupied by David Gar
land, containing twenty-live acres, more or
less, aud be ng the same premises described
in a deed from Benj. Wood to KaDsom Mann
and Charles Mann, aated Dec 18, 1857.
The two lots above described being the same
premises conveyed to the said Aienrial L.
Treworgy by warranty deed of Alden H.
Mann dated Dec 7, 1886, and recorded in tbe
registry of deeds for Hancock county to
which deed and tbe record thereof express
reference is here mare for description.
Third Lot: A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Surry, and described as follows viz.: Beginning on tbe west side of tbe
road leading from Burry village to North
Bend, so called, and on tbe dividing line between tbe Kay Means and Cassidy lots; thence
running sou h seventy eight and one-half
degrees west on the south side of said Ray
Means lot one hundred twei ty-five rod**, more
or less, to the west end of the Cassidy lot;
thence south eleven and one half degrees
eatf-t thirty-two rods to the Murphy road, so
called; thence southeasterly by said road ten
tods to the northwest corner of Levi T Trew
orgv *s lot; thence easterly by the north line
of the said Levi T. Treworgy ’a lot to the
North Hend road; thence northerly by the
west side of said road forty rods 'othe place
of beuiuning, containing thirty acres, more
or less. BeiDg the same” premises described
in a deed from Rich Phillips and Sarah Clark
to Li. colu Treworgy, dated June 1,1881, and
recorded in vol. 178. page 335, of said registry
of deeds, to which deed and record thereof
refer* nee is here made for description.
Fourth Lot: Beginning on the east bank
of Patten’s Mill Stream south eighty eight ded disgrees west of a hackmatack and one
tant thertfrom; thence north eighty-eight de
grees west five rods and nineteen links to the
| northwest coiner of Alexander Grant’s lot;
thence by said Grant’e lot routh one degree
east twelve rods to the southwest corner of
said Grant’s lot; thence south eighty-eight
degrees west one rod and thirteen links to a
stake at the bank of said Mill Stream; thence
noribwesteily by the bank of said Mill
Stream to the first mentioned bound.
Also tbe fulling mill on the above described
premises and a right to take from the dam
above said mill asuffl lent quantity of water
for he use of said mill.
Also a right of way
from this lot to the county road as now used;
and
Whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken.
Now therefore, by reason of tbe breach of
tleconditiou thereof as owner of said mortgage debt, 1 claim a foreclosure of said inert-

_

costume.

Mrs. Julia H. Sweet is visiting friends
Newton, Mass., and New York.
Mrs. Inez

bis

the Reed cemetery.
The many friends of Charles Carver are
sorry to learn of tbe serious and painful
accident that befell him recently while
scalloping at Owl’s Head. Mr. Carver’s
right wrist became entangled in the warp
of the scallop dredge, and before the machinery of the motor boat could be
stopped several revolutions were made,
crushing the bones of the wrist and forearm.
The injured man was removed to
Rockland hospital and the arm amputated
just below the elbow.
N.
Feb. 20.

Mrs. iianna, with little son, of Winter
Grindle, of North Sedgwick, Harbor, spent two days with her mother,
is visiting bis brother.
Mrs. William Spurling, last week.
Fred Perry, of Bluebill, spent part of
from here attended the
number
A
last week with friends here.
mask ball at Gouidsboro Friday night.
Misses Sarah and Jennie Parker have re- Miss Maud Stewart received the prize for

in

done to relieve

until

and weak.

held

was

sister, Mrs.

at the home of his

little backache at first.

Daily increasing

leaves three sisters and two brothers
Miss Laura Jones, of East Orange, N. J.;
Mrs. George Wilbur and Mrs. Milton
Haslem, of this town; Willis Jones, of
Pawtucket, R. I., and Samuel, of Bangor.
H.
Feb.

Lawrence

turned home

A

in

Milton Haslem, with whom he lived. Mr.
Jones bad been in poor health a long time,
but had been tenderly cared for and every-

COREA.

business.

on

been

to her home in Brewer.

The funeral of Winfield Jones

Miss Maude Stewart is at home from
Waterville, where.she has been, the ;paat
five weeks.
^

__

was

who has

—

business.

Fred J. Sargent

returning

Wednesday

Charles Goodwin is lumbering on his
home lot. His sons William andMBarry
have been working for him. ^
^
Feb. 13.
+&4ZZ. S.

NEWS.

baa

George Stanley,

Macbias through the winter, is visiting
her parents, AldeTi Haslera and wife, be-

is

_

Prank II. Harding

worth People.

Mrs. Charles E. Higgins, 108 Water St.,
Ellsworth, Me., says: “My back ached so
severely that I could not assume any comAt times tbe ache
fortable position.
changed to sharp twinges, especially acute
when I made any sudden movement, and
Harry Goodwin has gone hto Bangor to
20._
for awhile after getting up from a chair I
work.
SEAL COVE.
was obliged to go about in a stooped posiMrs. Lizzie Wise, of Ellsworth, is at E.
Little Edwin Lurvey is quite ill. Mrs. tion. Learning of Doan’s Kidney Pills, I
G. Brimmer’s for the winter.
procured a supply at Moore’s Drug Store,
Wilma Lurvey is improving.
Mrs. Sewell Brimmer has gone to Boston
and the second night after beginning
a
horse
H.
Rumill
lost
valuable
J.
Capt.
to visit her brother and sister.
their use, I slept soundly, something that
Mrs. f
sickness.
after
a
weeks’
two
recently
I had been unable to do for several
Mary Marsh is keeping house for her.
Much sympathy is
felt for Arthur months. The use of two more boxes of
Kenneth Moore, aged eighty-live years,
Rumill and wife in the death of their in- Doan’s
Kidney Pills made a complete cure,
and his sister, Mrs. Jane Poole, aged eighfant son. The little one died Feb. 16, and I have had no return attack of the
ty-seven, who have lived together so many after a short illness. Services were held
trouble. I do not believe there is another
years in happiness, are still spared to en- at tbe home
Sunday. Burial in Seal Cove kidney remedy on the market to-day of
joy one another’s company. Although cemetery.
such great worth as Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
enfeebled by age, their minds are still
John A. Davis died in the insane hospiFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
clear and active, they have a cheery smile
The remains Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
tal at Augusta on Feb. 15.
for all and converse on interesting events
Funeral sole agents for the United States.
were brought here for burial.
of their youth.
services were held at the hall Saturday,
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
Feb. 20.
M.
Rev. C. L. Warren officiating. Burial in no other.
on

SARUENTVILLE.
aa

Being Realized by Ells-

Fast

Miss Laura Jones, of East Orange,
N. J., and brother Samuel, of Bangor,
were called here by the death of their
brother, Winfield Jones.

Harbor.

Hr8t

Downward Course

Charles Allen and wife, of Hull’s Cove,
with their daughter, Mrs. Phena Giles,
for the winter.

John Jordan is in the sled business.

Emery

Isabel

ire

MARIAVILLE.

work.

Ire’S LINIMENT

Treworgy, of Surcounty. Maine, by kia
mortgage
August 8, a. d. 190*2, and
recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds, iu book 879, page 297. cotoveyea tome,,
Henry J. Milliken. of Barry aforesaid, the
following described lots or parcels of land
situated Id Burry aforesaid, and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
First Lot: Beginning at a stake and stones
on the P. J. Milliken southwesterly line (now
or formerly so) where a birch tree formerly
stood for a corner bout d; thence running
south thirty-two degrees west one hundred
and eighty five rod* to a stake and s'ones;
thence east one hundred rods to land owned
by David Wilson now or formerly; thence
north thirty-two degrees east one hundred
sixty rods to tbe first mentioned bound and
being the sune premises described in a warAlendal L.

WHEREAS
ry, Hancock
deed dated

Mrs. E. L. Kingman, of Brewer, is with
her mother, Mrs. Eliza Jordan, who is in
poor health.

Isabel Frost has gone to Bar Harbor to

nor-

piny again.

COUNTY

and

lyl KftWk

^NOM^rfoiutaS^r^

ftmKtttscnuiKfc.

Jordan, who has been
teaching in Amherst, has closed her school
ind is home.

17._M.

ZZ ZZ

’°d
them back into
Lucies soon brings
Aside from this ailment

I10

stone-cutting

Miss

Ecfjuftcua*

Woman loves a dear, rosy complexion.
Burdock Blood Bitters pa rifles tbs blood,
clears tbe skin, restores ruddy, sound bealtb.
—Adrt.

Mrs. Helen Harlem visited friends in
Ellsworth last week.

engraver’s
He made friends wherever he
went, was a young man of excellent character, and a helpful member of Mountain
View grange.
Feb.

the
LEE’S LINIMENT applied to
relieves the pain
immediately
3pot
lubricating the
by automatically

ViBNThas

the

trade.

me

!c

““

COUNTY NEWS.

learning

"muscles

**!,

wj ok L. B. society, is boms for i few
days. All enjoyed her talks Sunday alternoon end evening.

rack
(6)

■■■■I

STATE OF MAINS.

WHITCOMB, HAYNK8 &
Ki ttworih Kalin, Me.

CO.,

‘Remedy* CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely'squickly

I

PROCURED AND

DEFENDED.,1SendmoditR

■ drawing orphoto.furexpert search and Tree reporu ■
■ Free advice, how to obtain patents, trade marks, ■
■ copyrights, etc., |N ALL COUNTRIES.
■
■ Business direct with Washington saves time, P

■
■

9

■

■

and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.

money

Write or come to us at
BU Ninth 8tret, opp United State* Patent
^

WASHINGTON, P. C.

*

V

jfc
OAc*,l
f

absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membran© resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly, lie.
|| Ay Prt/rQ
stores the Senses of YIHT ■ LvLIl
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the Ottv of Ellscare for those who
during the next five
yea re and are legal residents
llsw rth. I
forbid ail persons trusting them on my ac
connt. as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the Citv Farm
boose.
M. J. Drum met
worth
HAVING
support and
need assistance
to

may

Hancock ss.—At a probate court held e&
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock^,
on the I4ih day of February, in the year at
our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven. ( xdjonrned session.)
CERTAIN instrument purporting to b#a copy of the last will and testament ef
CLIFFORD BRIDGHAM, late of MILTON*
in the county of Norfolk, and Commonwealtk
of M >ssichusetts, deceased, and of the prebate thereof in said Commonwealth of taav
SHChuse ts duly authenticated, having beee
p esented to the judge of probate for our said
countyof Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our ssid coun'y of HancockOrdered. That notice thereof be given te
all persous interested therein, bv publisning
a copy of ibisoroer three
weeks sue- es iveiy
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaperprinted at Ellsworth in said county of Hancock. prior lothe seventh day ol M rch. a. d.
191 that thev may appeir at a prohate court
hen to be held at Ellsw »rlh. In and fors<id
coun’y of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have*

A

against

the same.

JEROME H. KNOWLE8. Judge of Probate.
A true copy or the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahon ay, Register.

bnrt
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COUNTY NEWS
NORTH CA8TINB.

SOUTH BURST.

:he next

Wood

Stewart,

are

the

founders

and

library.

furnished by E. M. Cunningbarn, who brought his phonograph for the
purpose. The program:
Music..>. America
Music

was

Song
Address, by"the president, who gave
sketch of Mr 8tcwart

Song
Recitation.Mabel Kane
Song

Reading, clippings, giving history and
object of tne association, and biographical sketch of Miss C'orrinne

Arthur 8tewart.Edward M Rich

Phonograph selections.Edward M Rich

W Nome and AJJrtn.

The Christian Endeavor meeting Thureday evening was well attended. Interesting letters from absent members were
read at roll-call.

[

Cake and coffee were served at the close
of the program. After refreshments, the
floor was cleared, and the younger folks
enjoyed games.
Much credit is due to the ladies who responded so liberally to the call for cake,
and to little Anna Collins and Mabel
Kane who aided in the program.
The object of the entertainment was to
get people who may be interested in the
library together, and to instill into the
minds of all the town people the fact that,
it is for the benefit of every person in all
parts of the town.
The room is open to the public every
Wednesday evening from 6.30 to 9.30, with
the librarian in attendance? and all are

cordially welcomed.
Feb. 20.

Tramp.

days of grip.
WEST UOU LDSBORO.
C. H. Hooper, who has been ill several
Elwood Youag and Charles Hodgkins,
Miss Rent Springer, of Hancock, Is visdays, is slowly improving.
jr., accompanied by their pastor, will atW. A. Hi char and wife spent several tend the boys' confereace at Bangor, re- iting at A. W. Gordon’s.
turning Monday.
Mrs. Emma Kingsley was in Steuben
days in Lewiston last week.
In the absence of the pastor there will last week, visiting her sister, Mrs. E. C.
Mrs. flora MeNabb, of Bncksport, is
spending several days with her sister, be no preaching service Sunday morning, Tripp.
bat the Sunday school and evening meetMrs. Arthur Morey.
Charles Sargent and son Camden, of
will be held as usual.
Sorrento, are visiting Mr. Sargent’s paCharles Devereox and bob Bichard left ing
Friday to spend several days with Cspt. I The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs. rents, Epps Sargent and wife.
W. H. Riot Wednesday afternoon with a
Devereua in Boston.
Miss Olive Cushman, of Seal Harbor,
attendance. Mrs. C. O Cousins, of who has been visiting at S. Q.
The Red men’s sapper Friday eveningJ good
Woods,
Arrangements spent a few daya with Mrs. Ruth Phelps,
Bangor, was a visitor.
was well patronized in agate of the storm.
at
and
eocial
were made to have a supper
in West Sullivan, last week.
After sapper a fine program was rendered,
C. E. hall Wednesday, Feb. 22. Mrs. Fred
followed by dancing.
The 63 club met with Mrs. Taft and N.
Hodgkins, Mrs. Charles Hodgkins, Mrs. Noyes Feb. 16, and
report an enjoyable
J. M. Yogell, wife and son Earl and S. J.
K.
Salisbury time.
Young and Mrs. W.
Although one of the party, A. P.
Will Hooper and wife, who have spent
were
appointed
supper committee, and
who
was in Augusta, arrived a
Havey,
several days at their camp in Or land, re- Miss Edith C.
Rice, Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins little
late, he still belongs to “the neverturned home Sunday.
and Mrs. Herbert Davis committee on enNews was received Bandar of the sodden death of Mrs. Pbebe Hatch, a former
resident of North Castine.
Oaring the
last few years Mrs. Hatch bad lived with
her daughter in Auburn.
Although an
invalid several years, her death came as
great shock to her many friends. Her
son, James Hatch, who laves on the old
homestead, left Monday to attend the
fnneral. The body will be brought here
Mrs. Hatch leaves (our
for interment.
sons and two daughters.
28.
Q.
Feb.
a

LAMOfNB.
Miss Jennie M. Hodgkins visited her
•ant, Mrs. 8. F. Cousins, at East Larooine,
fast week.
School dosed this week, after a sncceaetaught by Miss Do bay, of Sherman Kills.
tnl term

Gapt- Charles Hodgkins and wife, Capt.
Vied Hodgkias and wife, El wood M.
Sing amt wile, and Harry Coolidge and

_

_______

SUNSET.
Mrs. Ed. Sylvester is visiting at Ston-

Prescott Eaton.
Feb. 20.

Sadie.

_

NORTH LAMOINE.
Jack Christie ia home from Philadelphia
for the winter.
Miss Hope Norwood, of Southwest Harbor, is visiting relatives here.
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School closed Friday, after a successful
taught by Miss Eunice Coggins.

term

Miss Annis Sprague has bten the guest
of Mrs. Colman Hagan the past wet k.
Lewis and Emery Smith have been
spending (he past week at their home,
ootiling from Seal Harbor, where the
family ia spending the winter.
Feb. 20.

Y.

protection
considering.

it

AURORA.
Mias Arabella Rowe is visiting at Great
Pond.
Mrs. F. O. Silaby, of Amherst, visited
her mother, Mrs. S. E. Crosby, last week.
Mrs. H. T. Silaby and daoghtera
Fannie,
Mary and Alice an visiting nlativea in

Beddington.
Feb. 20.

Consultations with

specialists
cities are easily arranged over
Jong-distance service.

in other
the Bell

C.
OCEAN VILLE.

Walter Stanley, of Rockland, ia spending a few days with his family.
Frienda of Fred Webb and wife, of Stonington, an glad to bear that they an recovering from toasiiitia.

and

Chlvin Gordins nnd wife hnve
moTM
into rooms in Mm. Letitle
Hpragu,'s
bouse.

and asked if he might have

some

Ordway,

ing.

Mrs. Cora E. Cbildn, ol
Manset, spent
part ol last week with her grandmothMrs. Zultna Clark.

ill.

who is

Miss Marjorie Harvey, a normal student,
the guest of Mrs. Helen Hatch.
from
Irving Conner returned Saturday
Sorth Sedgwick. He was accompanied by

Chester Sprague, who hss been st
the
ol bis mother, Mrs. L.

,s

lis

daughter Josephine, who

caching

has

home

at Sutton.
has been

intelligence

The sad

received of

“Certainly, monsieur.” said a woman
who was there, ‘.‘but we can give you j

Fanehette poured into his glass some
of the cheap wine of the country. She
was between seventeen and eighteen
years old. a simple French maid who
had no secrets from any one In the
world.
“You wear a sad look, Fanehette,”
said the stranger. "Is It from seeing
the slaughter today"’
"No, monsieur. I did not look that

way."
“Well, then, tell
you.”

me

what troubles

“It it this, monsieur. Antoine Brlsthe lighting and
He is lying now
received a wound.
in the next room.”
“He is your brother?”
“No. monsieur.”
son went out n»ong

"Hen, men.

ne is

your

loverr

To this the only reply was eyes cast
upon the floor.
“What was he doing out there-

lighting?"
“No. monsieur; he has not yet beHe will not be the
come n conscript

j age (or

month.”
“Well. then, what business had he
;1 oil a "battlefield?”
a

“Sketching!"
“Sketching? That’s what 1 was doing there. When I have finished my

Margaret Hutchins, aged seventysix years, who has been confined to ber
home the greater part of the time for many
had the pleasure Siturday of callMrs.

Tuklma.

BLUEHILL FALLS.

death

|

A. B. Conary
health.

former resident here.

per.

Sprague,
Southwest

past two months, bas gone to
Harbor for a abort visit.
Feb. 20.

been

of Mrs. Alma Conner Snow, of
;he
Brockton, Maas. Mrs. Snow was the
a
sup- ; laughter of Samuel Conner, of Auburn,

is

much

improved

,n

Mattie Dow returned to Bucksport Fria abort visit here.

day alter

years,

Mr. and Mrs. Bastow returned to Hr
Moulton’s Sunday, after visiting their
father in Bluebill.

friends and spending the day with
Angie Candage returned to her hone
daughter, Mrs Charles Warriwell.
Sunday, accompanied by her lather, Joof
Mrs. Cora Wooster, only daughter
seph Conary, alter spending the week
Wilson Bowden and wife, died Sunday, with Mrs. B. A. Uray.
of
ill
Feb. 12, in Waterville. Although
Feb. 20.
Chimbs.
tuberculosis, reports of her condition had
ber
NORTH
PENOBSCOT.
been so favorable that the news of
death was a shock to her family and
The funeral of George R. Marks, of Bioefriends. Mrs. Worcester was an estimable hill, a native and (or many years a red.
Sincere sympathy is extended to dent ol this place, was held at the Methowoman.
the bereaved husband and children; also dist church Sunday, Rev. Mr. Carterofto her father, mother and three brotbers- flciating.
Many relatives were present,
Frank. Joseph and Austin Bowden. The and the floral offerings were beantifol.
funeral service, conducted by Kev. O. E. The deceased was for more than
nuty
Barnard, was held Wednesday at the years a resident here, where be was held
home of ber father. Interment was at the in high esteem.
He bad a family of eight
village cemetery.
children, all of whom are living.
L.
Feb. 20.
Feb. 20.
H.
ing

on

ber
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NORTHEAST HARBOR.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Miss Hannah Kimball is in Bangor.
Maynard Jordan spent the week-end at
his home in Islestord.

Capt. A. A. Barbour haagone to Portland
for medical treatment.

The Boy Scouts are planning to spend
Friday night at the Craigs.
The Baptist young ladies’ class met with
R. F. Lurvey and wife Friday.
Mias Maud Reynolds has gone to Bangor to work. She was accompanied by
her mother.
Charles N. Small has purchased the Atwood cottage on Rock End avenue, and
will

move

his

family

there.

The subject of Rev. N. B. Rogers’ sermon Sunday morning was the “Letter to
the Church in Philadelphia”. Next Sunday morning Mr. Rogers will preach hi*
last sermon in the service.

W. B. Lindsay and wife, with
othen,
an enteftainraent in Red Men's hail
Thursday. The proceeds, about |15, are to
go toward a communion aet for the Methodist church.
Feb. 13.
S.
gave

_

BIRCH HARBOR.
School closed Feb. 3, after a pleasant
term of nine weeks. Miss Hooper has returned to her home in Booth Uouldsbora.
The remains of Elzlra Handy, wile tf
Obed Bickford, who died at lower Uarbor,
were brought hem Friday and placed is
the family lot.
Feb. 13.
C.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
James Bunker, Walter Jordan, Shirley
Six applies!ions for membership «tre
Reynolds, Ralph Moore, and Clarence
Lurvey will attend the boys’ conference at received by Seagirt grange at a special
Bangor Feb. 24 26. R. F. Lurvey and meeting Monday evening.
Kev. N. B. Rogers will accompany them.
Mrs. Norton, mother of Mrs. Eben Dos,
died Wednesday night. Sbe bad been is
neighborhood house.

Northeast Harbor defeated Stonington
in a fast game of basket ball Wednesday

evening.

here

some

time.
H.

_

GREKIf LAKE.

Score 34-12.

The beat game of the

played

tailing health for
Feb. 13.

season

Thursday evening,

will

be

when the

strong team from Deer Iale will meet
Northeast Harbor first team. Deer Isle
defeated Northeast Harbor last year, and
the local team will be “out for blood’’.
Robinson Crusoe.

Reoel Higgins, who bat been ill ol grip
is oat again.
C. C. Camber, Ed. and Lewis Gray
cart with cord wood.

sir

loading

Jnilns Crockett and friends landed

salmon, twelve pickerel and

one

oae

trout, tad

lost three salmon.
TKEMON1.
The entertainment given by the ladies’

Bert Spenoer and wife, ot West Sebooa,
spending tbe week with tin.
Moore and will.
Spencer’s parents,
are

society at the Congregational church
Artbug
Thursday evening, Feb. 16, was a success.
The church was crowded. Program: InIf troubled with indigestion, consiipsstrumental music, Mrs. Sidney Wallace tiod, no appetite or feel bilious, give
and Mias Lulu Richardson; recitation. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
Miss Marion Pray; siugiug, choir; dia- a trial and yon will be
pleased with Ike
logue, ten ladies; song, Frances Wallace, result.
These tablets invigorate Ike
Eva Marks, Dorothy Sawyer;
solo, Mrs. stomach and liver and strengthen the direplied.
C. W. Robinson; recitation, Miss Bitha gestion. Sold by ail dealers.
“Never studied in an art school;
Qott; song, Mrs. Georgia Albee, Miss
never had any instruction?”
Cora Galley; reading, C. W.
Robinson;
2&ftattsraiaitt.
monsieur.”
“No,
dialogue, Mias Violet Uott and Uailie
The artist went on looking at the Murphy; song, Frances
Wallace, Dorothy
Quickly Cures Coughs,
sketches one after the other and when Sawyer; tableaux.
Refreshments were
he bad seen them all looked at them served.
Proceeds, about |46, for the
Colds and Cai&rrk
again. Then he turned his eyes to the church fund. Much credit is due Mrs.
Fred I. Rich. The society extends thanks
boy on the bed.
If you, dear reader, could spend u
“Do you know, my boy, that my pa- to the out-of-town people, also the ladies’
h"Ur looking over a few of ,tie tlioukaid society of Southwest Harbor.
per sent me here to make sketches of
Hiid of testimonials that we have »
Feb. 19.
Kin.
this battle? I have graduated at the
file, you would not go on stifle in*
art school with honors, and yet you
from catarrh, that disgusting dis*"«
ATLANTIC.
that will Bureiy gap your vitality aui
who have never taken a lesson have
A. H. Staples is filling his ice-house.
weaken your entire system if aJi .wea
done what I cannot do."
Joseph Walker has recently purchased to couliuue.
“What do you mean, monsieur?"
Y u womd have just as much faith
asked the boy. his eyes opening very a new horse.
in HYOMEI as we have, and we haw
wide, while Fanchette wns ail attenhas
Emery Joyce
bought stock for a so much confidence in its wonderful
tion.
motor boat for Allred Joyce.
curative virtue that it is sold the
iou are a Dorn battle painter.
You
Misses Vera Joyce and Hssel Stock- country over under a positive guaiuohave put Into these crude sketches an
bridge, of Atlantic, who have been teach- lee to cuie catarrh, croup, sour thrijav
action that I have not been able to ing at Isle au
coughs and colds, or money back.
Haul, are home.
No
stomach
dosing when }',a
put, in mine. And you have known
breathe HYOMEI Just pour3 f«f
what scenes to select
Your soldiers
A Lincoln entertainment was
Lingiven
drops of the liquid into tbe inhaler,
move: they fight; they are Impelled
coln day at Seaside hall
by the Atlantic and breathe it in.
by the demon of war; they die—really schools. It was enjoyed by all present.
It is migoty pleasant to n-e; »
die, while mine—well, mine beside
A party of thirty-two made a raid
opens up those stuffed-up nostril* jj}
on the
are
like
yours
be*
toy soldiers.”
parsonage Monday evening, Feb. 13. After two minutes, and makes your
“Oh. monsieur,” exclaimed Fanchette, a
feel as clear as a bell in a short tin*
pleasant evening, the visitors departed,
the
her
kill
ilieathe HYOMEI and
clasping
hands, “how good you leaving various
»
paper bags, parcels and catarrh
are to say that!”
germs. It’s the on y way
money.
cure catarrh.
It's the only way. w
“Good to say that!, I’m not talking
Feb. 19.
s
get rid of
hat cons ant hawkiut
to please you.
I’m telling you the
snuffling and spi ting.
truth. And. to prove what I say. If
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
A complete HYOMEI outfit, wbick
Antoine when he has recovered will
The W. C. T. U. will hold its
and*
annual includes a bottle of IIYOMKI
come to Paris I am sure I can Interest
w
rally meeting Sunday evening, Feb. 26, at hard rubber pocket inhaler, costs It
art lovers In him who will see that he
at G. A. Parcher’s and druggists every;
tue Congregational church.
receives Instruction."
where If you already own a 11 yomm
Pearl Hanna, who, with his
“Ob. monsieur,” replied Fanchette.
wife, went to inhaler you can get an exti a bottle 01
“how can he do that? He has no mon- Medway, Mass., to be employed in the HYOMEI for 5o cents.
„
straw factory, has a
•‘We have used HYOMEI in our
position as fireman on
ey. He would have to walk to Paris.”
up
the N. V., N. H. & H. rai road.
family for the cure and breaking an»
“Not at all. I will take these sketches
of coughs, colds, sore throat
A large circle of friends
with 'me. They will be used In one of
sympathise with catarrhal affections, and can say tu«»
the Illustrated papers and will be well Mrs. R. J. Lcmont in the recent death of
it is a grand remedy worth its weigj1
paid for. The money received for them her mother, Mrs. Caroline Flewwelling, in gold.” Mrs. John Cooper, mjuU1
who -luring an
I will send to Antoine.”
extended visit to her Wayne, Mich.
The same night, having hired a conveyance, the artist set out posthaste

England Telephone
Telegraph Company

for

Paris.

Antoine's

sketches

were

produced and created a sensation. The
money paid for them was sent him.
Feb. 10.
A.
He went to Paris, where owing to the
Interest created by his pictures he was
BAR HARBOR.
Mias Icapbene Grace died Friday at the taken up and educated by the paper
that published them.
age ot sixty-eight yean. Several yean ago
All this occurred forty years ago.
she suffered a panlytic shock from which
she never fully recovered. She is survived and the great battle painter has flourished
and passed away.
His widow
by two sistan -Mre. George Guptilland
loves to tell how he got his start
Miss Henrietta Gnce.
,
^
_

New

iving at Manfred Mixer’s.
visPercy Perkins, of South Penobscot,
ted friends here last week.
Miss Bertha Webster is working for

aid

..

suggest

can

treatment, if necessary.
call

his way to a hut on a hill overlooking
the scene of the engagement that had
occurred that day between the French
and the Prussians, entered the hut

_

Mrs. Clara Thompson is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Fannie Cole.
Raymond Small is working for his
grandfather, A. T. Small.
Saturday evening there.wasa recital and
other exercises at the chapel.
The diphtheria patients are all well,
with no new cases reported.
Mrs. Charles Thompson and son Percy
are spending school vacation with Mrs.

fT^HE

perceptible. A man carrying a portfolio and paraphernalia necessary to
sketching left the Held and. making

j

_

The more eyes an advertisement catches
the more dollars it is worth

W. A.
Chm
Elizabeth light, where he bee been
work

Mrs. W. E.

■upper I will go In and see him.”
The stranger chatted on with the girl
and easily gleaned from her that she
and Antoine could not marry because
she had no dot After having supped
and smoked a pipe the artist went Into
the room where Antoine was lying.
, The boy had received a flesh wound,
tail club”.
but not of sufficient Importance to entertainment.
Feb. 20.
L.
R. H.
danger bis life.
Feb. 20.
“So you were mnking sketches of the
WEST HANCOCK.
SURRY.
light?" said the artist “That is my
Eva
Foren
has
been
is
but
better.
quite,
Orlando Staples is very ill.
business. I have been drawing for one
Arthur Clarke is very ill at the home of of the Paris Illustrated papers.
Let
Ray Caspar is home from Beverly, Mass.
David Lovell.
me see what you have done."
Andrew Meader is hauling wood for i
Mrs. W. K. Springer has been visiting
Fanchette took an improvised portJohn Lake from Patten’s pond.
friends in Franklin.
folio that she bad made for her lover
The many friends of Mrs. Dorothy Con;
Mrs. Arthur Graves has returned from a of two pieces of pasteboard laced toary are pleased to hear she is gaining.
visit in Boston and vicinity.
gether with a string and brought it to
Mrs. Lucy Emery, of Revere, Mass., forthe artist. There were blood stains on
School
closed
last
week
a
after
pleasant
merly of Surry, visited friends here last
it, but he did not mind that. He had
term. Miss Idylene Shute teacher.
week.
He
seen plenty of blood that day.
George B. Bridges was injured quite
Lester Caspar, of Beverly, Mass., is
opened the portfolio, took out what
while working at Washbadly
Saturday
bis
vacation
with
his
uncle,
spending
there was in it—five or six sketches—
ington Junction.
William Caspar.
and began to look them over.
Mrs.
who
has
been
for
Willard,
caring
The drama which is being prepared by
“Where di<^ you learn to sketch?” he
ber daughter, Mrs. Frank Miles, has rethe Methodist society will be postponed
asked the boy.
turned to her home at Steep Falls.
from Feb. 22 to date to be assigned later.
“I have never learned, monsieur," he
Feb. 20.
Sumac.
Anon.
Feb. 20.

ington.

Getting

The battle of Gravelotte had been
a smoke mist still hung over
the Held, though in the gathering darkbecoming imwas gradually
ness it

fought;

The soldiers of both arvery little.
a
j mles have taken all we have except a
few bits that we hid In the cellar.
Song
Reading of the Constitution.Secretary Come, Fanehette, bestir yourself and
Statement of the financial standing of
set the table!”
the association.Treasurer
The table was set and the supper put
Music
Recitation*.-4.Anna Collins upon it. The stranger sat down, and

wife attended the “Festival of Lanterns” j
at Franklin Tuesday evening.

CASTXNE.

Center

A program had been prepared wbich
listened to with flattering attention.

_

Ormond Qott has been very ill several

at

was

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

>E«

met

donors of the

No fussing or fretting over
die biscuit-making. Royal
is the aid to many a
cook’s success.

ajVjS 1 \

100

anniversary of the birth of Prof. William
P. Stewart, who with his wife, Mrs. Mollie

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

;

_

hall, the
present home of the Corinne Stewart public library, on the evening of Feb. 14, as
invited guests of the association, brought
together to celebrate the sixty-eighth

Abeoluteiy Pure

Receiptt-Frtt.

day.

LIBRARY ENTERTAINMENT.

Nearly

Arthur P. Guilford U visiting relatives
South Penobscot.
Mies Sadie Littlefield, of Penobscot, is

visit.

The Union river bay skims 'over with
about every night, but it all goes out
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Book-800
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TREMONT.
Clark, Jr*, la home from
WKBT

n

ce
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fl*ef CM

for
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Mr*. Eliva Young is very 111-

Volney Coggins, who has been quartervaster of the steamship Bay State some
live, returned home from Boston last

Makes the mostnutritious food and the most
dainty and delicious.

tar*Ma^*wiT"*

May here by
qualities of mind aad her genial
to

Begin Today
The

to Get

Well
and

quickest, surest and safest way

to relieve indigestion
constipation and to really enjoy life Is to take an occasional do*
of the true “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine. It purifies the blood, aid*
digestion and tones up the whole system.

H
WSk
ffia

^ooa service.

F' Atwood's
*L;
I could not

get

MsdieiHfhashoM **

along without it.
MR. CICI1* ROBERTSON.

f" in large red letters Is on all labels,
3# eta. for a large bottle.
Write fer Khval sample
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